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2. IFC. This is of course an institutional division and there
are many arguments both for and against keeping it as a part of the
Information Department. I have slowly come to the conclusion that it
might be best that this Division be transferred entirely to IFC.
Although on many occasions there are obvious advantages to look upon
the information and public image of the entire Bank Group as a whole
and use some common services, one must recognize that IFC's approach,
at least at present and probably by necessity, is somewhat different
from that of the Bank/IDA; it tends to be more institutional and
self-seeking. If it will not be found possible to integrate the unit
more organically in the Department and liberate it from many of the
duties that it now shoulders or assumes, I therefore now agree with
O'Brien that our ways should part.

3. Publications. The Department has the responsibility for
maintaining "relations with Johns Hopkins Press and other publishers
regarding the production and distribution of books published for the
World Bank Group, and supervise their production" and also for advising
"the Publications Committee on the distribution of books published for
the Bank by the Johns Hopkins Press and other publications of concern
to the Committee".

This function has been with the Department for more than a
decade, but no specific staffing arrangements have been made except
for the distribution side, which is handled by Mrs. Eliason's unit.
Experience has proven that the work involved is time-consuming and
demands special competence. Mr. Graves and I have taken on much of
this function ourselves; which might not be the best use of resources.
It has also become evident to me for some time that more undivided
attention must be given to this part of the work and that better
coordination between the various departments involved is needed. In
the summer of 1966 I made a proposal aiming at the establishment of
an integrated publications service (attached). It is my understanding
that John Williams' department is now looking into the matter. Action
is needed in the near future.

I have no firm convinction as to the correct placement of
such a service organization-wise, but my inclination would be for it
to be part of the Information Department.

In this connection, you may recall that you were asked at
the meeting of the Publications Committee on March 19 to prepare a
paper on "the role of publications in the Bank's public relations
policy". The problem goes of course much further than the Bank's
"'public relations policy"; it concerns basically the Bank's function
(or lack of function) as a disseminator of knowledge.

4. Staff strength. The Department at present has 21 professional
members (including Paris office) and one consultant. There is no vacancy.
The following strengthenings would be worth considering:
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a) German specialist in Paris office. Dr. Sep Strobl
has been approached.

b) In order to strengthen area liaison: one specialist
on the Arabic world and one assistant to Mr. Bravo
for Latin America.

c) Radio specialist, mainly for the developing countries.

d) Publications staff depending on results of survey
under 3 above.

e) Special speech writer for the President.

f) Corresponding non-professional staff.

5. An overhaul of the distribution system and existing mailing
lists, which has been initiated, should be carried forward, most likely
with the help of an outside consultant. I shall come back to this on
Mrs. Eliason's return from leave. The overhaul should take into account
the broadening of our audience to include the political world.

6. Untapped resources. The Bank Group is not really an important
source of news for the information media. Our announcements are mainly
limited to new loans, issues and personnel changes and we appear quite
regularly on the financial pages of the leading newspapers, which of
course is useful, although unnecessarily restrictive.

Very little has been done to exploit the mine of material
available in some form in the Bank Group on:

a) The economies of our client countries, both in
statistical form (for instance, in World Tables) and in
assessment form in our economic reports. Quite apart from
the wastefulness of devoting so much of the Bank's staff time
and talent to thorough economic studies and reports without
making them available to others, it would enhance the Bank's
prestige if some way could be found to adopt a more liberal
policy in using this documentation, which I think is unique
in many ways.

b) Award of contracts. Release of information on
contract awards would interest the trade press and draw attention
of the industrial community to the benefits they reap from the
Bank Group's operations. I doubt that even the big companies
(such as Westinghouse) which have received considerable amounts
of orders under Bank loans realize the extent to which the Bank
Group has helped boost their exports.



c) Follow-up on projects. We normally "drop" a project
the moment we have announced a loan; seeing the amount of work
and care going into the appraisals, the calculation of economic
and financial benefits, etc. one would think that simple curiosity
would lead to second looks at some intervals after the project is
completed. Under this heading, we should also consider effects
stories of the type written by Information staff and published
in Finance and Development. We should have at least one such
story in each issue of our quarterly. We should also try to
deploy some of our staff in the field for some periods - not only
to "sell" the Bank Group in a given area but also to obtain good
reportage.

7. Enlarging the audience. In the past we have had occasional
briefing sessions at headquarters for invited North American financial
writers, which have proved useful. I suggest that we continue this
practice, but try to pick our men more among those who are influential
on the editorial pages. If we arranged one such briefing this spring
or early summer, we could count on high-level acceptances because of
Mr. McNamara if nothing else. A similar information conference should
be arranged for European journalists of the same type: my preference
would be for such a briefing to be held in Europe with the participation
of Mr. McNamara and others of the most senior level. These briefings
should be business-like and frank; the UN round-table type should be
avoided. We should also give thought to information conferences for
leading information media personalities and public affairs leaders
from the three developing continents. In our business, I think the
spoken word will always be more effective than the written one.

8. Speaking program. I only wish to register my feeling that
we should devote less time to speaking to every group asking for an
appearance. The speaking program should be more planned and senior
economists and generalists of the Bank Group staff should be drawn into
the program - not only for ad hoc performances, but for extended tours.
Recent experiences with John Adler and Bob de Vries are steps in the
right direction. Here again, developing countries should not be forgotten.

9. Newsletter or backgrounders. I have given further thought to
the idea of a newsletter and consulted some colleagues, in particular
Dinesh Bahl, who will write you a note on the subject. The advantage
of a newsletter - or information bulletin rather as we do not really
deal in news on a two-months basis and slow mail - lies in regularity
and the imposition of a certain production discipline. The disadvantage
is that it has to be produced whether we have something to say or not
and at a time governed by the periodicity of the letter rather than by
topicality. Ad hoc backgrounders to our friends among information
media and individuals interested in our affairs might be more productive.
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For instance, a background note could be issued in connection with
consultative group meetings, certain landmarks in the construction of
a project, etc. For this approach to be successful, it will be
necessary for our area and sector specialists to look out for pegs
and events and originate material at not too distant intervals.

10. On news announcements, I think that the slightly changed
style has found acceptance. Unless there is an emergency, let's als.o
agree: "Never on a Friday".



Mr. Graves June 2, 1966

Lars J. Lind

Docurnts and Publications

1. The volume of docurents and to some oztent also publica-
tions produced by the Bank Group has increased considerably in
the short time I have been with the Bank. With a strong Economics
Department, rising demand from member goverrments for language
versions, new cooperative arrangements with other international
organizations, and an increasing number of consultative groups,
the paper flow can be assumed to rise even further.

2. There does not exist, as far as I can figure out, any
specific organizational arran-gevsnts for the planning and eoecu-
tion of the entire documents and publications operation. Documents
and publications originate in all deprtmanta. The bulk is sent
directly to the internal print shop for reproduction; others are
sent for design and printing to VMr. Slade's uait; many are handed
over to the Information Department for printing by The Johns flop-
Icins or otherwise. Translations are requested from Mr. Rasmussen,
often without warning and with very tight deadlines.

3. An example: the Dank is prepartng asstudy for UNCTAD; the
Economics Staff works against a deadline and completes a manuscript.
There their responsibility endo, but the casigned tank is only at
an early stage. The manuscript needs come editing, some further
work on graphs and tables. It has to be translated into Franch
and Spanish. It has to be reproduced and outrittad to UNCTAD in
time to be circulated to nember governments well ahead of a certain
meeting. It has to be prepared for printing, typeset, proofed,
paged, printed and distributed. This part of the operation is at
present usually picked tip as a rescue operation by the Information
Department in cooperation with Mr. Slade.

4. It is my obsorvation that there are many serious weaknesses
in methods and staff capacity in the entire operation at present
and I recormand that a study be made of present practices, the
need for changes and strengthening of staff.

5. I think I ea right in saying that organizations with a docu.
ments and publications progra the size of that of the Bank Group
normally has found it necessary to establish a central Documents
and Publications Service. Such a Service would absorb tha follow.
in$ functions:

VI.



Kr. Graves 2. June 2, 1966

1. Over-all planninS

2. SchzdulinS (priorities, deadlines, seeing
a document through from manutscript to
finished product)

3. Transgltion

4. Copy-editing and preparation for the
printer

5. Art work and typography

6. Arranacment for reproduction (inside and
outside)

7. Iuside raproduction

8. Proofreading and make-up

9. Distribution

Some of these functions are not performed at all at present, inparticular 1. and 2.; others are performed on an ad hoa basis, notably4. and B.; and the staffing for functions 3. 5. and 7. seems to beinadequate.

LJ./juv
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William Clark

Travel 1968-1980

1968 1972

June 11-16 Indonesia January Bangladesh
July 6-9 Turkey January 21 Ceylon
July 14 Egypt January Nepal
October 23-26 Brazil January 29-30 Pakistan
October Argentina March 2-4 Peoples Republic
November 12-14 Afghanistan of Congo
November 14-17 Pakistan March 4 Central African Rep.
December 5-8 Mexico March 8 Mali

March 5-6 Niger
Mqrch 6-7 Upper Volta

1969 November 10-12 Sudan
November 13-15 Somalia

February 8-10 Senegal November 15-18 Zambia
February 10-13 Ivory Coast November 19-23 Kenya
February 16 Zaire
May 20-22 Japan
November 6-11 Iran 1973
November 12-16 Morocco
December 2-5 Venezuela January 10-12 Togo
December 5 Guatemala January 12-14 Dahomey
December 5-8 Mexico January 14-15 Sierra Leone

January 16-19 Liberia
February 6-7 ? Lebanon

1970 July 3-5 Jamaica
May 13-16 Tunisia

January 7-11 Tanzania ? 1973 Egypt
January 11-15 Uganda September Kenya
January 15-18 Kenya October 1- Madagascar
May 13-16 Korea October 2 Mauritius
May 16-19 Taiwan July 5-7 Trinidad & Tobago
June 3-6 Colombia
September/October Denmark 1974
October 18-21 Ethiopia

February Kenya
February Fiji

1971 February 2-16 Australia
February 16-19 Indonesia

January 13-15 Chad February Papua New Guinea
January 15-17 Cameroon February New Zealand
January 17-19 Gabon November 6-10 Turkey
January 19-21 Mauritania November 11-13 Syria
May 15-20 Nigeria November 14-17 Jordan
May 20-21 Ghana
November 8-12 Thailand
November 12-15 Philippines
November 15-16 Singapore
November 16-18 Malaysia
November 2-8 Japan



William Clark

Travel 1968-1979

1975 1979

January 19-23 Romania January 16-21 Mexico
March 11-13 Spain May Philippines
May 7-8 Bahamas May 10-15 Indonesia
May Jamaica May 15-16 Singapore
September 14-22 Yugoslavia May 16-20 Thailand
November 2-5 Colombia July 16-19 Yugoslavia
November 5-8 Costa Rica July 19-20 Romania

Sept. 28-Oct. 5 Yugoslavia
Nov. 6-13 Brazil

1976 Nov. 13-16 Ecuador

March 2-7 Peru
March 7-9 Bolivia 1980
March 10-11 Paraguay
November 2-3 Burma January 16-20 Kenya
November 3-6 Bangladesh January 20-22 Tanzania
November 6-11 India January 22-23 Botswana
November 11-14 Pakistan January 23-24 Swaziland
September/October Philippines January 24-25 Lesotho

1977

November 2-6 Nigeria
November 6-8 Ivory-Coast
November 8-12 Guinea
November 12-13 The Gambia
November 14-16 Mali
November 13-15 Senegal

1978

January 18- Egypt
April 9-15 Turkey
May 15 Singapore
May 15-30 Philippines
June 1 Hong Kong
June 6-9 Japan
June 9-13 Malaysia
October 1-12 India
October 12-13 Ceylon
October 15-18 Sierra Leone
October Nigeria
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united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
I N F U U II organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

The Director-General

reference: ODG/Dr/r2o99 9 December 196q

IECLASSIFIED
Persoral

My dear Clork,

I a" it present giving much thcught to various matters
relating. to my second term of office and especially to the
composition of my team in the Directorate.

As I told yon when we last met, Tor Cjesdal retires on
31 December 1969 and it is my earnest hope that you should succeed
hin in the post of Assistant Director-General for Communication,
where I need a dynamic man like yourself, J.fted with a lively
imeqirntion who, like you, enjoys my full confidence.

is you know, the Comn viication Sector comprises:

The Denartment of Mass Communication (D-2)
The Department of Documentation, Tibrarios and Archives (D-2)
The Office of Free Flow of Irformntion and International

Exchanges (D-1)
The Office of Public Information (D-1)
The Office of Statistics (D-1).

In 1969, it will have 129 staff members in the professional
category and above without counting field experts.

The remineration attached to the crade of Assistant Director-
Cenerql as of January 1969 is as follows:

Annua- base sal-ry net $ 22,722
Post adjustment 3,648
Representation allowance 2,100
Transnortation allowance 1,000

Mr. William D. Clark
Direntor
Tnformation and Public Affairs Deartment
International aank for Reconstruction

and Development
1819 H Street, N.W.
7ashington, D.C.
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I should be grateful if you would let me know whether I may
count on you in January 1970. As you are aware, I must consult the
Executive Board; it is my intention to do so durinS its October
session, but I want to prepare the ground.

If the idea interests you, I believe that in the first instance
it would be preferable for yon to mention it to Mr. MaeNamara. I shall
write to him in due course when you tell me that it is appropriate.

In renewing the hope that I shall have the benefit of your
collaboration, T am,

!Jith warm personal regards and best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Ren6 Mahen
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

ROUTING SLIP
Date Feb. 9, 1968

Name Room No.

I Mr. nd 453

3

4

FOR -
Action Initialing
Approval Preparing Reply

Comment Previous Papers

Filing Noting and Returning

Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature

REMARKS

WASHINGTON POUCH

FROM- Viggo A. Christensen



" Jylapids-Posten" (DenmarL
Portriet af 6 Feb. 1968.

en topmand

VIRKELYST
VERDENSBANKEN

,j(

~T

Verdnenbanken I skjortermr ...

T venatre Vordensbankons ny. informationschef, .nglanderon William
Clark, og Ull hajr. bankons pressereprasentant I Paris. danakeren VIggo A.
Christensen. Do doltog begge I en FN-konference I Warazawe sidate ofterir.

En hengiven beundrer at Dan. torberedte Suez-eventyr, trAdto WIl-
11am Clark tlbage fra sin voost i Dow-

mark og dansk presse, en hjalp- ning Street nr. 10. Han bereiste forat
som ven af storsteparten af de Atrika for BBC oN blev derpi The

danake bladfolk, der har tjent Observers korrespondent I New Delhi.
Jeg medta ham Igen for ikke sa lmnge

deres aviser som korrespondenter sden vtd en -Editor's Round Table.-
i London I efterkrigurene. Wil- konfarence arrangeret at ]oronse

Nationer I Warazawa, og det var rart
11am Clark, har fiet en topotilling at konstatere. at den 50-Arige bri-
i Washington. Ran overtager fra Usk* ungkart stadig havda sin vita-

april posten mom chef for Verdens- lUtet I behold. Han tortned lea for
en grupppe FN-embedsmnsed om be-

biankens Informationsaldeling. tydningen at global strategi. og han

I de sidste 64 Ar har Wintam Clark. slog J bordet og rAbte. at personage
der or en at Stotbritanntens meat kontakter vardsattes hater. af )our-
kandte Og erfarne journalister. funge- nalister end dynger at papir og pres-
ret som Grekter for det privat ft.. semeddelelaer.
Anaserede Overseas Development in. 'Knrt forinden havde han I London

stitute. der stetter or informerer of- udgivet en polittsk roman .Number

fentllgheden om hjwloen U1 udvik. Ten- om tilvarelsen Inden for mu-

Ungslandene. rena at den berimto briwlke premIer-
minlaterbolig. Man tortalte mig& at

WUlUlam Clark VU sikker I &It ve- romanein vat blevet dromauseret. Den
sentligt betragte sin nyo opgave som var, sagde han, blevet en .moderat
vmrrfnde at samme slaxs som hana nu- suk- i London og provtisen.

.nde: at vakke otlentlighodens I Washington vi William Clark ar-
e%" for all* aporgimal, mom er bejde videre for at vinde den akade-

&.,, undet med hjwlp ON udvikling. mske verden, Industrien, torretnngs-
Men verdensbanken or den meat cm- U o lighedoti almlndaiighed
trale ON meet rmspekterede institution for en eget intsrese for hjulpen tI
Sor heta hjelpearbeldet, og som tals- udvIklnglandens. Han Ultraider tor-
mand for banken vii William Clark wentllg sin post I Vardensbanken. sam-
kUmpe videre for udviklinxslandene tidlg med at USAs forhenvarende for-
med varme Og virkelyst. EvarniIniswer McNamara overtager

En aserlig naer kontakt med Ge prasidentpostefn. Clark ON McNamara

udenlandak korresponidenter I Lon- har alerade haft oen Ilag e-termLd-
don havde William Clark I den pe- dags sammen. og de har begge erkia-

riode da Anthony Eden vat britisk rat at do imadeser deres tremtidige

premierminister. Han var eIet for samarbelde med store forventninger.

Edens presseadeling. Ph regelmmasi- Mad Clark scm Intormatinachet

ge preeaekonferencer gav ban ogai vil Verdensbankens papirdynger avin-

do danske korrespondener en xim- de Ind. og en ny og kraftg stemme

rondo ON dybigiende ricnterins ow, ~vtI prove at rAbe os op tvars over At-

epende Inden- ON udenriesue bei-0
venheder, og modorne fandt altid wtedo



m1ark og dansk preaue. n hjwlp. nam Clark tIlbage frasin Do" I ow-nde ing street nr. 10. Han herelak fors l
som v"i af stwilteparten afd Afrlkg fo- BIC 08 bloy d-'P-k Th.danke bladfolk. der har tjent Observe koraCPondent A New D i.
de s aviser sorn kOeSPOndenter Jo medtG ham Igen for Ike a& lwnge

dn *efterkrjgs~rene. VII. aiden ved en *Editor'a Round Table..
I L n4 O I fte kr~ sa n ~ . II- k o n to oe , arranger a t o f o ren ed,11am C ar. har fiat en topolling Natonr J W rwA 0 de l var ra lI Washington. Ran overtager fra at kontavtre. at den 6N arJAg bri-

aXI "otell SOM chef for Verdn-l Usk tun rI stadlg ha vdo On vlt&.tensomche fo Vrdezn,. ilet I behold. Han tordnede I*$ forbankens Informationsidel ig. en gruppp r -embe una am be-
et am Cldangen at global strateg. 0 han

I d o aldate 6 .7 r har W Iiam Clark 410g 1 b rdet og ribte at per on ugg,
det or on at Stor"lanniens meet kontakler vardsmtts hlere at )our-
kondte og er r de our rivtr lung.. nalLster end dynger at papWr og pre*-rat BOM direktor for det prIvat n- semnddelalr1itnaed. Overoees Develop~ment In- l~ort farlhd.n havde hen I London
StItute, der Mtter og Informerer of. udgivet en POIltlA rOM2A -11Umberfentligheden om hjwlpe lJ udvit. Ton. om tilvwrese Indenfomul n glan d e " .

ftfl Of den b orm ie b ri u ski e or m urW U llan Clark V l Jikkert i alt vl*. M 14111trbolt i H an tOf till inmVrn dw ag e ye a m mAnen var bleve dramaaere& 'en
me 81428 -o bans nu. -Ir sgdeharbatede: at vakke Offentlighodens Iukcfe i London og provuemw .et for eli as.rg l ow er b Washington rlU William Clark A-i'u'undet mad hJAelp og UdviLklin bed V dere for at vinde den kac*.&en vordensbanken e d me nl milk Varn, d ndu dre on torr...-IA og Mat respektorede instituton vet 09 offea IVghadn I U ghedoe biad h P eartbed t og om for on Age intern" for hjlnpn t41mand for banken vu William Clark Udviklingslandene. He, Ultraer far.kanMp vader. for udvklngalandenO inpen ost I Verdensbanken, 1am-ned vantne og virkelysg. tidl med at USA forhenvarend for.en sarrln nr kontakt mod evarafnistor McNamara overtager

E n ar~ g ar kon e~ m d ul P ra s det p os en C lark g Mc. &m onr audenlandske korrespondenter I LOn- hr&aidend haft Cen lang eM rrnla.don havd. William Clark I den p. dag. aammen 09 de hr begge erhiclMode. da Anthony ]dan var etlrjs rat at de imedeser deres fremitdigeenz"Mer in'sterfd e n V r ce f to aarnart e jd med store forventningerEdenA preOSSaek delng P& rftlyiiez. Uod Clark 5o1 Informationscht;da Daeseknterencer eaa han og" vil Verdengbankens papirdynger vIn-de dAnske dyorrePondenrte on fim- do d. og en ny o kraftg temmeronde 0g dybtsiende oienlterlng om vtl prove at rbe 0aoO Mars over At-lbendt lden. og udenrneske begi. lanterhavt 0.venheder, og Moderne fandt ltid sted 0  
-

SG la d st ut m i &sa in t L a oo n b. U $Carlton House Terac,Den skene gainle Wash-byrninit
hvorfra der var enetiende udaigtover pertkrne omkring Buckingham
Palace og den historrake ceremoneoile
boulevard. The Mall. havde den nu-vInend. danske pressa. OX kultun
attach& ved vor ambassade I London.
MArry Agerbak. overtalt Eden til attIlle Il ridighed for rorelim Prs

Association. Harry Aferbak var den
gang, ktOrrespondent til , gocialdemo.
kraten og president for den uden-
landske presseforening Mange uden-
landake korrespondenter onalog deram
hovedkvarter I bygninge. 0g denrununede I en lang period. OgsA Jyl-amda-Postens Landon-rdaktion.

DA Anthony Eden ikke Lunger. varI stand tit at etyrM sin wede iodNaSO 66 kastlde 4g Ud I at d&ulMgt
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'Jy11anmesten"
7 19 PORTRAIT OF A TOP MNU

ACTIVITY-HAPPINESS

IN THE WORLD BANK

The World Bank in shirtsleeves, loft the World Bank's
new Chief of Information the Mnglisheen William Clark,
and right, the Bank's Press RApresentative in Paris
the Dane Viggo A. Christensen. Both participated in
a UK Conference in Warsaw last autua.

A faithful admirer of Denmark and the Danish press, a helpful friend
of most of the Danish journalists who have served their newspapers as
correspondents in London during the post-war years. William Clark has been
given a top position in Washington. Prm April he takes over the job as
Chief of the World Bank's Information Department.

Daring the last six to seven years William Clark, who is one of
Great Britain's best known and experienced Journalists, acted as Director
of the privately financed Overseas Development Institute which informs the
public about development aid.

William Clark will, no doubts in goneral, look upon his now Job as
being rather of the sme kind as his presents to create interest in the
public for all questions connected with aid and development. The World Bank
is the moat central and most respected institution in development aid and
as spokesman for the Bank, William Clark will continue to fight far the
developing countries with warmth and activity.

William Clark had a particularly close contact with foreign orrespon-
dents in the period when Anthony Eden was Bitish Prime Minister. He was
Read of adon's Press Departmont. At regular press oanferences he also gave
Danish correspondents an excellent and thorough orientation about current
domestic and foreign events and the meetings alwas took place in Gladstont s
old London residence in Carlton House Tlrrace.
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The present Danish Press and Cultural Attaoh6 in London, Harry Agerbak,
had persuaded Eden to plaoe the beautiful old Nash building at the disposal
of the Foreign Press Association. At the time, Harry Agerbak was the
correspondent of "Socialdemkraten" and President of the Foreign Press
Association. Many foreign correspondents made their headquarters in the
building and for a long time it also housed the London Office of "Jyllands-
Posten".

When Anthony Eden was no longer able to control his anger against
Nasser and threw himself into his badly prepared Sues adventure, William Clark
retired from his post in No. 10 Downing Street. He first visited Africa for
the B.E.C. and thereafter became the Observer's correspondent in New Delhi.
I met him again not so long ago at an Editor's Round Table Conference in
Warsaw arranged by the United Nations and it was a pleasure to note that this
50-year old British bachelor still possessed all his usual vitality. He told
a group of UN Civil Servants about the significance of global strategy. He
banged the table and said with a loud voice that personal contacts are
appreciated mueh more by journalists than heaps of paper and press releases.

Shortly before this he had published in London a political novel "Number
Ten" about the existence within the walls of the famous British Prime Minister's
home. He told me that the novel had been dramatised. It had, he said, been
a "moderate success" in London and the Provinces.

In Washington William Clark will continue to work to win over the
academic world, industry, the business world and the public in general for
increased interest in development aid. He will probably take over his post
in the World Bank at the same time the US former Detenoe Minister McNamara
takes over as President. Clark and McNamara have already had "a long afternoon"
together and both have declared that they are looking forward to their coming
co-operation with great expectations.

With Clark as Head of Information, the World Bank's paper heaps will be
reduced and a new and forceful voioe will try to call out to us on the other
side of the Atlantic.

G.H.
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LETTERS TO THE ENTR

Le n g policies of the World Ba
Fron hlam Clark the ures for disbur to eSir, ave personally been res- countries (ban a yer
Bansi!e for drafting the Wr FY1968 Y969 Y1970 FY19Wo Fd1aksakia report during the past Y9sIIS517@W11
five years Ifeel I should respond to s4m sism sss. si.2Wm S ryour editoria charge (June 27) that All the funds committ be
if the books e not exactly cooked, disbursed and the recipie 1howthey are c nly warmed over, in ever impatient they may h e been),order to the bank in the best will have carefully plann and exe-
light. I Ck cuted development proj to show

This annual report is a report to for the money spent.
governments, ot by the president I am just not sure how to
but by whaa u call "a board of to the charge of " exa ea
executive ctors in which six claims made by the World Bank
weal an usually hard-hea about the alleged shifts in the empha-
countrie ye half the vo 'is of lending that has occurred
powers ". In ct, we hardly ever h under Mr McNamara's leadersh ".
a vote, but we do spend long hou s What claims ? In 1968 Mr Mcaara
in board session drafting and re- made . some promises, which have
draftin the report so that the bank's been fulfilled. viz :
activiis are placed in a clear light To double total ba lending in
for hard-headed governments (there 1969-73 compar 196468. It
are rather more than six who has incr by cent.
qualify). To triple le i I ha

I have not found, nor have the To double len i Lat .
executive directors, that bunching It has bncr 128 per c.loans into the last uarter is due to To quadrl for arc r.window dressing the annual re. It I dr317er hesin
port, but rather to the need for some Toy t e
time discipline to bring laging nego. o tri le or ed u . it
tiations to the point of ecision. creas 362 per cent.
all, if some large loans slip over from t of all. nX to tese has1971 to 1972 it only boosts the truflh
figures for 1972; and at the end of
five rs, as you state, we have ful- ench Namara, in his
fild the goal set out in 1968 of s:
doubling our lending. d not pr tise T i

Then the charge that we have tried more equitable distribuon , theto obscure the slow disbursements fruits of development sufficiby cl attention on different concept tod wthe steadily rising commitments. from several "w and hard.Both commitments and disburse- headed " governmmerits are clearly recorded in the Finally (at last but i a athannual report an for the past three long editorial or mdi I admiyears I have always been questioned my office is comfort .nd whenby the pss, when giving out the we move into the q vacatedreport, aot the rate of disburse- by the fund it may evense uuimnent. Overall the disbursement pat- ous compared with thequresitern of bank and IDA leding is as Printing House Square wc I us
good or better than that of other transiently to occupy on Saturdaysdevelopment institutions. I have a decade ago. But if we are tatracttried to explain that we onily dis- moe non-Americans to wok inburse for work carried out; that a fthnowemsofrsmec -number of our new pro ects, partic- frs
ularly in agriculture, t lg toca out for
buil ing ; therefore ursement is International Ba foa slower process and our increased tion and Developmcommitments will onyshow as dis- 11 H Street,NWbursements over three ve or ashington, DC USA.more years. This indeed in e 29.
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.New ooks from the World Bank
*World tables Confronting Urban'Malnutrition

Ttis i o14rmi contains ono,.of the moot cosmete collections of The Design of Nutrition Programs.
sconmmic, and social tirpo sorles data for most countrles of the Jernot E, Austin n
Wor0d. More than 235 tables, cohtainjno the latest available data as Analyzes the systematic plannino, design'of
of August V%79,'ara divided into four series, interventions, -program management, and
I DOats o 2 onre on the principal economic measure- community, action,' necessary to improve
"mNs, groud under 'GPby industrial origin- resources d nutrition for th urban poor

nitures; nvestment financing; gross domestic income, do- 136 psg" Paprbck(only) 6.50 (4.00'.
mestic price inde xos; and foreign exchange rate' Farm Budgats,1 4. Date tot more than 100 countries an the principal economic
measuraments, groUWe under balance of payments; external From Farm. Income Antalysis
public debt;, and central government finances. to Agricultural Project Analysis
Ilt Comparative -darived data' for 145 countries grope as Maxwe// 4. Brown
developing,' industrialized, and contrafty planned, with average Clarifies the relations betwoonisimpie farm

group figures, by income group for oil producers and by geographic income analysis and the broader field of
region, selected economic development indicators; foreign, trade agricultural project analysis, lntegrating both
structure; capital fk"w; selected economic indicators; and tables of fields and iflustrating,:how the transistion is
rank order, by tountry. made from one, to the, other'.
IV, Social indicators, grouped by income, with adjusted averages 1 paeck;86 (C4igrp.00). 1.0 f90
for income groups, geographic regions, and industrialized coun- ebc 66 f.0
trios; population; 'demographic characteristics; health and nutri- A Model of an Agriculturat

tn;housing arid consumption; eduction; and employment and Household
income-Theory and Evidence

Abowl 550 pages; index. Cloth S27ZO (f16.5%) paperback st0.95 Hwr anmadLnSur
Develops a model of short-run behavior that
combines production and consumption deci.-
sions in a theoretically consistent fashion,
using a sample of households from the Muda

The Economics of Power $ystemn Relabi-lty River Valley in Malaysia.
and Plnning120 pages; bibliography. Paperback (only) $6.95

Theory and Case Study (E4,25).

Mohan Munasinghe twith contributions by Wa/ter G. Scott and The Planning of Investment
Mark Gedterson) Programs in the Fertiier Indus"r
The economics of power system reliability is a relatively now area Armeane M. Choksi, A/exander A4&6raus, and
of study, and this book provides the first completely integrated Ardy J. Stowljesdijk
treatment of the subject, It describes the proper reliability analysis Deais with the formulation of sector-wide
and planning, techniques by means of which electricity can be investment programs, using models and a
delivered 'from Its generating source to the consumer most case study of the Egyptian fert~izer sector;economically and with the least inconvenience. seodvlm ntesreThe Pltnning af

The now optimizing methodology starts from the premise that Investment Programs,
Society benefits most from a system of power supply that 3 62 pages, map; index. Cloth 1.5(F10.25);
minimizes both the outage cast to consumers and the cost of the paperback s6.95 (i4,25Y
System itself. Thus, it goes beyond the traditional theories of power
system expansion, which had considered minimizing only the cost These books are published tot the World
of the system. The book also covers, reliability evaluation and Bank by The Johnis Hopkins University Press
indexes, load forecasting, power system planning, shadow pricing, and are available from bookeellers, diroctty
Ond the relation between optimal price and reliability levels. The from the Press, Baltimore, MD 21M.8 U.SA
theory of optimal electric power system reliability is presented in or 2-4 Brook Straot, London W1Y 1AA.
Part One and is then illustrated by a case study of Cascavel, England; or from Press distributors throu~gh-
Brazil in Part Two. out the world. Prices may differ outside the

44pages; bibliography; index. Cloth s24.00 (014.50); paperback $8.95 United States and England,

1917-1980
First Editor of Finance & Development, 1964-74
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Editorial Officer Sheila A. Meehan
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Carl Bell
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The Arabic edition is published in colaboraton
with An-Nahar Publications Internationa es S.A., 19 Is there a tradeoff between growth and basic needs?
Av. Franklin Roosevelt, 75008 Paris, France. Norman L. Hicks

The Fr ench language ed ion is published in Evidence from 83 developing countries indicates that policies tocollaboration with Econornica, 49, rue H~ricart me ai edscnadgot
75015 Paris. France, and produced by Imprnmere meet basic needs can aid growth
Jouve at Mayenne.
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Summary of Fund operations in the General Resources Account, January 1, 1977-March 31, 1980

ct(In millions of SDRs)

January 1-March 31

Transactions 1977 1978 1979 1979 1980

Total purchases 3,424.6 3,744.3 1,842.8 224.7 741.6
Reserve tranche 80.0 2,535.5 147.1 12.6 88.0
Credit tranche 2,895.3 421.0 853.1 130.7 287.4
Compensatory financing 240.5 577.7 572.0 15.9 350.3
Extended facility 208.8 174.0 233.0 54.0 16.0
Buffer stock - 36.1 37.7 11.5 -

Total repurchases 2,936.5 4,845.2 4,215.3 816.1 703.7
Fund borrowing

General Arrangements to Borrow1  1,730.0 777.3 - - -
Supplementary financing facility - - 306.9 - 120.2

Repayment of loans
General Arrangements to Borrow1  - 1,142.1 587.9 - -

Oil facility 261.8 1,422.6 2,218.3 663.5 223.2
Supplementary financing facility - - - - -

Gold sales 628.0 468.6 388.0 65.5 80.6
In connection with auctions 211.1 207.1 181.8 49.4 55.7
(i) Replenishment up to May 31, 1978 (211.1) (91.9) (-) (-) (-)

(ii) Competitive bids (-) (115.2) (181.8) (49.4) (55.7)
Noncompetitive bids - 48.5 3.3 2.6 -
In distributions 416.9 213.0 202.9 13.5 24.9

Source: IMF, Treasurer's Department. Note: Details may not add to totals due to rounding. IIncludes Swiss National Bank.

Bank
World Bank loans approved during third quarter of fiscal yearactivity 181980

(Ended March 31, 1980)

Amount
(In millions of

IDA credits approved during third quarter of fiscal year 1980 Country' Purpose U.S. dollars)

(Ended March 31, 1980)
Algeria (3) Water supply engineering,

Amount irrigation, education 100.0
(in millions of Barbados Development banking 10.0

Country' Purpose U.S. dollars) Brazil (3) Water supply, power,

Bangladesh (3) Imports program, low lift industrial pollution control 302.0
pumps, water supply 107.0 Cameroon Rubber 2  16.5

Benin Industrial development 10.0 Colombia (2) Power, telecommunications 131.0
Bolivia Gas and oil engineering 16.0 Egypt Development banking 50.0
Burundi Education 15.0 Honduras Power3  105.0
Cameroon Rubber 2  15.0 Indonesia Irrigation 116.0
Egypt Agroindustries 45.0 Ivory Coast Rural development 9.4
Honduras Power3  20.0 Jordan Development banking 10.0
India Population 46.0 Kenya (2) Power, development banking 70.0
Indonesia (3) Rubber, irrigation, agricul- Korea Education 100.0

tural extension 132.0 Malaysia Power 50.0
Kenya Structural adjustment credits 55.0 Mexico Mining development 40.0
Lesotho Development banking 4.0 Peru (2) Petroleum production rehabili-

Madagascar (2) Power, development banking 15.0 tation, rural development 47.5
Malawi Rural development 13.8 Philippines (4) Irrigation, agricultural devel-
Mali Development banking 8.0 opment, urban development,
Pakistan Highway 50.0 sewerage and sanitation 218.0
Senegal (2) Rural development, highway4  39.0 Portugal Education 40.0
Sri Lanka (2) Technical assistance, road 56.0 Romania (2) Danube-Black Sea Canal,
Sudan Agricultural rehabilitation irrigation 190.0

program 65.0 Senegal Highway 4  10.0

Tanzania Development banking 10.0 Swaziland Education 10.1
Uganda Reconstruction credits 72.5 Thailand Agricultural credit 19.0
Upper Volta Forestry 14.5 Tunisia (2) Irrigation, port 67.5
Yemen Arab Turkey Structural adjustment loan 200.0

Republic Rural Development 5.5 Uruguay Port 50.0
Zaire Development banking 18.5 Yugoslavia (2) Agricultural credit, highway 211.0

Total 832.8 Total 2,173.0

ipigures in parentheses are the number of credits approved for the respective country. 'Figures in parentheses are the number of loans approved for the respective country.
2 ith a Si16.5 million World Bank loan. 

3With a $ 105 million World Bank loan. 4With a 
2'AWith a $15 million IDA credit. 

3with a $20 million IDA credit. -With a $28 million IDA
$10 million World Bank loan. credit.

2 Finance & Development / June 1980



Bank will directly finance health projects
In a shift of policy, the World Bank After reviewing the World Bank's expe- of complex and less common diseases.
recently decided to finance directly health rience in financing health-related activi- The third level can comprise the referral
projects in the developing countries. Un- ties in 44 countries, the report recom- hospital attended by qualified physicians
der its old policy, formulated in 1974, mends the adoption of a three-tier pyra- and other trained staff.
health components providing basic health midal structure for delivery of health The Bank's new lending program for
care for low-income people were incorpo- services, adapted to local conditions. The health will begin with one project in fiscal
rated into projects in other sectors, such first level comprises community health year 1981 (July 1, 1980 to June 30, 1981)
as agriculture and rural development, workers who can treat simple, common and expand to four or five projects an-
urban development, and water supply and ailments and refer other cases to a health nually by fiscal year 1984. The projects
sewerage. Lending for such components center or a district hospital. The second- will be designed to strengthen the primary
will continue. The new policy, approved by level facility can be staffed by at least a health care systems of the countries being
the Executive Directors of the Bank, is medical assistant and midwife, and deal assisted in order to reduce mortality and
outlined in a report entitled Health Sector with accidental injuries, high-risk preg- morbidity, and to improve access to basic
Policy Paper. nancies, and the diagnosis and treatment health services for the poor.

Emmanuel D'Silva

Views &
comments

de Larosibre on need for adjustment of policies
I Following Is a selection from the inaugural address of the 1980

Symposium on Monetary Theory and Policy in Africa delivered
in Dakar on January 21, 1980 by Jacques de Larosibre, Man-
aging Director of the Fund. The symposium was organized by
the African Center for Monetary Studies.

This symposium is being held at a vital moment in African eco- restraining their growth. This will no doubt involve difficult so-
nomic history, when African countries are faced with accelerated cial choices regarding education, housing, health, and even pub-
inflation, slow growth, rising balance of payments deficits, and a lic employment. But these choices have to be made. I recognize
relatively onerous external debt burden. These changes are tak- that taxation policies could also reduce budget deficits, but in
ing place against the background of a harsh world economic sit- many countries, because the tax burden has reached a high level,
uation, and in that context it is now being widely recognized that the main orientation of taxation for the present should be toward
countries cannot continue to finance their deficits without adjust- reforming the tax structure, with a view to improving resource
ment in their policies.... allocation and achieving a more equitable distribution of the tax

This adjustment effort will have to be comprehensive, encom- burden, rather than to raising revenues.
passing not only the financial measures but also actions to im- I would also like to refer to the role of public enterprises.
prove the saving performance and the efficiency of investments. Whether to have public enterprises or not is a political decision,
The immediate aim of such an effort will, of course, be the re- and in Africa their importance has been growing. But it is imper-
establishment of domestic and external financial balance. But let ative that they operate efficiently, so as to avoid losses and not
me stress that the ultimate objective of the adjustment policies is become a drain on the public exchequer and, in fact, to generate
to increase real domestic savings and to improve the productive adequate returns on investments in them. There is a tendency for
base of the economy. I propose today to concentrate on the role governments to make them an instrument of social policy, im-
of financial policies, especially fiscal, monetary, and exchange posing on them stringent price controls and other cost burdens.
policies. As a result there is no lack of examples of countries where these

It seems to me that, based on the experience of African coun- enterprises are incurring losses which are financed by either trea-
tries, the primary role in the adjustment process must be ascribed sury resources or bank borrowing.
to fiscal policies. These policies are required to perform two im- As regards monetary policy, it is clear that its role must be com-
portant functions, namely, (1) to manage aggregate demand, and plementary to that of fiscal policy. If fiscal policy continues to be
(2) to promote development through raising resources to finance expansionary, monetary policy could become counterproductive,
new investment. Although there could be an apparent conflict if called upon to bear the sole burden of adjustment. For in that
between these two objectives, I believe that the thrust of adjust- event an undue restriction of credit and other similar measures
ment policy would be to make these two objectives mutually could adversely affect the productive base of the economy, in-
reinforcing. Countries have to re-examine their expenditure cluding public enterprises. The same will be true if reliance is
priorities, not only with a view to reducing the present large bud- placed on direct administrative actions, such as price controls,
get deficits, but also to generate public savings to finance produc- consumer subsidies, or import controls to contain the adverse ef-
tive investments. In many African countries, budget expendi- fects of expansionary policies on inflation and external trade.
tures in relation to the size of their respective economies have Nevertheless, it is generally contended that the scope for op-
reached an unsustainable level, and fiscal policy should aim at erating monetary policy in less developed countries is limited in
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view of the underdeveloped nature of their financial markets. I mean a policy guaranteeing remunerative yields to deposit
However, judging by more recent evidence from countries across holders-would, in fact benefit a large segment of low-income

the continents of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, this belief does earners in your countries. I am not advocating that interest rates

not seem to be well supported. It is no doubt true that the degree be fixed by the sole consideration of promoting savings. In addi-

of financial intermediation in less developed countries in general, tion, the authorities will also need to pay attention to the rate of

and in Africa in particular, is low, and the diversity of financial return on capital so that new investment would not be discour-

assets is limited. But this by itself should not imply that monetary aged but, on the contrary, would be helped by the availability of
policy is likely to be ineffective or that it has no role to play. In more real resources forthcoming from savers. There is little doubt

fact, experience has shown that some monetary actions can be- in my mind that in the present inflationary context the balance is

come more difficult to implement as financial intermediation be- in favor of high rather than low interest rates.

comes increasingly sophisticated. Thus the present stage of fi- What applies to interest rate policy also holds true for exchange
nancial markets in Africa permits the pursuit of a vigorous and rate policy, because the exchange rate, like the interest rate, is
well articulated monetary policy. There is less demand for finan- also a price which affects directly the relative prices of domestic
cial assets because of the low level of savings and because the real and imported products and factors. If domestic costs of exports
return on those assets is either low or negative. It is precisely in are out of alignment with those of competitors, countries with
such situations that monetary policy can-bring about a transfor- overvalued rates would lose export markets. Similarly, if the
mation in the financial system of countries by ensuring a stable prices of imports are relatively low, consumers would prefer im-
monetary environment and by maintaining a realistic interest rate ported commodities to domestic products, and imported factors
structure. to domestic factors, thereby adding to the already acute unem-

In my opinion, control of monetary aggregates is an essential ployment problems....
aspect of monetary policy. If the monetary authorities do not I should caution you that what I have said so far should not be
have at their disposal, or choose not to utilize, effective policy interpreted as my advocacy of only an upward movement in in-
instruments to control those aggregates, they could expect prob- terest rates and a downward movement in the exchange rate.
lems to emerge in the form of inflation and current account defi- Policies should be operated in a flexible manner, depending upon
cits... . what the given developments in the economy warrant....

Two of the most effective policy instruments in less developed We stand today on the threshold of a new decade, and the
countries are interest rates and the exchange rate. I am aware of economic outlook is one of singular uncertainty. In facing the
the concerns of policymakers in your countries regarding the rel- years immediately ahead, and in devising policies to meet the
evance and effectiveness of both of these instruments. I think the difficulties before us, we shall need two qualities above all: cour-
reluctance to use these instruments is motivated by development age and imagination.
considerations. It is felt that increasing interest rates, or depre- It will require courage to avoid the "easy solutions," which are
ciating the exchange rate, would increase the cost of development no solution at all, and notably the temptation to finance unsus-
projects and adversely affect the financial outcome of existing en- tainable deficits by borrowing, without taking the necessary ac-
terprises, thereby stifling development and accelerating inflation. companying measures of economic adjustment. It is this impor-
While appreciating these concerns, I believe that these instru- tant element that I have stressed today.
ments, if correctly used and supported by appropriate demand But we will also need greater imagination to resolve the prob-
management policies, can in many cases add strength and flexi- lems we face, and nowhere is this more important than in the
bility to economic management and thereby favor the long-term field of international financial arrangements, which is my partic-
pursuit of development objectives. Development is an ongoing ular concern. If we do not pursue imaginative solutions at the
process where everyday decisions are to be made as to the allo- level of the monetary system itself, we shall fail individual coun-
cation of resources. These decisions are vitally influenced by rel- tries which are making efforts to adjust, because resources will
ative prices and, if relative prices are wrong, then the ensuing not be channeled to them in sufficient quantities and on realistic
allocation of resources is also likely to be less efficient and more terms. The present financial system may need to be comple-
costly. The exchange rate and interest rates are two of the most mented by new arrangements.
significant prices which directly affect the relative prices of do-
mestic and imported products and factors, and saving and in- One of the problems is to provide countries with adequate in-

vestment decisions. struments in which to invest their reserves-instruments that are

Taking first interest rate policy, here the tendency has been to sufficiently attractive and secure.

keep interest rates low and relatively unchanged. But you will One contribution to this aim is to create a substitution account

agree with me that it is necessary to ensure that those who pro- in the Fund which would allow a significant amount of official

vide savings and hold financial assets of one kind or another are reserves to be diversified into an SDR asset without passing
adequately rewarded. In an inflationary situation, and with low through the exchange markets. This account would strengthen
interest rates, the real yield on financial assets such as bank de- the role of the SDR in the international monetary system. ...

posits or government bonds turns negative and tends to discour- Another essential problem relates to the financing of the defi-

age private savings. Developing countries are generally charac- cits of less developed countries. There is a need for the recycling
terized as having a shortage of capital, and an important bottleneck of a substantial volume of funds from the surplus countries to

in the process of capital formation is the inadequate flow of mon- those countries which are adjusting adequately but require fi-
etary savings to finance investment projects, rather than the lack nance on appropriate terms in order to undertake the structural

of profitable investment opportunities even at a high interest measures necessary to enhance the supply side of their econom-

rate. Furthermore, when rates are kept artificially low, outflow of ies and to address the problems of the current energy situation.

private capital may ensue, and domestic credit must be rationed . . . I believe it is the Fund's responsibility to work for solu-
in some way; if this is done in an arbitrary manner, it can also tions to the problems of financing and adjustment. Only through
adversely affect investment. We must remember that a major international cooperation can we hope to achieve a set of arrange-
portion of bank deposits belongs to the low-income earners. It ments which will underpin the efforts of individual countries to
should be clear then that a realistic interest rate policy-by which cope with the difficult problems which face them.
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Views &
comments

The World Bank: image and reality
Q. Why don't we start off by talking about the major aims of resentatives of our 130 odd member countries, from the poorest
your information and external relations efforts? to the richest, sit around our Board table and seek to find out
A. Well, what I've been trying to do in these 12 years is to create what they have in common on practical measures to increase the
a sense of trust in the Bank amongst the rich countries that give productivity and so the wealth of the developing world. Our
money and lend money to the Bank, and amongst the developing pragmatic, practical, active, project-oriented productivity efforts
member countries that borrow. We want to make everyone aware have been most effective in bringing together the rich and the
that our sole concern is with the real development of each of our poor countries.
borrowers. That is not easy. We also need to build trust that we Q. What particularly contributes to the Bank's ability to bring
are prudently and efficiently using the funds of which we are the two sides together?
"trustees"; and that we are using them to create sustainable A. To give an unpopular answer, I think the main reason for
development as speedily as possible. And we need to persuade such success as we have had in bridging the chasm has been our
people that we are to be trusted for our knowledge about the growth in sheer size as a lending institution. In 1968 all the West-
development process; that our research, our analysis, and every- ern aid indicators were pointed down. On October 1, 1968, Mr.
thing that goes with that is genuine and first class. McNamara made his now famous first speech to the Governors
Q. But of course there have been criticisms of the Bank, mainly of the Bank, saying he intended to double Bank lending in the
along two lines. First, what do you say to the statement that the next five years. In that same first year we visited each of the
Bank is too much a Western rich man's club? developing continents and carried the message that the Bank was
A. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development going to bring more, much more, assistance. And I believe that
was founded in 1945 as part of the postwar economic and finan- effort stopped for the time being a real breach between the South
cial settlement, at the insistence of the poorer countries who and the industrialized world.
wanted to ensure that there was one section of the rich countries'
institutions which was partly devoted to improving the lot of the
underdeveloped countries. That has now become the Bank's sole A conversation with
objective. It is true that the ultimate control of the money sub- William Clark-who joined
scribed as capital remains with the subscribers of the majority of & the Bank in 1968 and was
capital. But the very large sums, which are raised by Bank borrow- t Ce President, External
ing against that capital guarantee, are in effect allocated by the from 1972 to
Bank management for the greatest benefit of the greatest number 1980-on how the Bank's
of our developing members. Relatons,
Q. Then, of course, there is the other view-that the Bank is an role in world develop-
extravagant institution that wastes the resources intended to ment has been Changing
help the developing countries. and how others view its
A. That criticism comes mostly from people who just don't wish work and contribution.
to devote any money to development assistance. Usually it can
be ignored; but when it is in fact seriously put forward by those Q. Would you say that the outside institutions where North-
concerned with development, we need to respond to it. It was South issues are being debated have been mostly concerned
seriously put forward a few years ago in a report by a key com- with principles and therefore have been bogged down, whereas
mittee of the United States Congress, and we responded to every the Bank's advantage has been that it is concerned with the
single charge made by that committee, effectively bringing that practical aspects of development assistance?
report to a full stop, because the charges that were made were A. That is a very good point. In a way it is what I am driving at
not true, or were not relevant. The one criticism that constantly by my emphasis on the Bank's growth and size. The resources
comes up is that the Bank staff are well paid. We should note available by 1973 had reached a critical mass at which the Bank
that these complaints come always from representatives of rich could take effective action. The record of successful projects in
countries, who say the Bank is "wasting their taxpayers' money." nearly 100 countries was by the end of Mr. McNamara's first
We are not. If we are spending anyone's money, it is the money five-year term concrete evidence of the Bank's real concern with
which we earn as interest on loans from the poorer countries. development.
And I can tell you that the poorer countries do not wish to have Q. You speak about the first five years. What's happened since
poorly paid, inefficient, second-class advisers. then?
Q. What are the main conclusions that you would draw from A. 1973 was the beginning of Mr. McNamara's second term and
the Bank's experience in trying to get the rich and the poor it was the beginning of a lot of changes. At the Annual Meeting,
countries to cooperate in a common development effort? which was held in Nairobi that year, he outlined his plans for a
A. I would say rather depressingly that the chasm in outlook major Bank program in rural development; this was a shift in
separating the North and the South, the rich and the poor coun- sector policy, but much more important, it marked a fundamental
tries, is as wide as ever. But the World Bank-as a development change in Bank philosophy-a decision to lend for labor-inten-
institution which represents both rich and poor members equally- sive poverty-oriented projects aimed at almost half the popula-
has grown in size and importance. Every week in this place rep- tion of many countries, who were to be found scratching a bare
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living from the soil. The new program aimed at making the poor- When I went to Bonn in 1977 to talk over the formation of the
est villagers-the smallholders and tenant farmers-more pro- Commission with Willy Brandt, he told me that he couldn't
ductive, and thus at creating "wealth" at the point where it was achieve his desired results unless he had a majority of members
most needed, rather than let it trickle down through layers of from the developing world-as he did. The Report reflects this;
middlemen. That is now the key to Bank development strategy, there is far more recognition of the views and aspirations of the
and I believe we have spread the word around the whole de- Third World, and its criticisms of the present economic order.
veloping world. But ultimately Brandt like Pearson holds that there is no gimmick

Q. What do you see as the principal contribution that the Bank for instant development; that the industrialized world must in-

is making today to the international development effort? crease with urgency their flow of resources primarily through
A. There are three very different ways in which the Bank con- existing methods and institutions; and that there are obligations

tributes to the global development effort. First, a philosophic on the developing countries to reform their national economic

contribution that I mentioned earlier. We are trying, along with orders to ensure an equitable distribution of the fruits of devel-

many others, to convince all our members that they have a real opment.
mutual interest in the rapid development of the less developed Q. Let's move now toward your actual day-to-day work. What

countries. Second, an intellectual and pragmatic contribution: to would you say about the world press? Do you think that it has

create an understanding that any real and lasting growth in the been fair in covering Bank policies and operations?

developing world must come from greater productivity amongst A. No, I don't. Not because it's been critical-if you would set

the low productive elements of society. Third, a wholly practical a city on a hill as high as the World Bank is, it is going to be seen

contribution: by investing upward of $10 billion each year in de- by men and criticized. Nor do I blame the press for being reluc-

velopment projects we do in fact make the poor world more tant to concern itself with the nuts and bolts of development,
productive, and more able to spread "wealth" widely amongst which is what the Bank deals with from day to day. What I would

its people. blame them for is that they are neglecting the real theme of the

Q. What about attitudes in the developing world toward the Bank's work-the question of whether or not we can create a

Bank? planetary system where increasing billions of people can live and

A. There is a lot of criticism of the World Bank from the Third have some sort of a decent life. Clearly this is a very interesting

World on the ground that it is too big; too powerful; in particular, topic; but it is a topic that has proved terribly difficult to get into

that it has too much power over the Third World and not enough the minds of people who are worrying about five-year parlia-

"Third Worlders" in its management helping to shape its out- ments, four-year presidencies, seven-year headships of govern-

look. However, Third Worlders do expect support from the Bank; ment, and so on. People ought not to be thinking about mere

they do expect advice from it; and they do expect funds from it. decades of development, but the half century of development.

So a very important part of changing the image of the Bank is to There are very few writers in the world press today who take the

make the Third World feel the World Bank is their bank, and trouble to think in such long terms.

they are full partners in it, receiving help as a right. That is the Q. Let me end on a personal note and ask you to look back on

truth and I have been trying to make it apparent. your 12 years at the Bank. What would you say were the most
significant lessons you've learned-the things that you think

Q. What about the Bank's relations with the United Nations about as you reflect on your years at the Bank?
and its agencies? How have they been changing? A. The most interesting part of my experience here has been
A. We have become much closer to the agencies than we were, traveling throughout the Third World, visiting some 107 coun-
and we've become much more involved. There is also a growing tries, with Robert McNamara. He is a man of genius who has
collaboration between the Bank and the main UN agencies. We educated himself in a subject he knew little about when he came
have four cooperative programs, the biggest of which is with the here, and has made himself the leading expert on the problems
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO); another is with the of Third World development. I have been involved in those af-
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization fairs for 30 years, and I shall continue to be after I leave the Bank;
(UNESCO). At this particular moment our policy planning staff but one immense privilege of those travels was to meet all the
is spending a lot of time working on the UN strategy for the leaders of the new world-the Third World. They are a remark-
1980s; and the Bank's input into that strategy will, I hope, be able set of people, who face gigantic problems in building their
quite considerable. nations, and it makes me proud to have been associated in a
Q. On the subject of international development, we've had at- small way with their efforts.
tempts to identify the aims of global economic interests and In fact, I am very proud to have been associated with the whole
strategies by international commissions such as the Pearson effort of the World Bank, and its staff drawn from the ablest in
Commission in 1968-69 and the Brandt Commission in 1977-80. 100 nations: professionally skilled; personally dedicated to the
You personally have had experience with both Commissions. ideal of producing a decent life for all people that on earth do
How would you say that these two Commissions differed in dwell; increasingly aware of the urgency of our task, recognizing
their aims? that if we do not provide for the rapidly increasing population,
A. Yes, I feel very proud of my association with both Commis- human society may be overwhelmed and destroyed by the extent
sions. The idea of the Pearson Commission was conceived in the of human misery.
Overseas Development Institute when I was its Director before It is that sense of urgency and purpose that pervades the Bank
coming to the Bank. Its aim was simply to see why the very high from top to bottom. In my opinion bringing the people of the
hopes of The Development Decade proclaimed in 1961 were not world to recognize their mutual interest in development is the
being achieved by 1968-69. The Commission had a majority of most vital task of world statesmanship. I believe the World Bank
members from the industrialized world, and its conclusions were has given a lead that may be followed.
primarily addressed to them. These conclusions were-briefly- William Clark has succeeded Barbara Ward as President of the Interna-
that there were no gimmicks capable of producing instant de- tional Institute for Environment and Development with offices in London
velopment, but that there was an urgency that demanded con- and Washington D.C.
siderably greater efforts by the donor countries.
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Energy and the role of gasoline taxation
Alan A. Tait and As governments of the major oil importing countries attempt to
David R. Morgan formulate policies for conserving energy and developing alternative

sources of supply, attention has been drawn to gasoline taxation as
a means of achieving these goals. Using the results of their recent
study of such taxation in seven industrial countries, the authors
discuss some misconceptions about the effects of increasing taxes
on gasoline sales.

Since 1974, the major objective of energy
policy in countries belonging to the Orga-
nization for Economic Cooperation and Table 1
Development (OECD) has been to reduce Gasoline taxation In selected OECD countries
their dependence on imported oil. In Oc- Level of
tober 1977, in an unprecedented move, In- Country Nature of tax government Purpose
ternational Energy Agency (IEA) ministers-tenadond Eergy Ae cy Grup mbeteof Belgium Value added Central Not earmarkedadopted the so-called Group Objective ofExcise Central To finance roadlimiting oil imports to 25 million barrels a inance
day by 1985. Higher gasoline taxation was Canada Sales Federal Not earmarkedone instrument advocated to help achieve Excise Federal Not earmarkedthis objective. However, the experience of Retail sales Provincial To finance highway
seven major OECD countries for the period maintenance and
1970-78 indicates that gasoline taxation has, construction
in fact, generally declined in real terms. Denmark Value added Central Not earmarked
The IEA's report for 1978 stated that the Excise Central To make users pay
Group Objective was unlikely to be met for bridge and
and that a major reason for this was the highway costs
underutilization of gasoline taxation. France Value added Central Not earmarked

Reluctance to use this important tax Internal consump- Central Not earmarked
seems to derive from skepticism regarding tion
its potential to reduce demand for gaso- Levy for support fund Central For research
line. Critics have also expressed concern for indigenous
that higher taxation would conflict with hydrocarbons
other macroeconomic objectives-that it Germany, Fed. Value added Federal Not earmarkedothr acoeonoicobecive-tatit Rep. Of Mineral oil Federal To help coal
would, in particular, exacerbate inflation, Italy General turnover Central Not earmarked
hinder efforts to achieve equity in the dis- Excise Central Not earmarked
tribution of the costs of higher oil prices, re- Japan Gasoline Federal All taxes earmarked
tard economic growth, and upset external Local road Federal for highway and
equilibrium. This article, which is based on Liquefied petroleum Federal road construction
a recent study of taxes on gasoline in seven and maintenance
OECD countries, tries to evaluate these Sweden Value added Central Not earmarked
concerns. The tentative conclusion is that Gasoline Central Used to defray
their importance is often exaggerated and road building costs
that, in general, excessive stress has been United Kingdom Value added Central Not earmarked

Excise Central Not earmarkedplaced on the macroeconomic implications United States Special Federal Both taxes earmark-
of an essentially microeconomic issue. Special State ed for highway

This conclusion should not convey the maintenance
impression that higher gasoline taxation is
costless but rather that at a macroeconomic
level the costs-for example, those that source: various country documents.

will be associated with the adjustment to
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the July 1979 oil price hikes-appear to be role ideally meant that the real value of price of crude oil between January 1974

more modest than suggested in most pub- gasoline taxation had to increase from Oc- and mid-1979 remained more or less con-

lic debate. On the basis of the experience tober 1973 levels; at the very least, a real stant in most countries. In fact, it was de-

of the past six years, the OECD countries decline had to be avoided. (Gasoline taxa- clining between 1974 and 1979, and the

will regard this round of increases as ren- tion could also have been used to avoid May 1979 price increases only re-estab-

dering it more difficult to restore or in- any decline in real gasoline prices arising lished the real value of the cost of crude oil

crease the real value of gasoline taxes. from temporary declines in crude oil prices in January 1974. Thus, while increases in

However, the price hikes might also serve or from particular currency appreciations crude oil prices exerted considerable pres-
to emphasize that the lower gasoline taxes vis-i-vis the U.S. dollar.) sure on gasoline prices to rise in real terms

themselves helped to encourage such price However, gasoline taxes were not used immediately after the initial round of oil

increases. to reduce demand for oil, in fact they de- price increases in 1973-74, that pressure

Both oil consuming and oil producing clined sharply in real terms between 1970 disappeared during the 1975-78 period and

nations should appreciate the need for es- and 1979. During the 1970s, retail prices for only re-emerged with the latest rises in

tablishing greater certainty about the direc- gasoline primarily reflected crude oil prices crude oil prices in July 1979. Then by Au-

tion and the timing of oil and oil product and gasoline taxation. While prices for gust 1979 the real price of Arabian light

price changes. If oil exporting and oil im- crude oil rose, gasoline prices barely in- crude was just over five times the January

porting groups of countries could agree on creased in real terms up to June 1979, 1970 price.

arrangements to make such changes in a mainly because of the declining rate of tax- The doubling of real crude oil prices be-

more orderly fashion, it would reduce un- ation. Although the relationship between tween 1970 and 1978 was not reflected in

certainty; in time, it would make it easier the price of crude oil and the price of gas- retail gasoline prices in most of the OECD

for the oil importing countries to plan na- oline varies-according to the refining pro- countries (see Chart 2). The increase in the

tional structural changes to cope with in- cess, the joint product nature of the nu- real price of gasoline over the period was

creased energy costs. merous final products from crude oil, the less than 8 per cent in five out of the seven

degree of market monopoly, and the dif- countries, and actually declined in Japan
Role of gasoline taxation ferent qualities of crude oil-nevertheless, and the United Kingdom. Chart 2 shows

Traditionally, gasoline taxes in the OECD retail gasoline prices during the 1970s were that the major changes in real retail prices

countries have been levied by central or largely determined by the two factors men- per gallon occurred immediately after the

federal governments either to meet road tioned: crude oil prices and gasoline taxa- large increases in the world price of crude

construction and maintenance costs or as a tion. oil, with gasoline prices generally either re-

source of general revenue (see Table 1). As Chart 1 illustrates, the largest in- maining fairly constant or declining in real

The oil price increases of early 1973 and creases in both nominal and real crude terms during the latter part of the 1970s

late 1974 created a new potential role for prices occurred in January 1974. Since then, until the further price increases in 1979.

gasoline taxation-as an instrument to re- although the nominal price has increased These increases pushed 1979 gasoline prices

duce dependence on imported oil. Such a in each year except 1974 and 1975, the real up to about 20 per cent more than 1970 lev-

Chart 2
Real retail gasoline prices by country, 1970-79

Chart 1 (in U.S. dollars per gallon)

Nominal and real prices of Arabian light crude oil, 1970-79 2.0
(In U.S. dollars per barrel, f.o.b.)

Nominal price
........... Real price by U.S. consumer price index (Jan. 1974 = 100)

Real price by index of manufactured goods (Jan. 1974 = 100)
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Source: U.S. Department of Energy, International Petroleum Annual; International Monetary Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.
Fund, internationalFinancialStatistics; and data prepared by IMF staff. Nominal prices deflated by consumer price index (July 1975 100)
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els, except in Italy and the United States.
But the annual rate of increase in real gas-
oline prices, averaged over the seven 3 UNITED STATES
countries for the period, was still only Nommal and real retai gasoline taxes,
around 1.1 per cent up to 1978 and 2 per 197079
cent by 1979.

A major factor in this modest increase in
real gasoline prices was that gasoline taxes
were not adjusted upward sufficiently to 70 776 77 7 79
match the general rising price level over
the period. Gasoline taxation rates de-
clined sharply between 1970 and 1979 in all JAPAN .... U N I T E D K LI$Q GM

seven countries considered here, with al- ..-.-.
most all of this decline occurring immedi- -
ately after the increases in world crude oil
prices in early 1974. As the net-of-tax price
of gasoline increased due to higher costs of
imported crude oil, per gallon taxes in 70 172 73 74 75 76 77 7 72 73 74 757 7 679

nominal terms were not increased suffi-
ciently to maintain the existing tax rates. CANADA FRANCE
The real value of gasoline taxation per gal- -
lon also declined, although the decline was
less dramatic. (The effective rate of tax is
calculated as the value of the gasoline tax
per gallon divided by the net-of-tax price
per gallon (see Chart 3).) Italy was the only 07 1 72 73 74 75 7 77 76 79 -71727374 5 76 777 79

country in which the value of real taxes per
gallon rose between 1970 and 1979. In the / FED. REPUBLIC OF

United States such taxes on a per gallon ITALY

basis remained virtually fixed in nominal E -...- ,.
terms between 1970 and 1978.

Why not more taxation?
70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 -78 79 '70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 '78 79Several reasons could be given for the S-- US Nr, 0 Enr,/ An .. In no Mnary F. /r oo

fact that gasoline taxation has not been 1Nmnvede by5 5h ds, ,nonm pric m, J 31, 1975 100)

widely adopted as a policy instrument to
conserve energy. In many countries there per cent decline in per capita gasoline con- higher gasoline taxes will have detrimental
was skepticism regarding the effectiveness sumption within the first year, it would ul- effects in the long run on those sectors of
of, or the necessity for, higher gasoline tax- timately cause a drop of about 7-14 per the economy that appear to be hardest hit
ation as a way of reducing demand for en- cent when all adjustments have been made. in the short run.
ergy. Higher gasoline taxation, too, was It appears that these estimates apply both
viewed by some as inconsistent with other to the United States and to Europe; but, Effects on Inflation
government objectives, including the con- given the large number of American "gas- The possibility that higher gasoline tax-
trol of inflation and an equitable distribu- guzzlers" with heavy consumption, there ation will raise prices in general seems to
tion of income. It was also thought that is greater potential in the United States have been a major preoccupation of the au-
higher gasoline taxation could induce fur- than in Europe for major savings by using thorities. However, experience shows that
ther oil price increases by the major oil ex- smaller, more fuel-efficient cars. higher gasoline taxation would have very
porting nations. This leads to perhaps the most interest- modest direct effects on the overall price

How valid are these fears about the ef- ing implication of these estimates, particu- level. Even these direct effects can be offset
fects of gasoline taxation? Regarding the larly for North America, that the largest re- by using part or all of the proceeds to re-
argument that large increases in gasoline duction in gasoline consumption for any duce other indirect taxes. The indirect ef-
taxation would not yield significant energy given increase in price would be made by fects of higher gasoline taxes on prices
savings, several empirical studies, particu- increasing the efficiency of the stock of ve- would depend on the subsequent wage,
larly within the United States, have at- hicles rather than by reducing substantially price, and monetary adjustments, which
tempted to determine the relationship be- the number of miles driven. This conclu- are by no means automatic and some of
tween the consumption and the price of sion tends to contradict the arguments that which may be under the control of govern-
gasoline. The general conclusion appears gasoline prices and taxes may distort exist- ment.
to be that, while in the short run the price ing economic activity (by reducing tourist In this context, three points need to be
of gasoline does not affect demand much, trade, for instance, or discriminating against kept clearly in mind: (1) the distinction be-
it does have a significant impact in the long suburban and low-income residents). If, in tween individual price changes and the
run. Thus, while the initial response to a the long run, the primary response to general rate of inflation; (2) the distinction
10 per cent increase in gasoline prices higher gasoline prices is increased vehicle between a price increase resulting from an
(whether due to higher crude oil prices or efficiency, then it is unreasonable to expect increase in a domestic tax and one result-
to higher taxes) might only lead to a 2-6 that conservation policies working through ing from a deterioration in the country's
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terms of trade; and (3) that direct expendi- economic management-and are less infla- needed to offset the rise in oil prices, final

tures for gasoline probably account for less tionary-than price hikes caused by im- sales prices should be allowed to adjust
than 5 per cent of private consumption ex- ported oil costs. without delay. But it might also be argued
penditures as represented in consumer that the implementation of new technolo-

price index baskets. Resource allocation and growth gies takes time and that adaptations to

Traditionally, economists have tended to changed relative prices should be made as

belittle the impact of a rise in price of a sin- The 1973-74 oil price increase repre- far' as possible without undue disruption.

gle commodity on the general rate of infla- sented a massive change in the cost of a Specifically in the case of gasoline prices,
tion, where inflation is defined .as a dy- major input relative to output prices. In all motor vehicle technology cannot be re-

namic disequilibrium phenomenon rather of the OECD countries,, the change in the tooled rapidly to produce a substantially
than as an increase in a -consumer price in- cost of energy rendered part of the existing more fuel-efficient fleet (though a Euro-

dex. They argue generally that relative price capital stock obsolete. Moreover, in the ab- pean alternative technology exists for use

changes can have inflationary conse- sence of offsetting reductions in real wages, in North America), nor can public trans-

quences only if the authorities pursue an profitability of enterprises (other than those portation systems be rapidly changed or

accommodating monetary policy. producing energy) was reduced. Changed expanded. It takes time, for instance, to in-

However, some recent empirical evi- cost structures and relative prices would troduce an underground rail system to re-

dence for the United States might be con- have required resource reallocations even place, even partially, existing motor trans-

sidered a challenge to this traditional thesis. if the adjustment of final sales prices was port. Required rundowns in certain

The findings of the studies seem to imply unimpeded. As it was, the authorities im- industries-such as parts of the tourist

two propositions. First, that if prices, in- plemented price controls and restrictive service industry heavily dependent on pri-
cluding wages, do not fall in the short run, demand management policies; as a result, vate motoring-may occur more smoothly
an individual price increase will result in the countries did not adjust completely to if achieved over a longer period. It can,
an increase in the overall price level. Sec- the initial oil price rise until some time therefore, be argued that if the relative

ond, that relative price changes might gen- later. magnitude of future oil prices can be pre-

erate accommodating policy responses- Probably most economists would argue dicted, appropriate resource reallocations

particularly policies increasing the money that, to facilitate the real adjustments in can be made' more smoothly. However,
supply-and these policies will validate or patterns of production and consumption real increases beyond a certain magnitude

sustain inflation. will, in the short run, have no discernible

It is important to emphasize the differ- impact on resource reallocation but will

ence between an increase in the price of Alan A. Tait create undue disruption.

gasoline emanating from an increase in im- The growing use of adjustment assis-

ported crude oil prices and an increase re- tance schemes in OECD countries aimed at

sulting from an increase in gasoline taxa- smoothing the transfer of resources gives
tion, because the former involves a real ample precedent for a similar approach-

income loss for the importing country, from the United Kingdom, working through gasoline taxation-to be

whereas the latter does not. It can be ex- is Assistant Director in used in the case of gasoline. However, the
pected that economic agents, namely, the Fiscal Affairs actual experience with such schemes-often

households and companies, will react more , Department of the Fund. established in response to lower levels of

strongly to resist an import price increase, After graduating from protection and the presence of more com-

and thus the pressure for an accommodat- Edinburgh University petitive goods on domestic markets-also

ing policy response-generating inflation- (U.K.), he became a fellow of Trinity College, suggests caution in endorsing them. Re-

might be greater. (Even so, economic agents Dublin (Ireland), taught at the University of cent OECD studies of such schemes con-

may also often react to higher gasoline tax- Illinois (U.S.A.), and became Professor and cluded that they often tend to delay rather

ation as if it, too, involved a real income Chairman of the Department of Economics at than facilitate adjustment. While this delay

loss, ignoring the cuts in other taxes, or the Strathclyde (U.K.). He is the author of The is in part attributable to avoidable defects

increases in government expenditure that Taxation of Personal Wealth (1967), The Value- in the design of particular schemes, there
Added Tax (McGraw-Hill 1972), and numerous

the higher gasoline taxation makes possi- other books and articles on public finance. are more general shortcomings that are rel-

ble.) evant to efforts to smooth the path toward

This point also raises another obvious higher gasoline prices. Specifically, if the

distinction between the two situations. David R. Morgan "smoothing" is too tentative, it can read-

Higher gasoline taxation provides the gov- ily degenerate into price changes so mod-

ernment with the revenue to offset any di- est that they bear no relation to the mag-
rect impact on the overall price level and ' nitude of the required adjustment.

any deflationary impact on aggregate de- 2 The experience of most OECD countries

mand, for example, by reducing other in- with gasoline prices seems to illustrate this

direct taxes. Clearly, increases in imported an Australian, was Senior problem. Substantial help for adjustmentdiret txes.Clerly inceass i imprte N\Economist in the Fiscal
oil prices will have similar cost and de- Analysis Division of the to higher prices might have been justified

mand effects without at the same time pro- Fiscal Affairs Department in the period immediately following the
viding government with the resources to i of the Fund when this initial round of price rises when there ex-

counteract this effect. artice was written. He isted reasonably widespread expectations

Thus, while the consumer may regard graduated from La Trobe University (Australia) and that the new higher relative price of oil

the source of an increase in gasoline prices the London School of Economics (U.K.). Mr. could not be sustained. But once it became

as irrelevant, gasoline price increases Morgan is now Assistant Secretary in the Australian clear that prices were not only going to re-

caused by higher gasoline taxation pose Treasury. main at that level but were likely to in-

considerably fewer difficulties for macro- crease in real terms, prompt structural ad-
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justment to the higher levels was clearly taxes, the less serious such horizontal ine- longer-term influence on the cohesion of
needed. quities are, if prices are permitted to adjust the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Distribution of Income to reflect the likelihood of such changes. Countries (OPEC) and the minimization of

Governments usually want to ensure For instance, house prices in more remote risks of further large increases in the rela-
that, at least, the impact of higher taxes suburban areas could be expected to fall tive price of imported oil. These factors

does not fall on the poorer groups of soci- relative to prices for housing within a short would appear to be far more important

ety. To the extent that higher gasoline prices commuting distance; certainty about the than the somewhat tenuous arguments
were found to have this effect, govern- direction and speed of oil price changes outlined above.

ments may have been (and remain) reluc- will enable housing price changes to adjust
tant to compound higher gasoline prices more quickly and efficiently. Possible OPEC reaction
with additional taxation, even though en- In the discussion of approprate gasoline
ergy conservation and additional public pricing and tax policies, it is important to Another explanation advanced for the
revenue would result. distinguish between distribution and allo- apparent underutilization of gasoline taxa-

Studies for the United States indicate cation issues. The fact that a policy such as tion is the chance that higher gasoline tax-
that additional increases in gasoline prices higher taxes on gasoline consumption car- ation would induce retaliatory action by
and taxes will, in fact, inflict a greater rel- ries with it possible adverse distributional the oil exporting nations in the form of
ative expenditure-based burden on lower- impacts does not constitute a sufficient higher oil prices. According to this view,
income groups than on higher-income reason for discarding it. Adjustments in higher gasoline taxation would be viewed
groups. However, it may not be possible to the general tax-transfer system may be a as an attempt by the consuming nations to
generalize these results to other OECD more appropriate means of maintaining gain a larger share of the value generated
countries, since Canada and the United equity than a complete abandonment of by a barrel of crude oil, and oil exporting
States may be the only economies in which gasoline tax policies. nations would respond by restricting out-
automobile ownership is virtually univer- BOP considerations put and increasing prices to restore their
sal. In fact, recent evidence suggests that pretax profit margins. This view assumes
even in these countries the impact of higher What is the impact of higher gasoline that the major oil exporting nations (1) can
gasoline taxes on low-income families has taxation on industrial competitiveness be- be regarded as a monopolist or tight cartel;
been overstated. tween various OECD countries? From the (2) are not presently maximizing their prof-

In general, the progressivity-regressivity experience so far, it is difficult to accept its; and (3) have the market power required
issue may not be important enough to over- that gasoline taxation could have an im- to at least restore their profit margins when
ride other policy objectives, such as the portant impact on industrial competitive- faced with increased gasoline taxation.
attainment of an efficient allocation of re- ness. The major reason why competitive- This retaliation argument, however, does
sources or a reduction in foreign oil im- ness could be affected is presumably that not necessarily make a valid case against
ports. higher taxation would have a once-and- higher taxation. Indeed, one argument is

But there are issues concerning horizon- for-all impact on the price level, leading to that higher taxation by the oil consuming
tal equity that may be more difficult for the wage, price, and monetary expansion. This governments will eventually lead to a sit-
authorities to balance against the need to has been discussed earlier. A second ar- uation in which consuming governments
achieve such objectives as conserving en- gument may be that higher gasoline taxa- would have the power to pre-empt most or
ergy. An increase in gasoline taxation may, tion might induce an appreciation of the all of the profit of the oil exporting coun-
for instance, cause a shift in residential exchange rate, through its impact on oil tries. In practice, this is most unlikely; but
property values so that suburban house- imports and hence on the trade balance. if, on the other hand, gasoline taxes are ac-
owners incur a capital loss and inner-city However, lower oil imports are also likely tually reduced in real terms to partly offset
houseowners reap a capital gain. Other to be associated with lower autonomous the increase in crude oil prices, consuming
possible gains and losses may occur be- capital inflows; the possible impact on the nations are forgoing part of the market
tween industrial sectors as share values exchange rate depends on the effects on value of this commodity. They are trans-
and incomes decline in such industries as the overall balance of payments (BOP) not ferring potential revenue to the producing
tourism and automobile manufacturing. merely on the trade balance. countries (and relieving the gasoline con-
Because such gains and losses are likely to Another mechanism linking gasoline sumer at the expense of other taxpayers),
transcend income classes, so that intraclass taxation and external competitiveness de- thus at the same time inducing domestic
variation is just as likely as interclass vari- rives from the impact of gasoline prices on budgetary difficulties, worsening their
ation, the maintenance of horizontal equity tourism. However, to state the obvious, BOP, and sacrificing the objective of a re-
may be more difficult than the mainte- this argument is only valid to the extent duced dependence on oil imports.

nance of vertical equity during a transi- that the gasoline price affects the total bas- The message for oil consuming countries

tional period of adjustment. ket of goods and services tourists con- may be to establish the upward trend of

It should be noted, however, that the sume, not merely gasoline. prices, in part, through recourse to taxa-
more certainty there is about the direction Thus, the major impacts of higher gaso- tion as an instrument both of conservation
of changes in both oil prices and gasoline line taxation on the BOP are probably the and of fiscal redistribution of the real costs

of the higher oil prices among their local
population. Cooperation between oil ex-
porting and oil importing countries could

The contents of DIV Ioplf may be result in more certainty about the timing
quoted or reproduced without further permission. and direction of oil price changes and could
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The Editor would appreciate receiving 2 copies as well as the uncertainty experienced thus
of publications Containin.g reprints or quotations. E far in the adjustment of oil importing
ofpublications_____________ reprintsorquotations. _ countries to high energy prices. E0
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Poverty and progress-
choices for the developing world

Two different concepts of progress lie at the heart of much of the
controversy about development strategy. One is based on the
objective of catching up to the industrialized countries, the other on
securing greater equity and reducing poverty. Comparative studies
of the experience of countries with different policy approaches can
help to shift this argument from the ideological to the empirical
level. The author surveys some recent results of Bank research in
this field and proposes a pragmatic approach to poverty alleviation.

Hollis B. Chenery

Concepts of progress in most developing fall considerably short of the needs of pol-

countries are heavily conditioned by their icymakers. This article explores some of

colonial past. Many of them express their the implications of the prevalent views of

objectives in terms of "catching up" with progress in developing countries in the

the advanced industrial societies and pat- light of the information available on the re-

tem their economies on this model. This sults.
tendency is reinforced by political objec- Concepts of progress
tives in countries that wish to acquire Mil-
itary power and influence. Catching up. The material success of the

One drawback to the emphasis on growth industrialized West has been a powerful
is that its benefits have usually been con- incentive to the rest of the world to adopt
centrated on the modem sectors of the elements of Western experience that are
economy, and increasing inequality of in- conducive to accelerated growth. The suc-
comes has often led to political tensions. cess of countries with different historical
An altemative view of progress focuses backgrounds and economic and political suggest that the process of borrowing tech-

more on achieving an equitable society and systems has served to reinforce this objec- nology from more advanced countries is

reducing poverty, with growth regarded as tive. now virtually completed and that Japan is

a necessary but by no means sufficient The concept of catching up with the in- likely to attain the income level of the

condition. dustrial leaders is a product of the indus- United States by 1990 (Jorgensen and

The postwar experience of relatively rapid trial revolution and its outward spread from Nishimizu, 1978).

growth in developing countries has pro- Western Europe. This concept both pro- The Japanese example has had a power-

vided a rich body of data on this set of re- vides a goal for social action and suggests ful effect on Taiwan, Korea, Singapore,

lations that is only now being analyzed. a means by which this goal can be achieved. Thailand, and other countries of East Asia.

Since there is relatively little established The technology and forms of economic or- All of these economies are now growing

theory to guide this analysis, the collection ganization created by the advanced West- considerably faster than those of the ad-

of data and the formulation of hypotheses ern countries have provided the means for vanced countries, and some may be able to

have gone hand in hand. Although sub- accelerated growth for countries in all parts complete the transformation from a state of

stantial progress has been made in under- of the world. Nations following this model underdevelopment to one of maturity in

standing the economic forces at work, the have differed primarily in their choice of less than the 60 years taken by Japan.

results to date are largely speculative and the economic and social elements to be in- Several of these East Asian countries

corporated in their societies. provide modern approximations to the

The prototype of a successful process of earlier idea of progress as a process in

This article is adapted from a paper to appear catching up is Japan, whose economic which "good things come in clusters"

in G. Almond, M. Chodorow, and R. Pearce structure and income level in 1910 were not (Keohane, 1979). Unlike most developing
(editors), Progress and Its Discontents, significantly different from those of the countries, the benefits of growth have

Stanford University Press. poor countries of today. Econometric esti- been widely distributed in Japan, Taiwan,
mates of the sources of Japanese growth Singapore, and Korea, and the incomes
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of the poor have grown almost as fast ure of poverty to physical estimates of the Although there is no scientific way to
as those of the rich. Postwar govern- inputs required to achieve minimum determine the appropriate welfare function
ments have been growth minded and au- standards of nutrition, health, shelter, ed- for any given society, the concept is useful
thoritarian but not very repressive, and ucation, and other essentials. These indi- in bringing out potential conflicts in the
these countries have ranked high on most cators of basic needs provide a way of eval- idea of progress and in deriving altemative
indicators of social progress. In more typi- uating the effectiveness of any set of policies measures of performance. It will be used
cal cases growth has been achieved at the designed to reduce poverty (Streeten, 1979). for this purpose in the following section.
expense of increasing the concentration of The "basic needs" approach focuses par-
wealth and income, however, and the poor ticularly on the distribution of education, Experience with distribution
have benefited much less. health, and other public services as a nec- Perceptions of the nature of progress

Equity. Although the more equitable essary element of policies designed to raise have evolved considerably as a result of the
sharing of income features prominently productivity and to alleviate poverty. This varied experience of the postwar period.
among the political objectives of virtually is an area in which some of the more effec- Many of the early postcolonial govern-
all governments, it is taken much less se- tive socialist societies, such as the People's ments set forth optimistic objectives tlhat
riously in practice than is the objective of Republic of China, showed marked im- now seem highly oversimplified. How-
rapid growth. Even though widespread provement. ever, there has also been a notable willing-
government intervention in production and Formulating social objectives. The social ness to learn from experience in countries
income distribution is justified largely on goals of developing countries-and of in- with varying ideologies. Equity-oriented
the grounds of reducing poverty, in fact ternational bodies representing them-tend countries such as the People's Republic of
most studies show that on balance the ef- to be stated in political terms that confuse China, Cuba, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania have
fects of government revenue collection and ends and means and ignore the different found it necessary to give greater attention
expenditure in developing countries favor dimensions of progress. For example, the to economic efficiency and growth, while
the upper-income groups rather than the goal of catching up with more advanced some of the leading exponents of rapid
poor. countries is a poor proxy for improving growth-Brazil, Mexico, Thailand, Tur-

A few developing countries have, how- welfare because it often leads to emphasis key-are now taking poverty alleviation
ever, gone beyond the endorsement of eq- on heavy industry and other policies that more seriously.
uitable growth and have adopted policies concentrate growth in the modern sectors Although scholarly interest in these re-
designed to achieve it. Notable examples of the economy. Similarly, many of the lations has expanded rapidly in recent
include the People's Republic of China, goals announced by international agencies, years, the statistical measures needed to
Cuba, India, Israel, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, such as the attainment of given levels of test and refine hypotheses are only now
and Yugoslavia. Although their social goals nutrition, education, shelter, or industry, becoming available. Twenty-five years ago,
vary with the form and extent of govern- are misleading because they ignore the need Simon Kuznets addressed the question:
ment control of the economy, there is a to achieve a balance among the several di- "Does inequality in the distribution of in-
common emphasis on providing a mini- mensions of social progress. come increase or decrease in the course of
mum level of income to the poorest groups. The economist's answer to this problem a country's economic growth?" Although
In the more extreme socialist formulations, is to replace a set of separate objectives by his answer was based on evidence for only
greater equality is considered a goal in it- a social welfare function that defines the a handful of countries and was labeled
self, even if it is achieved with an adverse goal of a society in utilitarian terms as the "perhaps 5 per cent empirical information
impact on efficiency-that is, lowering the increase in a weighted average of income and 95 per cent speculation," it has pro-
incomes of the rich rather than raising those or consumption of its members over time. vided the starting point for empirical work
of the poor. Although the national income is one such in this field (Kuznets, 1955). Kuznets hy-

A pioneering attempt to reconcile the average, the typical income distribution pothesized that the distribution of income
objectives of growth and the alleviation of gives a weight of over 50 per cent to the tends to worsen in the early phases of de-
poverty in an operational framework was rich (the top 20 per cent) and less than 5 velopment and to improve thereafter. This
made in 1962 by the Perspective Planning per cent to the poor (the bottom 20 per "U-shaped curve" hypothesis has been
Division of the Indian Planning Commis- - cent). If the growth of aggregate national subsequently verified in several cross-
sion (Srinivasan and Bardhan, 1974). This income is used as a goal, it therefore im- country studies based on samples of 50 or
approach was based on a formulation in plies giving 10 to 20 times as much weight 60 developing countries (Ahluwalia, 1976).
which the rate of poverty reduction in In- to a 1 per cent increase in the incomes of There are several reasons for the earn-
dia was determined by the growth of the the rich as to a 1 per cent increase in those ings of middle-income and upper-income
national income, while the extent of redis- of the poor (Ahluwalia and Chenery, 1974). groups to rise more rapidly than those of
tribution considered feasible was based on In principle, any set of weights could be the poor in the early stages of growth. De-
the experience of other countries. This ap- applied to the income or consumption of velopment involves a shift of population
proach has been refined in the concept of different groups to remedy this bias. One from the slow growing agricultural sector
"Redistribution with growth" (Ahluwalia possibility is to give equal weight to a given to the higher-income, more rapidly grow-
and Chenery, 1974), which forms the basis percentage increase in the income of each ing modem sector. In this process inequal-
of the comparative analysis in the follow- member of society, which is the equivalent ity is first accentuated by more rapid pop-
ing section. If the idea of a feasible limit to of weighting by the population in each ulation growth in rural areas and ultimately
the redistribution that can be achieved with group. A more extreme welfare function, reduced by rising wages produced by more
a given set of institutions is accepted, the which corresponds to the announced goals rapid absorption of labor in the modem
conflict between growth and distribution is of a few socialist societies, concentrates en- sector (Frank and Webb, 1977). The more
reduced. tirely on raising the incomes of the poor capital-intensive type of development

A further refinement in the concept of and gives social value to increasing other strategy followed by Mexico or Brazil ab-
poverty alleviation has been achieved by incomes only to the extent that they con- sorbs less labor and produces greater con-
shifting from the use of income as a meas- tribute to this objective. centration of income, while the more labor-
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Theures curve with country obervations the variation in income shares was com-
puted separately for each quintile, the gen-

Scurveeral phenomenon is depicted in the chart
by considering only two groups: the rich
(upper 40 per cent) and the poor (lower 60
per cent). As national income rises from
the lowest observed level to that of the
middle-income countries, the share re-
ceived by the poor declines on average

2500 from 32 per cent to 23 per cent of the total.
In a hypothetical country following this av-
erage relationship, 80 per cent of the in-
crease in income would go to the top 40 per
cent of recipients.

The relationship between the income
growth of different groups and that of the
whole society can be brought out more
clearly by expressing it in terms of the per
capita income of each group. This is done
in the chart, which plots the per capita in-

-. rn-.g come of the poor against that of the rich.
p ncome Since the income level "Y" of the society

o. is a weighted average of the two groups
"a and b" (Y = .4Ya + .6Yb), the down-
ward sloping straight lines define given
levels of per capita income. Points on these
lines indicate different distributions, and a
growth process with a constant distribu-

.. e tion is represented by a straight line
.1. through the origin, as in the case of Yugo-

slavia. A line deviating toward the vertical
axis indicates growing inequality, as in the
case of Mexico or Brazil. Growing equality
is shown by Sri Lanka and Taiwan.

The Kuznets curve shown in this chart

l.. consists of two segments: a phase of wors-
i500 ening distribution up to an income level of

about $800 (of constant purchasing power)
and a phase of improving distribution
thereafter. Ir the first phase the per capita
income of the rich grows from about $300
to $1,600 while that of the poor increases
from about $100 to $300. For the poorest 20

0 per cent, the rate of growth is considerably
er C&pit& inTCOMS Of bOttOM P4EW MAI cless. Since an increase in national income

of this magnitude may take 40 or 50 years
2 5 3 ,.W a 2,."even with the relatively rapid growth rates

recently experienced in developing coun-
tries, in the typical country the very poor

intensive forms of Taiwan and Korea dis- these tendencies? Is social conflict an in- cannot look forward to an annual increase

tribute the benefits of modernization more evitable concomitant of economic ad- of much more than 1 per cent-even though

widely. A number of other factors, such as vance? Although none of these questions the economy is growing at two or three

the greater demand for skilled than for un- can be answered with great confidence, the times that rate. Furthermore, there is noth-

skilled labor and the concentration of pub- average relationships and the variety of in- ing automatic about the improvement in

lic expenditure in urban areas, also con- dividual experience can be brought out by distribution above $800, as shown by Mex-
tribute to growing inequality in many combining the available cross-country and ico and Brazil.

countries. time-series evidence for the postwar pe- Tradeoff between growth, equity. Although
My present concern is with the broader riod. acceptable time-series data are only avail-

aspects of the relations between growth The average relationship between rising able for a dozen or so countries, they indi-
and distribution. How universal is the ten- income and its distribution is best shown cate a considerable variation around this
dency toward less equal distribution in de- by estimates of the Kuznets curve from average relation. The table gives selected
veloping countries? Does it lead to an ab- data for all countries having comparable measures of overall growth and of the share
solute decline in welfare for some groups? measures in some recent period (Ahluwa- going to the lower 60 per cent for countries
What kinds of policies have served to offset lia, Carter, and Chenery, 1979). Although having observations for a decade or more.
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Changes In Income and Its distribution

Income level Distribution Growth rates
Percentage

Increments share of bottom 60 per cent (In per cent)
Ratio of

bottom 60Initial Top Bottom Initial Final Increase Bottom per centCountry year Total 40 per cent 60 per cent year year incremental Total 60 per cent to total

Good performers
Taiwan (1964-74) 562 508 758 341 36.9 38.5 39.5 6.6 7.1 1.1
Yugoslavia (1963-73) 1,003 518 822 316 35.7 36.0 36.5 4.2 4.3 1.0
Sri Lanka (1963-73) 388 84 58 101 27.4 35.4 51.3 2.0 4.6 2.3
Korea (1965-76) 362 540 938 275 34.9 32.3 31.1 8.7 7.9 0.9
Costa Rica (1961-71) 825 311 459 212 23.7 28.4 33.6 3.2 5.1 1.6

Intermediate performers
India (1954-64) 226 58 113 21 31.0 29.2 25.8 2.3 1.6 0.7
Philippines (1961-71) 336 83 155 35 24.7 24.8 25.0 2.2 2.3 1.0
Turkey (1963-73) 566 243 417 128 20.8 24.0 27.9 3.6 5.1 1.4
Colombia (1964-74) 648 232 422 106 19.0 21.2 24.0 3.1 4.3 1.4

Poor performers
Brazil (1960-70) 615 214 490 31 24.8 20.6 15.5 3.1 1.2 0.4
Mexico (1963-75) 974 446 944 114 21.7 19.7 18.0 3.2 2.4 0.8
Peru (1961-71) 834 212 435 63 17.9 17.9 17.9 2.3 2.3 1.0

Source: Ahluwalla, Carter, and Chenery (1979), Table 5.
Measured by per capita income expressed in 1970 U.S. dollars of constant purchasing power.

They are divided into three groups accord- better or worse is indicated by comparing tradeoffs between growth and equity are
ing to the share of the incremenf in income these increments to the initial distribution illustrated by the other cases. Although Sri
going to the poor. The five good perform- and by the ratio of the growth of the per Lanka has grown much less rapidly than
ers show over 30 per cent of the increment capita income of the poor to the national Mexico or Brazil, the poor have done con-
going to the bottom 60 per cent, while the average in the last column. siderably better in the former case. Cuba
three poor performers show less than 20 This information, together with less presents an even more extreme trade-off,
per cent. Whether distribution is getting complete data on other countries, provides since the welfare of the poor has risen de-

a basis for describing the following pat- spite a continuous fall in the nation's per
terns of growth and distribution observed capita income since 1960 (Seers, 1974).

in the developing world: Only in the few cases where economic
Holls B. Chenery * Growth-oriented pattern, illustrated by growth has been both rapid and fairly eq-

byeuitably distributed is it possible to makeBrazil and Mexico. uabgoscmaiosaogcut
9 Equity-oriented, low growth, illustrated by unambiguous comparisons among coun-

Sritries-or among different development
e Rapid growth with equity, illustrated by strategies for a single country. In other

a U.S. citizen, is Vice Taiwan, Yugoslavia, and Korea. cases it is necessary to define some prop-U.S.citients Vce Taianerties of a social welfare function to make
President, Development . These cases illustrate the main types of de- such omasonsa T ae two trme
Policy, of the World Bank. - viation from the average pattern that can s fomparestas.eT te iw o te
He joined the Bank at the be observed in the 12 countries of the table; cases from the table, the incomes of the
end of September 1970 as India, Turkey, the Philippines, and Col- poor have grown nearly four times as fast
Economic Adviser to the 0 ombia follow the average relations of the over a decade in Sri Lanka as in Brazil,
President. Mr. Chenery has degrees in mathematics Kuznets curve. while the opposite is true of the incomes of
and engineering from the Universities of Arizona the rich. Since the latter receive greater
and Oklahoma and received his Ph.D. in economics These examples suggest the following weight in the national income, per capita
from Harvard. For the past 25 years, he has observations on the relationship between income has grown 50 per cent faster in Bra-
specialized in economic development, dividing his income growth and social welfare in devel- zil; conversely a population-weighted in-time between teaching, research, and government oping countries. First, a small group of dex of welfare increases 50 per cent faster

Mr. Chenery is the author or coauthor of countries has achieved rapid growth with for Sri Lanka. Even this limited sample
numerous publications, including Arabian Oil considerable equity. In addition to therefore demonstrates that judgments
(North Carolina, 1949), Interindustry Economics Taiwan, Korea, and Yugoslavia, this about economic progress cannot be sepa-
(John Wiley and Sons, 1959), Studies in group includes Israel, Singapore, and rated from social and ethical postulates.
Development Planning (Harvard University perhaps the People's Republic of China. Reducing world poverty
Press, 1971), Redistribution with Growth The policies underlying this successful
(Oxford University Press, 1974), Patterns of performance vary from primary reliance Attempts to extend the concept of mate-
Development (Oxford University Press, 1975), on market forces in Taiwan, Korea, rial progress to a global scale run up against
and Structural Change and Development Policy and Singapore to substantial income more acute problems of equity than the na-
(Oxford University Press, 1979). transfers and other forms of intervention in tional issues described above. Although

Yugoslavia and Israel. Second, substantial most governments recognize their national
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income as one dimension of national wel- What are the possibilities of more rapid it not be necessary to establish enforceable
fare, no one has suggested that global in- progress in the face of these and other con- standards of performance to assure that
come has much relevance to an assessment straints? In an attempt to compare ap- the benefits actually reach the poverty
of global welfare. Instead political and eco- proaches to poverty alleviation, Ahluwalia, groups? The new emphasis on poverty al-
nomic efforts of international institutions Carter, and Chenery have simulated in- leviation does not resolve these old dilem-
are increasingly focused on the reduction come growth and the numbers of absolute mas in the field of international economic
of poverty and other aspects of equity as poor over the next 20 years for a large sam- cooperation. It may even accentuate them.
objectives that command the support of ple of developing countries (Ahluwalia, -
people of widely varying political views. Carter, and Chenery, 1979, Tables 3 and 9).

In recent years considerable efforts have If the trends of the past 20 years-a period
been made to establish measures of pov- of relatively rapid growth of income-con-
erty based on standards of nutrition, health, tinue, the number of absolute poor in 2000
shelter, education, and other essentials. would be at about the same level as in
Conservative estimates set the proportion 1960. This represents rapid progress in one
of the world's population that falls below sense, since the proportion of the poor Related reading

a poverty line based on such minimum would fall from 50 per cent to 20 per cent
standards at between 20 and 25 per cent. of the population of developing countries. S. Ahluwa a Ineuality Poverty and
Although this proportion has declined However, since this result would be Economicse Vol. 3 (September 1976),
somewhat in the past 30 years, the overall achieved only by a reduction in absolute p. 307-42.
increase in the world's population has poverty in middle-income countries that M. S. Ahluwalia, N. Carter, and H. Che-
meant that the absolute number of people offsets the rising numbers in the very poor nery, "Growth and Poverty in Develop-
below this poverty line has continued to countries, it is not a long-term solution. ing Countries," Ch. 11 in H. Chenery,
grow and is currently of the order of 800 The reduction in poverty will have to Structural Change and Development Policy

million. come from one of three sources: improved (Oxford, U.K., Oxford University Press,

In technical terms the reduction or even distribution, accelerated growth, or a more 1979).
elimination of world poverty seems decep- rapid decline in population growth. Im- M. S. Ahluwalia and H. Chenery, "The

tively easy. If resources could be shifted to proved distribution is particularly impor- Economic Framework," in H. Chenery
satisfying the needs of poverty groups ef- tant in many middle-income countries, such U.K. Rd univerity ress, (974)d
ficiently, it would only require a realloca- as those in Latin America (where income is t Edelman and H. Chenery, "Aid and In-
tion of 2 to 3 per cent of the world's output quite unequally distributed), but some ac- come Distribution," in The New Interna-
per annum from 1980 onward to meet the celeration of growth is essential in the poor tional Economic Order: The North-South
identifiable costs of eliminating poverty by countries of Africa and South Asia. Al- Debate edited by J. N. Bhagwati (Cam-
the year 2000 (Streeten and Burki, 1978). though there are some short-term tradeoffs bridge, Mass., U.S.A., M.I.T. Press,

Since three fourths of the world's poor live between growth and distribution, in the 1977).
in very poor countries, however, the an- longer term it is more likely that all three C. R. Frank and R. C. Webb (Editors) In-

nual cost of eliminating poverty in these types of policy will be mutually reinforc- come Distribution and Growth in the Less

countries is more meaningfully stated as ing. Even within restrictive limits to capital Developed Countries (Princeton, New Jer-
equal to about 15 per cent of their gross na- transfers, the industrial countries can con- sey, U.S.A., Princeton University Press,
tional product (GNP), even if expenditures siderably improve the outcome by giving D. Jorgensen and M. Nishimizu, "U.S. and
could be designed to serve only the target greater priority to poverty alleviation in al- Japanese Economic Growth, 1952-74:
groups. In the light of the distributional ex- locating aid among countries (Edelman and An International Comparison," Eco-
perience outlined in the previous section, Chenery, 1977). nomic Journal, Vol. 88 (December 1978),
the problem is seen to be vastly more dif- These projections lead to the conclusion pp. 707-26.
ficult. that although the elimination of poverty is Nannerl Keohane, "The Idea of Progress

Some of the principal constraints to a much more difficult than is sometimes Revisited," Stanford University (mimeo),

more realistic attempt to reduce global suggested, it remains a plausible goal for 1979.
poverty include: international policy. One of the principal Simon Kuznets, "Economic Growth and

povertyIncome. Inequality," Amerian Economic
(1) The multiple objectives of nation means to this end would be accomplished Review, Vol. 45 (March 1955), pp. 1-28.

states, among which the alleviation of pov- if the tendency of the poor to lag behind Pitambar Pant, "Perspective of Develop-
erty is usually subordinated to a variety of the higher-income groups in the process of ment (1961-1976): Implications of Plan-
nationalistic goals. development could be eliminated. There is ning for a Minimum Level of Living,"

(2) The limited scope for resource trans- increasing acceptance of the idea that in- reprinted in T. N. Srinivasan and P. K.
fers in the existing international economic ternational efforts should be more directly Bardhan, Poverty and Income Distribution

order. Official development assistance from focused on reducing poverty in order to in India, Statistical Publishing Society
the industrialized countries has declined offset this tendency of the international (Calcutta, India, 1974).

from 0.50 per cent of their GNP in 1%0 to system. Enough examples of how this re- Dudley Seers, "Cuba" in Chenery et al,
I a Redistribution with Growth (Oxford, U.K.,

0.35 per cent or less since 1970. Transfers sult can be accomplished have been cited Oxford University Press, 1974).
from the Organization of Petroleum Ex- in economic systems ranging from socialist Paul Streeten, "Basic Needs: Premises and
porting Countries (OPEC), while substan- to free enterprise to suggest that it is a fea- Promises," Journal of Policy Modeling 1
tial, do not offset the negative effects of sible objective. (1979), pp. 136-46.
higher oil prices on the growth of the oil This conclusion leaves several funda- Paul Streeten and Shahid Javed Burki,
importing developing countries. mental issues unresolved. To what extent "Basic Needs: Some Issues," World De-

(3) Rapid growth of population, which should poverty alleviation replace the velopment, Vol. 6, (March 1978), pp. 411-

will-double in the next 35 years even though principle of self-help as a guide to interna- 21.
the rate has started to decline. tional action? To achieve this objective, will
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I1s. there,- a tradeoff between
rwh and -basic needs?

tt is often targued that policdqs aimed at providing the poor and
neglacted wfth basid goods and services imply a sacrifice of

prouctveinvestments and economic growth. The author reviews
theoetia an empirical arguments on the issue and uses

evidence-from t83 developing countries to indicate that providing for
basic heeds can, improve growth, performance,

Nbrman L. Hicks

WVhile the -developing countries have had ten',5 article, 'From growth to basic phasied in theory: that is, the allocations
substantial increases-in output during the needs,' in the September 1979 issue of Fi- of national resources betw een savings and
past 25 years, it has been widely recog- rtance & Devolpment) consumipton or betw een social services and
nized thAt this growth has oftep faled to The crital question for the individual other "productive" sectors. The true in-
reduce the lee tpvtin their counr- c ,untry is: w i the provision (if basic goodls pact of an invet ment program oriented to-
tries' Vanxous alternafives have been pro.- md services rilow down a country's growth ward basic needs thus becomes very diffi-
posed to red~res this, problem-including rate? In other words, is there a tradeoff be- cult to evaluate,
stratV.&S atmed ,at, -icreasing employ- tween growth and basic needs? From a
Ment', at Oevelopmngrural-areais, at redistri- theoretical standpoint there may be nvo Tedb

buting the benefits tA growth in favor of necessary reason for such a tradoolf, but Proponents of a basic needs approach
low income groups, and at. meeting the the evidence is not conclusive. Countries argue that the direct provision of essential
basic needs of the pooir. Ani approach that which have emphasized basic needs, such goods and services is a more efficent and
concentrates on meetm~g basc ne~eds em- a%,Burma, Cuba, Sri Lanka, and 'Tanzania, mor e ra pid wily (if eliminating pov erty than
phasizes improvemenfs, ill health, nutr- may be seen to have done so at the cost of an approach based on hopes that the ben-
tipnl and -basic education-specialy, lower gro'w th rates of output. On the other efits of increased national growth will
through irnprbved and redirected -public hand, one can point to countries such as eventually reach the poor. While support-
fservices, such as rural w ater supphies, %an- Taiwan, Korea, and Singapore, which have ing efforts to raise productivty and in-
htation facihte , and primary schools. It both- grown relatively rapidly and made come, they emphasize that these alone may
ha 6een argued that the direct prouysjon commuendable progress in providing social be neither sufficient nor efficient Their
Pf such goods and sernces qftects pov erty seWeV es, reducing poverty, and improving case rests on their experience that:
More immediately. than those, approache~s the distribution of income. The issue is * the powr tend not to spend incremental
that rely on rai,-,mg the irixomes and the comnplieated by the miany fiaors w hich af- income wisely oi- efficiently, since they may
prouctivty of the poiqr (see Paul Stree- fect growth other than the elements ern- not be good managers or are not sufi-
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ciently knowledgeable about health and gross national product (GNP)) is broken tion. This can be done by estimating the
nutrition; down into components relating to the lifetime earnings of people with various
* there is serious maldistribution of in- growth of factor inputs (land, labor, and levels of education, compared to the pri-
comes within households which cannot be capital) and an unexplained "residual" vate and social costs of education, which
overcome by raising family incomes but which captures productivity changes of an include earnings forgone while at school.
which can be corrected by the direct pro- unidentified origin. While the earliest ef- In general, these kinds of studies have
vision of goods and services to the ne- forts in growth accounting can be traced found high rates of return from investment
glected members; back to George Stigler (1947), the definitive in education particularly from primary ed-
e some basic needs-such as water sup- work remains that of Edward Denison ucation in developing countries. A survey
plies and sanitation--can only be met effi- (1967, 1974, 1979). of 17 developing countries by Psacharo-
ciently through public services; and Denison's latest estimates show that less poulos (1973) found an average return of
* it is difficult to formulate policies or in- than 60 per cent of the growth in GNP in 25 per cent for primary education. These
vestment strategies to increase the produc- the United States can be attributed to the returns range, however, from a low of 6.6
tivity of all of the poor in a uniform way. increase in traditional factor inputs-labor per cent (Singapore, 1966) to a high of 82

The argument against directly providing and capital primarily-while the remainder per cent (Venezuela, 1957).
for basic needs is based on two main con- is the result of economies of scale, im- There are considerable conceptual diffi-
tentions. First, transfers of essential goods provements in resource allocation, and a culties in measuring such rates of return on
and services result in increasing the con- large residual attributed to human capital, investments in human capital. The returns
sumption level of the poor at the cost of which is labeled "advances in knowledge." may be overstated because they capture
eventually reducing the net level of invest- Education is considered by Denison to be the "screening" effect of higher educa-
ment and saving in the economy and a factor input which alone accounts for 14 tion, which means that more highly edu-
therefore the welfare of everybody. Sec- per cent of the growth of GNP between cated people receive better paying jobs re-
ond, the poor would be better provided for 1929 and 1976. If education is combined gardless of any true differentials in
in the long run through the higher incomes with the residual advances in knowledge, productivity. The high unemployment rate
realized by greater overall investment un- then the contribution of human capital to often found among highly educated people
der a more conventional, growth-oriented growth would be about 38 per cent. At- in some developing countries suggests that
development strategy. Meeting basic needs tempts to apply the same technique to de- investments in education may not always
is seen as a strategy providing for a tem- veloping countries (Krueger, 1968) tend to raise productivity, particularly in those
porary consumption transfer to the poor, show similar results. countries already possessing a large supply
and not as a transfer of capital resources There is some question, however, of educated persons. Several studies have
that would result in a permanent improve- whether the residual can be attributed to questioned the utility of education invest-
ment in their condition. improvements in the stock of human capi- ments in development. For instance, Cor-

The concept that basic needs can be bet- tal. It could represent errors in the calcula- rea (1970) found in a study of a group of
ter met in the long run through increased tions of other variables, the omission of Latin American countries that while health
output appears faulty for two important other important factors, or simply a faulty and nutrition were very important factors
reasons. First, the basic needs of the poor assumption about the nature of the under- in GNP, improvements in education ap-
can be met in ways that have little or no lying production function. While growth peared to have no impact at all. Nadiri
direct effect on national levels of invest- accounting attributes an important role to (1972) concluded from a survey of the pub-
ment and growth-by reducing the con- human capital in explaining growth, it does lished literature that education was not
sumption expenditures on nonessentials of not necessarily prove that human capital is very useful in explaining differences in
the poor and the rich or by redirecting the important. Thus it is not a completely reli- growth rates between developing coun-
expenditures of the public sector from able way to measure the contribution of tries, although it did seem to explain vari-
nonbasic to basic needs activities. Second, human capital to the growth process. ations in productivity within countries over
it seems quite likely that expenditures on An alternative way of assessing the im- time. Thus, the evidence on the role of hu-
basic needs improve the productivity of pact of improvements in human capital is man capital, particularly education, in af-
human resources, and can therefore be to measure the rate of return from educa- fecting the growth of output in developing
considered a form of long-term investment countries is not definitive or measurable.
in human capital. The question then be- Furthermore, the concept of human capital
comes one of identifying the degree to improvements covers areas (higher educa-
which expenditures on basic needs actually Norman L. Hicks tion is an example), which are not consid-
result in permanent improvements in hu- ered to be as relevant to a basic needs ap-
man capital, and whether economic re- proach, and vice versa.
turns to this form of human investment are Another way of measuring the impor-
higher than those from other kinds of in- tance of human capital is to look at the sta-
vestments available to developing coun- o from the United States, tistical correlations between the provision
tries. joined the staff of the of basic needs and the growth rates in a
Conflicting evidence World Bank in 1970 and is large number of countries. The problem

presently Senior Economist with simple correlations is that they cannot
There is a considerable body of literature in the Policy Planning and identify the links between basic needs that

which attempts to identify the economic / Program Review have been met and growth. Better provi-
returns from improvements in human cap- Department. Mr. Hicks received his Ph.D. in sion of basic goods and services is just as
ital. In developed countries, considerable economics from the University of Maryland in 1968, likely to be a result of higher incomes, as
attention has been given to the concept of and worked for the U.S. Agency for International its cause. At the same time, growth in in-
"growth accounting." In this approach, Development in Ghana before joining the Bank. come is clearly going to be affected by fac-
the growth of total output (measured by tors other than those related to the provi-
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sion of basic needs. Thus, one has to isolate
the meeting of basic needs from other fac- Table 1
tors which can be considered important Economic growth, life expectancy, and literacy for selected countries
determinants of growth, in order to avoid
giving too much weight to the basic needs Growth expected levels Deviation from
variables. , Lie e ncy eAdult eracy e ied le

Measurement problems country (in per cent) (in years) (in per cent)

We have no easy measure, however, of Singapore 7.7 64.0 3.1 -
progress in meeting basic needs. A variety Korea 7.6 54.0 11.1 71.0 43.6
of social indicators can be used, but using Taiwan 6.5 64.0 15.5 74.0 14.2
them often presents conceptual problems. Hong Kong 6.3 65.0 6.5 70.0 6.4
Some indicators reflect results, while oth- Porugal 5.7 62.0 4.7 62.0 1.7
ers-such as population per doctor and Spain 5.3 68.0 1.8 87.0 1.2
school enrollments-measure inputs. Some Yugoslavia 5.2 62.0 4.7 77.0 16.7
indicators measure the average level of so- Brazil 4.9 57.0 3.0 61.0 8.6
cial progress for the whole society, while Israel 4.6 69.0 2.0 - -
others are based on a "have, have-not" Thailand 4.5 51.0 9.5 68.0 43.5
principle. Thus, the percentage of house- Tunisia 4.3 48.0 -0.5 16.0 -23.8
holds with access to clean water can accu- Average top 12
rately capture the numbers without such countries 5.7 61.0 5.6 64.7 12.0
service. By contrast, an average of the cal- Ave S4 2.4 48.0 -. 0 37.6 -. 0ories consumed per capita as per cent of
requirements is quite misleading, since it Source: World Bank, Word Development Indicators, 1979.

c Growth rate of real per capita GNPcombines the overconsumption of the rich Deviations from estimated values derived from an equation where life expectancy in 1960 (LE) is related to per capita
an te ndrcnsm io o te or income in 1960 (Y) in the following way: LE = 34.29 + .07679 Y - .000043 Y2 (R =- .66).and th undeconsuptino h poor. Deviations from estimated values derived from an equation where literacy in 1960 (LIT) it related to per capita income

Likewise, figures on average life expect- i" 967 (Y) in the following way: LIT = 9.23 + .1595 Y - .0000658 Y, (R = .44).y Data for average growth rates and life expectancy refer to a sample of 83 countries, while that for literacy covers 63ancy, or average infant mortality, do not countries.
give us any idea of the range between the I

rich and the poor. Two countries with
identical average statistics for infant mor- But even if we use these selected social annum-was substantially higher than the
tality, for instance, could have quite differ- indicators to measure progress in meeting average of all 83 countries in our sample.
ent infant mortality rates for their least fa- basic needs, the problem of identifying Further, the populations of this group of
vored groups. It would be more useful if causality remains. Is the progress in meet- countries clearly had above-average life ex-
social indicators provided data separately ing basic needs shown by these indicators pectancy at the beginning of this period: 61
for different income groups within a pop- a result of growth in output, or is it one of years, compared with an overall average of
ulation. There is no reason why we could the causes? One way to overcome this 48 years in all 83 countries.
not construct distribution statistics for so- problem is to look at the data for growth This would seem to demonstrate that
cial indicators similar to our measures of rates of different countries compared to the improving the provision of basic needs can
income distribution. levels of basic needs at the beginning of a augment the rate of growth. While this

Until better indicators are produced, particular period. If past achievements in may be true, the data in the table contain a
however, we are forced to use what we meeting basic needs now require high lev- considerable bias. The countries that grew
have readily available. It seems appropri- els of consumption expenditures, the data the fastest in the 1960-77 period were
ate to use life expectancy at birth as one then should show that good basic needs also countries which already had above-
crude measure of the effectiveness of a performance has been associated with low average levels of income. Since levels of
country's success in providing for basic growth. On the other hand, if provision of income and life expectancy tend to be
needs. This single measure can encompass basic needs leads to an improvement in closely (but not perfectly) correlated, it is
the combined effects on mortality of health people's productivity, the indicators should not surprising to find that the statistics for
care, clean water, nutrition, and sanitation show that basic needs are related to higher our 12 countries show above-average life
improvements, although it is admittedly growth. expectancy.
an average of country experience with no To overcome this bias, an equation was
feel for how well these have been provided Comparative evidence established to relate life expectancy to in-
for different groups within the population. The simplest way of identifying the re- come and to establish the "expected" level
Progress in meeting needs for primary ed- lationship between the provision of basic of life expectancy for every country. Better
ucation can be measured by adult literacy- needs and growth is to examine the record than normal performance on life expect-
a better indicator than primary school en- of countries that have grown very rapidly ancy could then be measured by the devia-
rollment, since it is oriented toward effects in the past and to compare their basic needs tion between the actual and the expected
rather than efforts. These two indicators- performance--measured by life expectancy levels. In a sense, this formula adjusts the
life expectancy and adult literacy-give and adult literacy-with that of the average level of life expectancy for the level of in-
crude but fairly useful measures of prog- country. Table 1 presents data for the 12 come. These deviations are shown in the
ress in meeting basic needs. Both indica- fastest growing countries between 1960 and third column of Table 1. The 12 countries
tors are generally available for most devel- 1977 (excluding the oil exporting countries in the sample have life expectancies that
oping countries on a fairly reliable basis, and those with populations of under one are, on average, 5.6 years higher than what
which is not true for some alternative million). The average per capita growth normally would have been expected on the
measures, such as infant mortality, rate of these countries-5.7 per cent per basis of their relative income level. Con-
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sequently, there does seem to be a positive ond group of 12 countries-4.0 per cent per being recognized as important as the re-

association between life expectancy and annum-is still considerably higher than turns from investments in the more stand-

growth, even when allowing for the fact the average for the larger group. ard forms of physical capital. In other

that some of the more rapidly growing One might argue, however, that the words, investing in people may be a good

countries are also those at more advanced simple statistical analysis presented here is way to both eliminate the worst aspects of

stages of development. inadequate for drawing firm conclusions. poverty and to increase the growth rate of

Adult literacy is another useful measure The growth performance of countries is output. ED
of a basic needs performance. Table 1 shows dependent on a variety of factors, such as

that in the rapidly growing countries, about the level of investment, export earnings

65 per cent of adults were literate in 1960, and capital flows, and the general nature

compared with about 38 per cent for the of development policies pursued.
sample of 63 countries. Even when ad- The influence of these factors, as well as Related reading

justed for income differences, literacy lev- the emphasis on basic needs, can be com-

els in the rapidly growing countries were bined and analyzed using multiple regres-

about 12 percentage points higher than in sion techniques on the cross-country data. Moel o Di itin an wth n
the other countries at the beginning of the This has been done for the period 1960-73
period. (see Hicks, 1979), regressing the growth Mark Blaug, "Human Capital Theory: A

rate of per capita GNP on the investment Slighty Jaundiced Survey," Journal of
rate, the growth rate of imports, and the Economic Literalure Vol XTV (September,
levels of either literacy or life expectancy 1976) pp. 827-56

Table 2 in 1960. (The growth rate of imports com- Hdctor Correa, "Sources of Growth in
Growth and life expectancy, selected bines the effects of export growth and cap- Latin America," Southern Economic Jour-

countries ital flows.) This analysis concluded that the na Vol 37 (uly 10 pp. 1-31

Deviation from basic needs variables were significantly re- E, F. Denison Why Growth Rates Difr:

expecte level lated to the growth rate, even after allow- t wa shingt N , .. :T e B ooig
fie Growth rate,tre,(ahntnD.:TeBokig

expectancy 1960-77 ing for the influence of the other variables.
Country (In yeara) (In per cent) It was found that countries which had life s Ecomi Gw 1929-1969

Sri Lanka 22.5 1.9 expectancies ten years higher than ex- (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institu-
Taiwan 15.5 6.5 pected tended to have per capita growth tion, 1974). Accounting for Shoer Growth
Korea 11.1 7.6 rates 0.7 to 0.9 percentage points higher. (Washington, D.C.: Brookings insttu-
Thailand 9.5 4.5 Thus the more sophisticated techniques tion, 1979).
Malaysia 7.3 4.0 confirm the simpler ones shown here, Norman Hicks, "Growth vs. Basic Needs:

Paraguay 6.9 2.4 which already concluded that those coun- Is There a Trade-Off?" World Develop-
Philippines 6.8 2.1 tries which do well in providing for basic ment Vol 7 (November/December 1979),

Hong Kong 6.5 6.3 needs tend to have better than average pp, 985-94.
Panama 6.1 3.7 pefrac ntrso cnmcgot. Norman Hicks, and Paul Streeten, "Indi-
Burma 6.0 0.9 performance in terms of economic growth.for a
Greece 5.7 6.1 This would also seem to suggest that a Basic Needs Yardstick," World Develop-
Kenya 5.5 2.4 basic needs emphasis in development, far ment Vol 7 (June 1979), pp. 567-80.

Average, 12 from reducing the rate of growth, can be Anne 0, Kruegdr, "Factor Endowments
countries 9.1 4.0 instrumental in increasing it. and Per Capita Income," Eccnomic jour-

Average, all It would appear that economists who nal, Vol 78 (September 1968) pp. 641-
countries 0 2.4 formerly focused on human capital may 59

have concentrated too narrowly on one as- David Morawetz, Twenty Five Years of Eco-
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators, fmic Development (Washington, D.C.:

1979. pect of human capital, namely education.
Note: For explanation of variables, see Table 1. It seems ossible that other aspects of a The World Bank, 1977).

iM. Ishaq Nadiri, International Studies of
basic needs approach to developmentFactor Produc
which aim to improve the health and living tivity: A Brief Survey," Reiew of Income

The preceding analysis suggests that conditions of the poor, should also be con- and Wealth, Series 18 (June 1972)
meeting basic needs may contribute signif- sidered as building up a country's human pp. 19-54.
icantly to growth, but it does not prove capital. Exactly how health and related basic George Psacharopoulos, Returns to Educa-

that the approach is a sufficient condition needs improvements help increase pro- tion (San Franciscofashington: Jossey-
for high growth. In Table 2, we turn the ductivity and growth in the economy is Bass, 1973).
question around and look at the 12 coun- difficult to pinpoint. The most obvious re- F. Stewart, and Paul Streeten, "New Strat-
tries that have the highest deviation from lationship is that healthy workers can pro- egies for Development: Poverty, income

expected levels of life expectancy. Many duce more, work harder and longer, and

of the same countries shown in Table 1 so on. In addition, healthy students are apt G. .aier, rd (197d)y
appear here, namely, Taiwan, Korea, Thai- to learn more. Improved health conditions ti(New Yrk atin ua E or

land, Hong Kong, and Greece. In add- reduce the waste of human and physical Economic Research, 1947)
ition, there are a number of other resources which results from the bearing Paul Streeten, "Basic Needs: Premises and
countries which have done well in terms of and raising children who die before they Promises," Journal of Policy Modeling ,
life expectancy but have not had excep- reach productive ages. The prospect of a (1979) pp. 136-46
tionally high growth rates during the pe- short life expectancy reduces the potential Paul Streeten, and S. J. Burki, "Basic Needs:

riod, such as Sri Lanka, Paraguay, the gain from long years of schooling. These Some Issues," World Development, 6

Philippines, Burma, and Kenya. Neverthe- kinds of gains in productivity from invest- (March 1978) pp. 411-21

less, the average growth rate for this sec- ments in health and education are now
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Adjustment to the
changing international
structure of production
The industrialization of developing countries is transforming
patterns of production and trade throughout the world. The authors
outline the national and international policy implications embodied
in these changes.

Helen Hughes and Goran Ohlin

The more rapidly industrializing develop- small countries. All countries need to trade
ing countries began to compete noticeably to obtain resources they do not possess,
with industrialized countries through trade and all but very large countries have to
in manufactured goods in the 1%0s. Dur- trade if they are to benefit from specializa-
ing the decade, their exports of manufac- tion, economies of scale, and competitive-
tures grew by about 15 per cent a year, ness. The development needs of rapidly
and the number of developing countries growing developing countries lead to a high
exporting more than $100 million worth of propensity to import. They therefore need
manufactured products annually grew from to export in order to pay for their rising im-
a handful to more than 30. The flow of pri- ports. Provided that takes place at compet-
vate capital from industrial to developing itive market prices that reflect long-run
countries also accelerated, and there was a cost, trade will in the long run benefit both
movement of migrants in the other direc- exporting and importing countries.
tion to meet the labor needs of industrial- Trade, capital, and labor movements
ized countries. among countries are both competitive and

However, the importance of the struc- complementary. Direct foreign investment
tural changes in international production, brings jobs to workers in developing coun-
and of trade, capital, and labor move- tries, and trade can bring the finished
ments, only came to the fore in the 1970s products to the industrialized countries at
when the rise in the price of petroleum, low cost. Where local entrepreneurship and
and the prolonged recession and slowing technical skills are available-and this is
down of growth in the industrialized coun- increasingly the case in industrializing de-
tries made adjustment to changes in inter- veloping countries--the capital can be bor-
national trade more difficult. It then be- rowed from financial institutions. Technol-
came more widely evident that a broad ogy and technical and management skills
range of the manufactured goods pro- can then also be obtained separately if they
duced in developing countries had become
highly competitive in the markets in indus-
trialized countries. This article is based on a chapter in Policies
Benefits and costs of trade for Industrial Progress in Developing

Countries,edited by JohnCody, Helen Hughes,
Participation in world trade in manufac- and David Wall, published by Oxford Univer-

tured goods has great economic advan- sity PresS in March 1980.

tages, particularly for medium-size and
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are not available locally. Such a separation local production and nontariff barriers has veloping countries tend to be the least

of the capital flows is increasingly pre- followed, mostly directed against imports trained and mobile. A high proportion are

ferred by developing countries because from other industrialized countries, but women with very restricted opportunities

trade and banking flows are thought to hurting some developing countries badly. for moving into more skilled employment,
have lower social and political costs than- Despite the fall in growth rates in the in- and often with limited ability to move geo-
and are therefore preferable to--the in- dustrialized countries, their imports of graphically because they are a family's
flows of direct investment and labor. manufactures from developing countries second income earner. It is true that in-

But trade and capital flows, and the en- have continued to grow at more than 12 creased import opportunities open up new
suing changes in the production structure, per cent a year since the mid-1970s-more export markets, but semiskilled women

also have costs in industrialized countries. than twice the rate of growth of imports of textile workers cannot readily be trans-

If the long-term benefits of trade and capi- manufactures from other industrialized formed into electronics workers in another

tal flows are to be reaped, there are short- countries. This raised a new issue in pro- part of the country. Consumers are likely
term adjustment costs to be met. tectionism against the manufactured ex- to benefit from a flexible and mobile man-

Entrepreneurs, capital, and labor have to ports of the developing world. ufacturing sector, but they are usually not
shift out of declining and uncompetitive well organized and to the extent that they
industries into competitive and rapidly The new protectionism are both workers and consumers, they
growing ones. Such shifts are typical of the Protection against imports of manufac- consider that their jobs come first.

manufacturing sector, where they tend to tured goods from developing countries has The impact of labor-intensive exports
occur more frequently and more rapidly some special features. In contrast to the from developing countries has other char-

than in other sectors. Changes within strong liberalization trends of the 1950s acteristics relevant to the political economy
manufacturing follow from technological and 1960s, even small volumes of exports of protectionism. Developing countries tend

change, market saturation, and variations of manufactures by developing countries to come in at the bottom of the market with

in taste, market structure, and trade pat- became subject to protectionist action al- very low-cost products, reflecting their very
terns. The shifting structure of manufac- most as soon as they entered industrialized low wages. Once production and market-

turing is responsive to relatively wide vari- country markets. Thus quotas were im- ing problems are overcome by developing
ations in demand for manufactured posed on imports of clothing, textiles, and country (or transnational corporation) en-
products, and it contributes to the wide footwear, and tariffs were not reduced in trepreneurs, their exports can be increased
variations in the supply of manufactured line with other tariff reductions in multilat- very rapidly because labor supplies are
goods. These characteristics make manu- eral trade negotiations. ample. Although the impact of exports on

facturing in some ways the riskiest or at Protectionism against developing coun- economic growth eventually increases per

least the most dynamic of the production tries' products tends to be particularly capita incomes and forces a move into

sectors, thus making entrepreneurship an strong because the workers who are dis- other, less labor-intensive products, still

important factor of production. The ebb placed by labor-intensive imports from de- other poor developing countries then come

and flow of industrial production has insti- in, again with low costs and prices.

tutional implications for capital markets, The impact of trade between the indus-

industrial organization, employment, and Helen Hughes trialized and developing countries is often

trade unions. It is sometimes accompanied different from that of trade among coun-
and sometimes caused by population tries at similar levels of development as the
movements and other geographic shifts. effect on the importing country is generally
Where industries are particularly concen- industry-wide. Adjustment may be rela-

trated geographically, or where the work- tively easy within industry groups, such as

ers affected are at a disadvantage (because metal working, which produce a very broad
they are overspecialized, for instance), mo-Australan joed range of products using broadly similarthey are overspecializd, for instance), mo-Bank staff in 1968, and iskil.I a fe ecridotwti
bility is difficult even in high-income coun- 3 Director of the Economic skills. It can often be carried out within a
tries with full employment. Analysis and Projections transnational corporation. When an indus-

The faster the rate of an economy's Department. Mrs. Hughes try as a whole is being phased out, how-
growth, the more rapid, and the easier, are has published widely on industrial development. ever, small, financially weak and less effi-

adjustments likely to be. Entrepreneurs and cient firms either disappear or are absorbed
workers are more easily absorbed in new by others. When the turn of the least effi-

activities, while relatively high profitability Goran Ohlin cient firms comes, political resistance to

and capital accumulation make up for pre- adjustment is usually very strong. Geo-
mature obsolescence of capital equipment. graphical concentration, defense argu-
Workers and entrepreneurs are more will- ments, and prolonged slow overall growth
ing to take risks in periods of economic ~exacerbate the difficulties of adjustment,
growth than in periods of stagnation and t adding to the more conventional protec-

high unemployment. of Sweden, is Professor of 0 tionist arguments.

The market-economy industrialized n cs at Uppsala While the increase of employment in de-

countries thus made very considerable was Senior Adviser in the veloping countries that accompanies ex-

structural adjustments in the 1950s, 1960s, Economic Analysis and port growth is generally regarded as a

and early 1970s without major problems. Projections Department of c strong welfare argument, the proportion of

In marked contrast, the recession of the the Bank in 1976-77. Mr. Ohlin was an Ex Officio benefits accruing to the poorer groups in

mid-1970s saw an increased attention to Member of the Independent Commission on developing countries is becoming an issue.

adjustment difficulties with a concomitant International Development Issues (the Brandt Manufacturers may cream off a large pro-

growth of protectionist sentiment. Some Commission) from 1977 to 1979. portion of the benefits through profits, and

protectionist action through subsidies to such profits can be very high if the workers
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and diversifying the exports of manufac-
tures is well understood in the more indus-

Table 1 trialized developing countries. To provide
Distribution of world merchandise exports, 1960-77 market access to new developing country

(In per cent) exporters, and to ensure equity between

Real growth exporters and importers, the characteristics
1960 1970 1977 1960-77 and pace of trade expansion in sensitive

Industrial market economies 66.8 71.5 64.7 7.7 products have become the subject of inter-

Developing market economies 19.9 15.4 18.9 5.8 national negotiation.

Capital surplus petroleum exporters 1.6 2.5 6.8 9.0 Industrialized countries have recently
Centrally planned economies 11.7 10.7 9.6 6.4' taken further steps to reduce tariffs, and

of which Asian' (1.6) (0.8) (0.8) (.. .) they have agreed on international action in
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.2 the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Ne-
Value in billions of U.S. dollars 128.3 314.5 1,127.2 gotiations. Their levels of protection are

Source: UNCTAD, 1979 Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistics, now far below those of most developing
. Indicates that data are not available. countries. It is now the developng coun-

Including People's Republic of China. tries' turn to review their trade policies to

I diversify their exports, and to trade more

with each other. If such an expansion of

are repressed. But even low-paid workers come countries though they appear to be trade takes placeas a result of a reduction

may be among the relatively high-income labor intensive. of barriers against all countries, the indus-

earners in developing countries, because However, it is in their interest for indus- trialized countries will be able to adjust

employment in manufacturing is "elite" trial countries to move out of uncompeti- more rapidly to growing imports from de-

employment. Thus the transfer of incomes tive production. This requires adjustment veloping countries by exporting more.
that occurs may be from the least privi- policies that include retraining facilities, The difficulties of adjustment to lower

leged and lowest-paid workers in the in- relocation allowances, and, in some in- stf protection in developing countries
dustrialized countries to relatively highly stances capital grants to firms and regions must not be underestimated. Developing
paid workers in the developing countries. affected by industrial decline. But specific countries do not have the social security
Again this is usually not a characteristic as- adjustment policies can only be palliatives. cushions available to displaced workers in
sociated with trade among countries at Trade policy is only part of overall macro- tiand aniesmentey an lath
similar levels of development. economic policy and cannot substitute for to abandon any investment already in place

manpwermontary andothr maro-because of their scarcity of capital. How-
manpower, monetary, and other macro- .

Adjustment policies economic policies. Countries need a com- ever, it is likely that even substantial re-

It is clearly not in the interest of the in- mitment to full employment and growth in ductions in protection in the sei-indus-
dustrialized countries to cling to labor-in- a meaningful sense if adjustment policies trialized developing countries would affect
tensive production when it is no longer are to be able to play their transitional role only a relatively small number of workers
economic. Some production of this type The developing countries' domestic pol- employed by marginal firms. The ensuing
may be retained for minimal self-suffi- icies are also relevant to the ability of the disruption therefore would not be as costly
ciency, and some areas of production that industrialized countries to adjust to their be rapid and substantial. Some of the semi-
are design-intensive or fashion-intensive growing imports. The case for limiting the industrialized countries have therefore be-
retain their competitiveness in high-in- rate of growth of labor-intensive exports gun such restructuring unilaterally. Oth-

ers, however, will require a great deal of
encouragement and in some cases, balance

of paymients and long-term restructuring
Table 2assanetbeaetods.

Merchandise exports of developing countries assistance to be able to do so.
(in p cinternational trade issues

Total exports In international terms the costs of trade
a Share of and other economic relations take the form

Compoalon growth rate World exports
1960 1976 1960-76 19W 1 76 of having to abide by the international rules

of the game. Such rules are partly implicit
Fuels and energy 38 38 6.3 44 41 and partly codified and institutionalized in

Other primary products 51 35 3.7 37 34 such international institutions as the Gen-
Food and beverages 34 22 3.5 40 35 eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Nonfood agricultural products 9 6 3.4 39 30 (GATT) and the International Monetary
Mineral and. nonferrous metals 8 7 4.7 29 33 Fund. These rules necessarily impinge on

Manufactures 11 27 12.7 6 10 a country's sovereignty and limit its policy
Machinery and transport equipment 1 6 17.5 2 5 options in international relations and
Other manufactures 10 21 11.8 9 14 sometimes in related domestic policies.

Total 100 100 6.3 24 21 Nevertheless, participation is, on balance,
worthwhile; in contrast to the colonial era,
it is voluntary and by negotiation. Most
centrally planned economies have not cho-
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sen to join the international institutions, that it would be in their interest to lower propose to ensure that the gains from trade
although they have developed their own in tariffs unilaterally, even without agree- reach the poorer groups in developing
the Council for Mutual Economic Assis- ment by partner countries. They usually countries. Developing countries will have
tance. However, by and large they honor cannot do so because of the opposition of to become increasingly involved in negoti-
the principles implicit in international rules their own manufacturers who profit from ations on such issues if they wish to influ-
and seek the benefit of such explicit ones existing protectionist measures. The prin- ence their outcome.
as most favored nation treatment in trade. ciple of reciprocity was introduced into The evolution of codes of conduct that

Developing countries have for the most GATT negotiations to give the negotiators have emerged from the Tokyo Round of
part argued on grounds of poverty and a weapon against such vested interests. trade negotiations to control nontariff trade
protection of infant industry that they The government can argue at home that barriers will be governed by the attitudes
should have special privileges in interna- only with reciprocity, and the concessions of the participants. The codes have the po-
tional trade conventions. They have been it makes, will domestic producers be able tential of reducing nontariff barriers against
exempted from GATT rules against export to obtain entry into other markets. The developing countries, but the potential will
subsidies on nonprimary products, and main value of reciprocity is thus to over- be fulfilled only if the developing countries
have negotiated the Generalized System of come local opposition. Many developing participate as full members in the system
Preferences with major industrialized countries, recognizing the costs of high that is being established by GATT. Similar
countries to reduce the level of protection protectionism and export incentives, now initiatives are required in rules governing
facing them. In the past, they attached lit- face precisely the problem of overcoming international transport and other trade-
tle importance to international trade nego- the opposition of their own vested inter- linked services.
tiations. They have benefited from the trade ests, just as the industrialized countries do. Questions of equity among developing
liberalization that took place, but they Engaging in international negotiations on countries are becoming ever more sensitive
would have gained much more if they had a reciprocal basis can thus become as im- in view of the range of income and indus-
actively participated. portant a policy instrument for developing trial development between the nonindus-

The rapid industrialization of the more countries as it has been for industrialized trial and semi-industrialized countries. The
advanced countries suggests that a re-ex- countries in improving domestic produc- Generalized System of Preferences were
amination of the developing countries' tivity while seeking access to foreign mar- essentially product-oriented preferential
trade negotiating postures is overdue. The kets. programs, with country considerations
value of the Generalized System of Prefer- Given the characteristics of labor-inten- brought in by quotas through the back
ences has been eroded by tariff reductions. sive exports from developing to industrial- door. With the Tokyo Round tariff reduc-
It is, moreover, clear that industrialized ized countries, it seems likely that agree- tions, these preferences will become of
countries are no longer willing to exempt ments governing the pace of market trivial value. An international graduation
the higher-income and more industrialized penetration into industrialized countries of approach that would accord privileges
developing countries from countervailing these products will continue to be neces- among countries according to their level of
action against export incentives. sary to avoid even greater protection. The income and industrial maturity is begin-

The principle of reciprocity in interna- industrialized countries' concerns with eq- ning to emerge. Privileges are likely to be
tional trade relations is not well under- uitable wages in export industries of devel- phased out with rising levels of income
stood. It appears on the surface to indicate oping countries are not simply, as is some- and industrialization, or disappear alto-
that each participant in a negotiation will times alleged, protectionism in disguise. gether, as the rapidly industrializing coun-
give up an apparent benefit, such as a high They do not intend to impose unrealistic tries merge into the industrialized coun-
tariff, so that a partner country may do so minimum wages and working conditions tries' liberal trade community with all its
too, in a process designed to reduce tariffs derived from practices in high-income obligations as well as its benefits. Prefer-
overall. But, given floating exchange rates, countries that would cripple the develop- ential treatment is being given to the poor-
the participants in such negotiations know ing countries' export capacity. Rather, they est countries which need it the most. E

New publications from the World Bank

Poverty and Basic Needs

Soon to be published in a series, these booklets will focus on the concept of
basic needs in certain core sectors, putting them into their proper
developmental perspective.

Among the first to be published will be booklets on Shelter, Water Supply and
Waste Disposal, and Nutrition. Other titles-including country studies on basic
needs-will follow in the fall and winter.

Available free of charge from:

Publications Unit
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.
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S ioning mechanism is particularly important
for stability in those developing countries

in which domestic consumption and in-
vestment are extremely sensitive to outputa currency basket and market conditions for the few primary
commodities that are produced and ex-
ported.

While for many countries there are good
reasons to fix the value of the currency, in
most cases the appropriate standard is notflo a tin g apparent. Moreover, there are costs in-
volved in adopting the wrong one. In a
world where the major currencies are float-
ing independently, a fixed exchange rate
with any particular currency implies a joint
float with that currency against all others.
If the value of a currency is fixed for a sus-
tained period to some inappropriate stan-
dard, periodic adjustments of the exchange
rate vis-A-vis the standard would probably

In an attempt to minimize fluctuations in their exchange rates, many be necessary to avoid or deal with the in-
countries, particularly in the developing world, peg their exchange evitable balance of payments crises. The

rates either to a single currency or to a basket of the currencies of timing and extent of these adjustments

their major trading partners. The authors discuss, and then test, a would not necessarily be ideal, but they

method of deriving an "optimal basket," based on relative price and would be subject to the discretion of the
authorities and would, therefore, be influ-exchange rate movements. enced by domestic political considerations.

It may be possible, however, to find a
Leslie Lipschitz and V. Sundararajan standard against which to peg the value of

a currency that might itself embody a rule
In a world of generalized floating exchange tional trading of a particular currency, so for the automatic adjustment of bilateral
rates, many countries have sought to peg that occasional large transactions dominate exchange rates whenever necessary. With
their currencies to some relatively stable the market, fluctuations of its exchange this object in mind, many economists in
standard. By December 31, 1979, 94 out of rate are likely to be even more volatile. different countries have advocated fixing
the 140 Fund members were classified as Most developing countries fall into this the exchange rate in terms of a basket of
having pegged rates; of these, 60 were category. In addition, these countries gen- currencies.
pegged to a single currency; the rest were erally do not have well-developed forward The shares of the various currencies in
pegged to a basket of currencies. In 14 exchange markets to allow transactors to the basket have usually been determined
cases, the basket chosen was the special protect themselves against future exchange on the basis of trade elasticities or the cur-
drawing right (SDR) which consists of 16 rate changes. In this situation, the risks as- rency composition of the country's inter-
currencies. In the case of the SDR, the cur- sociated with international transactions are national trade. It is argued in this article
rency composition of the basket is deter- likely to discourage foreign trade. Also, as that while such trade-based weights are
mined by the Fund, is widely known, and prices of traded goods are linked to the ex- suitable for combining data on different
is not likely to be changed suddenly. change rate, changes in the relative price of trading partners into aggregate exchange
Moreover, the value of the SDR against traded goods to home goods are likely to rate indices, they are generally not the best
major currencies is calculated every day, distort the allocation of investment within weights for constructing a currency basket.
and this information is readily available. the local economy, and may lead to invest- The assumed objective of the currency bas-
The developing countries as a group have ment in less productive sectors. ket in this exercise is to reduce the effects
generally preferred some form of pegging These factors are sufficient to induce of exchange rate fluctuations on the do-
arrangement, and an increasing number of many countries to peg their exchange rates. mestic economy. This can be achieved by
them have abandoned single currency pegs An additional, though less often dis- minimizing unwarranted variations of the
and have fixed their exchange rates against cussed, argument for fixing the exchange real (price-adjusted) exchange rate-that
currency baskets. rate is that a fixed rate system has a built- is, distortions in purchasing power parity-

There are various reasons for countries in cushioning effect that tends to reduce over the future period for which the basket
to peg the value of their currencies to some the impact of short-term real shocks. For peg is being chosen. The problem becomes
standard. Exchange rates are determined example, in bad years when there are har- one of finding a practical rule for determin-
in an asset market-a market for different vest shortfalls, the authorities will have to ing the relative shares of the various cur-
monies-and even in a relatively stable sell foreign reserves in the market to sup- rencies in the basket that best serves this
world, asset market prices tend to fluctuate port the exchange rate. These reserves will end.
sharply. It is widely believed that real eco- be used to finance imports to make up the
nomic costs are associated with such fluc- shortfall. In good years of bountiful sup- This article is based on "The Optimal Basket
tuations; they inhibit trade, harm domestic plies, the authorities will have to buy for- in a World of Generalized Floating," by the
price stability, increase uncertainty, and eign exchange to prevent an appreciation same authors in IMF Staff Papers, March
serve generally to frustrate economic deci- of the exchange rate, and reserves will be 1980.
sion-making. If there is not much interna- built up against future needs. This cush-
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The first step toward arriving at such a words, a reasonable objective for a basket the balance of payments (BOP) that will
rule is to measure the real exchange rate peg is to minimize the fluctuations of the eventually require adjustments. Conse-
and to make some judgment about its long- real exchange rate index over some future quently, an additional consideration in
run equilibrium value. In principle, of reference period, rather than to focus on choosing the weights for the optimal bas-
course, it is possible to adjust the nominal nominal exchange rates. ket is that the expected value of the real
exchange rate frequently for changes in Because it is impossible-given delays in exchange rate index over the reference pe-
relative prices among countries-the so- obtaining price data-and often inadvisa- riod should be within some acceptable
called crawling peg-and thereby avoid ble to adjust the nominal exchange rate range around its equilibrium value. It will
large deviations from the equilibrium value. continuously to compensate for price be shown that, under identifiable condi-
In practice, while data on exchange rates changes among countries, it is useful to tions, such a basket is feasible and can be
are almost continuously available to poli- find a rule, based on nominal exchange computed.
cymakers, price data are available only rate data alone, that serves, on average, to
sporadically and after a considerable delay. minimize fluctuations of the real exchange Definitions
In addition, it may be unwise to adjust the rate. This rule should use all the available The real exchange rate index can be de-
nominal exchange rate for every transitory, past information on the relationship be- fined as a weighted average of relative
and possibly reversible, change in relative tween prices and exchange rates to com- prices between the home country and each
prices. pensate for the unavailability of relevant of its trading partners, where trading part-

This article shows how these difficulties current price data. A currency basket that ner prices have been expressed in domestic
can be overcome in the following fashion. is designed to obviate the need for current currency units by multiplying the foreign
It is possible to construct a basket that price data and discretionary exchange rate price level by the corresponding bilateral
takes into account, in the weights allocated adjustments provides such a rule and, in nominal exchange rate. The weights as-
to different currencies, all the information this article, is termed the optimal currency signed to the relative prices and exchange
available on past relationships between basket. It is optimal only in terms of the rates comprising the real exchange rate in-
each relative price and the corresponding specific objective of the peg-in this case, dex should reflect the fact that certain bi-
exchange rate. Provided these relation- to minimize variations in some real ex- lateral real exchange rate changes are more
ships are stable, by fixing the nominal ex- change rate index, important than others to a particular coun-
change rate to this basket there should be While this is the principal objective of try in their effects on the target of the sta-
automatic adjustment of the exchange rate the peg, another important consideration bilization policy. These weights are elastic-
such that, on average, distortions of pur- is that the level of the real exchange rate ities that must be derived from a model of
chasing power parity are minimized. While should not move too far from its long-run trade; they are real world parameters that
the particular optimal basket will differ for equilibrium. There is no reason to alter the must be estimated and cannot be known a
each country, the general discussion of the nominal exchange rate for every transitory priori. In the present exercise, they are
problem that follows arrives at some prac- deviation, but sustained deviations from taken as given. In practice, however, such
tical rules of thumb. equilibrium are likely to produce effects on elasticity weights are often approximated

Objectives by weights based on the geographic con-
centration of trade or on the currency com-

The currencies of the basket are gener- Leslie Lipschitz position of BOP settlements. Because we
ally selected to minimize the effects of ex- are concerned with variations of the real
change rate fluctuations on the domestic exchange rate index around its "equilib-
economy. Some changes in flexible ex- rium" value, it is convenient to base the
change rates may simply reflect the adjust- relative price and exchange rate indices on
ment toward purchasing power parity an economist in the Asian unit values in some equilibrium year-that
among currencies of economies with dif- Department of the Fund, is is, a year during which the external ac-
ferent domestic financial policies and hence q a graduate of the London counts of the country were in reasonable
different inflation rates. Such changes are School of Economics and balance.
stabilizing in character-by offsetting dif- Political Science (U.K.). Pegging to a currency basket can be de-
ferent domestic inflation rates they prevent He has published articles fined as follows. If the home currency is
temporary shifts in trading competitive- on financial markets and on exchange rate policy pegged to a basket of currencies-with

ness Exhane rte hangs tat re ys-weights that are distinct from the elasticityness. Exchange rate changes that are sys- '1 .Snaaaa
tematically smaller or larger than those V. Sundararajan weights-the percentage chang the elashex-
necessary to maintain purchasing power change rate of the home currency against
parity, and which, at the same time, do not A some numaraire currency will be the
reflect structural changes in the economies weighted average of exchange rate changes
involved, are destabilizing and may induce of each of the trading partner currencies
temporary shifts in competitiveness among a citizen of India, is a against the same numdraire. It is possible
countries. graduate of the Indian then to derive an expression for the index

The composition of the basket ought Statistical Institute and of the real exchange rate of the home cur-
therefore to be chosen to minimize the fas Harvard Universics rency that embodies the assumptions that
real-that is, the price-adjusted-exchange ftr the home currency is fixed to a basket of(U. S.'A.). He taught at
rate changes that occur as a result of nom- New York University (U.S.A.) before joining the currencies with one set of weights, and
inal exchange rate fluctuations among Fund staff in 1974. Presently, he is an economist in that the real exchange rate index is con-
trading partners that are not warranted the Asian Department. He has published in the structed on the basis of a separate set of
either by changes in the purchasing power fields of international trade, input-output analysis, relevant elasticity weights. This formula-
of their respective currencies or by struc- and econometrics. tion makes it clear that the set of weights
tural changes in their economies. In other used in the currency basket that minimizes
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How will the optimal basket work?
The proposition developed in this article is that an optimal set riod of the peg. Second, it is possible that the first test might
of weights can be derived to provide greater real exchange sta- yield mixed result&--some stable and some unstable parame-
bility than most commonly used weighting schemes. To illus- ters-and it is consequently worthwhile to construct an "op-
trate this, some ex ante tests were done for a hypothetical timal" basket on the basis of the parameters estimated from
country that sought to peg its currency to a composite of the historical data and to check whether the basket as a whole
currencies of its major trading partners-the United Kingdom, leads to a smaller variance of the real exchange rate about the
the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Ja- equilibrium than does a basket based solely on elasticity
pan. weights.

The period for the pegging arrangement was from the third
quarter of 1976 until the third quarter of 1978, at which time -rera xhnerf ne
the authorities planned to review their exchange rate policy. 1.160
The authorities considered the relative prices that prevailed in
the third quarter of 1976 to be consistent with BOP equilib-
rium. Moreover, they were expecting a steady 2.3 per cent do- 1. 00
mestic price inflation per quarter, which was the elasticity-
weighted average of inflation rates in the trading partner Elasti-ity weighted bse

countries during 1974--76. Their objective was to choose a cur- 1.060
rency basket for the reference period which would minimize \
the deviations of the country's real exchange rate from equi- -
hibrium. They also wanted to ensure that the real exchange 1,000
rate remained in equilibrium with respect to the average prices
and exchange rates that they expected to prevail during the 1
reference period. The relative importance of movements in .90 1 pialbse

each of the bilateral relative prices was known to the authori-
ties and was reflected in the weighting scheme used in the
computation of the real exchange rate index. For our illustra- <90m17 1 11 7 917

tion, these (arbitrarily chosen) elasticity weights were set at -. i. 1-1 119 . i. ,".1dfl It ".

0.50 for the United States, 0.25 for Japan, 0.20 for the Federal
Republic of Germany, and 0.05 for the United Kingdom. The first test, not unexpectedly, produced mixed results.

The parameters required to compute the optimal basket While there was no instability in the relationships between the
were estimated from historical data for the two-year period pound sterling (the num~raire ') and either the deutsche mark
preceding the third quarter of 1976, when the basket peg was or the Japanese yen, there was instability between the pound
assumed to begin. These parameters are regression coeffi- and the U.S. dollar. The second test was more conclusive. As
cients, that were obtained from the linear regression equations is clear from the chart, the real exchange rate index based on
relating relative prices (between each country and the United the derived basket remained closer to unity than the index
Kingdom) to corresponding exchange rates for the historical based on the elasticity-weighted basket for most of the refer-
period. The derived optimal weights were 0.15 for the United ence period. The latter index increased (appreciated) steadily
States and 0.85 for the United Kingdom. during most of the reference period, while the former ide:

Two types of tests are conceivable in this numerical experi- fluctuated around the value in the base period. The basket
ment. First, it is possible to apply formal statistical tests to each based on the derived weights led, on average, to substantially
of the estimated parameters to determine whether they exhibit less deviation from the equilibrium real exchange rate than the
any instability between the pre-peg period and the basket-peg basket based simply on the elasticity weights, mainly because
period. If the parameters remain stable, then the weights of the stability of the relationships (between the pound ster-
based on parameters estimated from data of the pre-peg pe- ling and both the deutsche mark and the Japanese yen) used
riod should definitely yield optimal weights for the actual pe- in deriving the weights.

the variance of the real exchange rate may The general rule for choosing optimal limit the variations of the real exchange
be different from the set of weights used in basket weights requires that the available rate index to those arising from relative
measuring the real exchange rate index. elasticity weights be adjusted to take ac- price variations alone. However, in gen-

Criteria for basket weights count of the fact that the relative prices and eral, a different set of weights-<alled here
exchange rates of trading partners are, in the optimal weights-<-an be chosen so that

The problem of minimizing the variance general, systematically related. The com- the nominal exchange rate is allowed to
of the real exchange rate over some refer- mon procedure of using unadjusted elas- fluctuate together with prices in an offset-
ence period is a fairly straightforward ticity weights, or some trade shares as ting fashion and thereby further reduce the
mathematical exercise. Although the pre- proxies for these elasticities, in determin- real exchange rate variance. This is possi-
cise quantitative solution will be different ing the currency basket is not usually ideal. ble because relative prices and exchange
for each specific situation, convenient gen- Simple elasticities will help to eliminate rates among trading partners often tend to
eral rules of thumb can be provided for the only the fluctuations in the elasticity- move, at least partly, to offset one another.
selection of the basket weights. weighted nominal exchange rate and thus Insofar as these offsetting movements-the
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so-called purchasing power parity rela- positive, the weight for the currency should on appropriate elasticity weights and ap-
tionships-can be expected to remain sta- be set at zero in this case. propriate price indices. Both are needed to
ble over the reference period, they consti- Thus, pegging to a single currency is define the real exchange rate index that is
tute important information that should be best either when purchasing power parity basic to the exercise. Deriving the correct
used in determining the basket weights. holds among trading partners, or when set of elasticities is likely to pose the most
Thus, using such information, it is possible relative price fluctuations are very large for difficult problem. However, this is a crucial
to eliminate some of the variation in the all trading partners. The former conclusion step; as already noted, where there are no
real exchange rate arising from price fluc- is consistent with the common perception stable purchasing power parity relation-
tuations by taking advantage of the extent that it is best to peg to the currency of a ships among trading partners or where the
to which purchasing power parity holds country with a rate of inflation similar to relationships are very weak, the elasticity
among trading partners. one's own if purchasing power parity holds weights themselves constitute the appro-

The larger the weight assigned to a cur- among trading partners. priate basket weights, The models of mul-
rency in the basket, the smaller will be the There are, of course, other considera- tilateral trade such as the multilateral ex-
fluctuations of the exchange rate of that tions that might prompt a country to peg change rate model (MERM) and its later
currency vis-a-vis the domestic currency. to a single currency. For example, a coun- extensions to developing countries, all de-
At one extreme, with a weight of unity, try without well-developed financial serv- veloped at the Fund, are helpful in finding
there would be a single currency peg and ices might peg to a major currency so that elasticities that are appropriate to a given
no fluctuations in the bilateral exchange domestic traders could utilize the forward stabilization objective. The choice of price
rate. However, if the fluctuations in the ex- exchange cover and other financial services indices for the real exchange rate compu-
change rate serve to offset the relative price available for that major currency. How- tation should prove less difficult-many
fluctuations, then the weight of the cur- ever, the benefits that derive from this sort indices are usually available-but equally
rency in the basket ought to be reduced in of arrangement should be weighed against important. It should depend upon the ob-
order to decrease the variance of the real the costs of nongermane changes in rela- jective of exchange rate policy as well as on
exchange rate. If there is no tendency at all tive prices-changes that are unrelated to various other specific considerations, such
toward equalizing purchasing power domestic economic considerations and re- as the degree of monopoly power of the
among currencies of trading partners, the sult only from pegging to an inappropriate particular country over its exports and im-
best method for constructing a basket is to standard. ports.
use simple elasticity weights. If, however, The computation of optimal weights in In essence, the foregoing analysis pro-
there is some tendency toward purchasing the manner described does not automati- vides a basis for exchange rate policy in the
power parity-that is, offsetting move- cally take care of the problem of ensuring face of uncertainty about future relative
ments of exchange rates and relative that the average value of the real exchange price movements among countries. No
prices-between the numdraire currency rate remains within an acceptable range policymaker would hazard a guess about
and each of the currencies of the other around its equilibrium value. If the value future rates of inflation in his own country
trading partners, then to obtain optimal of the real exchange rate deviated from the and its principal trading partners and then
basket weights the elasticity weights for equilibrium value, the weights would have proceed to base policy solely on that guess.
each of these other currencies should be to be recalculated in order to ensure that But, despite uncertainty, exchange rate
adjusted downward according to a simple such deviations did not persist over the pe- policy must be made, and frequent changes
formula. As the weights have to add up to riod of the peg. This recalculation would in exchange rates or in the standards against
1, the weight for the num6raire currency is require projections of exchange rates, do- which they are fixed might prove costly.
derived as a residual. mestic prices, and prices of trading part- This article argues that for a country that

The formula employed involves a pa- ners and would involve a more compli- seeks to peg its currency to a currency bas-
rameter representing the relationship be- cated formula for devising the weights. ket, all the relevant information, including
tween the exchange rate and the relative The weights based on such projections that derived from the recent history of ex-
price at the margin, which can be com- might, of course, need to be altered with change rates and relative prices, should be
puted from historical data. If this parame- changes in the outlook. It is quite conceiv- incorporated into the determination of the
ter is zero for a specific trading partner, able that given the economic outlook at a basket weights. Clearly, trade elasticities,
then purchasing power parity holds ex- particular time, there is no basket against the share of each major trading partner in
actly, and the weight for the currency of which to peg the home currency which total trade, and the currency composition
that trading partner should be set at zero. could reasonably be expected to maintain of settlements are all important bits of in-
If it is 1, then purchasing power parity the real exchange rate; in this case a basic formation in this context. But another piece
does not hold, and the weight for that cur- change in the value of the currency vis-A- of relevant information, that is frequently
rency should be just the elasticity weight. vis the basket would be required before ignored, is the historical relationship be-
If it is greater than zero but less than 1, pegging began anew. tween the exchange rate and the corre-
then the optimal basket weight will simply These complications do not weaken the sponding relative price level against each
be the product of the elasticity weight and general approach to deriving optimal bas- of the major trading partners. If systematic
the parameter. If relative price fluctuations ket weights: as long as there is some known relationships of this sort exist-and eco-
are much larger than the corresponding relationship between relative prices and nomic theory leads one to expect they do-
exchange rate fluctuations (so that the ex- the corresponding exchange rates, this in- there is then a firmer basis for deriving a set
change rate variations, while in the right formation should be used in formulating a of basket weights able to deal with future
direction, are inadequate to offset these rule for exchange rate management. Of price level uncertainties. This means that
relative price changes), then the weight of course, it is essential that the information more attention should be given to the choice
the currency should be as small as possi- be reliable-that is, that the relationships of weights; simply resorting to some proxy
ble, so as to maximize the offsetting ex- relied upon be stable. for elasticity weights-most commonly,
change rate movements. Given the con- It is worth sounding a note of caution trade weights of one sort or another-might
straint that weights be either zero or about the reliance of the foregoing analysis well lead to suboptimal results. E
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During the last five years, Bahrain, traditionally an oil
producing state, has built up an offshore banking center
which has become one of the largest in the developing
world. The authors explain this center's impressive
growth and describe its effects on the economy of
Bahrain as well as on the money and exchange
markets in the Gulf region. They also discuss the
main policy implications of this successful experiment.

A. S. Gerakis and 0. Roncesvalles

Bahrain's offshore banking center
In October 1975 the Bahraini authorities in- corresponding total was US$27 billion. (This after an initial period of shortages, the sup-
vited international banks to establish off- ranking does not take into account the ply of office space and housing increased
shore banks in their country. (These banks, much bigger asset total of the Bahamas, a considerably and rents declined to reason-
also referred to as offshore banking units, "paper" center serving as a location of able levels. Few, if any, rules were applied
were authorized to do business abroad but record rather than a place in which bank- to limit private enterprise and, in particu-
restricted in their transactions with the do- ing transactions are actually carried out.) lar, foreign exchange and trade transac-
mestic economy for reasons explained later The growth of Bahrain's offshore banking tions were entirely free of restrictions. Reg-
in this article.) The response exceeded the slowed down in 1979 due to political diffi- ulatory and fiscal incentives were provided:
most optimistic expectations. Within four culties in the Gulf area, but it has been on offshore banks were exempted from the
months, 32 applications had been ap- the whole remarkable. obligations to maintain reserves with the
proved, all from multinational banks with Bahrain proved attractive to the interna- central bank and to observe liquidity ratios;
the highest standing. At the latest count, tional banks for several reasons. First, after no withholding tax was applied on the in-
this number had gone up to 53; indeed, it the increases in oil prices in 1973 and 1974, terest income of depositors; and no income
appeared that a temporary saturation point a number of countries in the area were ac- tax is levied in Bahrain.
had been reached and the authorities were cumulating massive balance of payments A third factor favorable to the develop-
debatingwhetheradditionallicensesshould (BOP) surpluses and the banks hoped they ment of Bahrain as a financial center re-
be issued. As indicated in the table, by the would be able to tap this money. Second, sulted from its time zone. A large part of
end of 1978 the assets of these banks had working conditions in Bahrain were satis- its business day, which extends from the
risen to US$23 billion, to make Bahrain the factory. Local transportation and commu- closing of the workday in Tokyo to the
second largest offshore center in the devel- nications facilities, as well as the supply of opening in New York, coincides with office
oping world after Singapore, where the skilled labor, were adequate; moreover, hours in London and Western Europe.

Geographical distribution of the assets and liabilities of offshore banking units In Bahrain
(in millions of U.S. dollars)

1976 1977 1978 1979
Dec. Dec. March June Sept. Dec. March June

Assets
Arab countries 2,487 7,065 8,216 9,663 10,672 11,688 12,288 12,953
North America 13 468 110 171 136 277 209 353
Western Europe 1,129 3,904 4,190 4,990 5,525 5,301 4,426 4,852
Other offshore centers 1,241 1,888 1,981 2,365 2,399 2,971 2,268 1,739
Other 1,344 2,376 3,077 3,036 3,438 3,204 3,077 3,576

Assets = Liabilities 6,214 15,701 17,574 20,225 22,171 23,441 22,268 23,473

Liabilities
Arab countries 2,578 8,255 9,503 11,063 12,209 11,666 12,051 12,902
North America 214 419 996 1,954 1,627 1,891 1,282 1,290
Western Europe 2,277 4,995 5,166 4,913 5,832 7,018 6,314 6,840
Other offshore centers 1 923 1,539 1,276 1,039 1,392 1,850 1,479 1,488
Other 222 493 633 1,256 1,111 1,016 1,142 953

Source: Bahraln Monetary Agency.
Bahamas, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Lebanon.
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Transactions are thus facilitated with these the region. The authorities are building ho- paid for office and residential accommo-
areas. Furthermore, transactions between tels and otherwise trying to attract tourism. dation, payments of the municipal tax on
parties in Bahrain and the surrounding re- Furthermore, legislation has been passed rents, employer contributions to the social
gion can be based on rates prevailing at the for the purpose of encouraging foreign insurance scheme, charges for the use of
same time in the major international mar- companies to establish their regional head- telecommunications facilities, and the an-
kets; uncertainties on this score are thereby quarters in Bahrain. With the same objec- nual license fee of US$25,000 levied on
eliminated. There is also the convenience tives in mind, the Bahrainis are working to each bank. As regards the contribution of
of an overlap with the business day in Sin- develop money, capital, and exchange the offshore banks to national income, it is
gapore's market in which the offshore markets. They have brought in six inter- reported to be of the order of US$80 mil-
banks of Bahrain purchase and sell Asian nationally known foreign exchange and lion, or 5 per cent of GNP. Parallel to the
currencies. money brokers, have licensed four invest- direct benefits from the activities of the off-

Finally, while the demand for banking ment banks, and have approved several is- shore banks, there are several indirect ef-
services had increased in the Middle East, sues of securities, including government fects, such as the on-the-job training re-
there was no serious competition from other bonds and promissory notes of the existing ceived by their local employees, and the
cities in the area. Beirut had declined as a Bahraini aluminum company. Thought was stimulus their operations have provided to
banking center, owing to Lebanon's inter- given to starting a local stock market, but tourism through visits by foreign business-
nal troubles. Amman had stated an inten- the idea was abandoned as impractical in men, customers of the banks, and bankers
tion of developing a center, but never tried view of the small size of the domestic com- attending the numerous conferences given
hard to do so; the Jordanians did not really pany sector in Bahrain and of the experi- for them in Bahrain.
need to diversify their economy in this ence in Kuwait, where a sharp decline in In establishing its offshore center, the
way, given that their BOP was strong and share prices toward the end of 1977 forced country has not only reaped benefits but
that they had attained full employment. the authorities to support the market on a has also incurred costs. For instance, the
Kuwait had developed along different lines, large scale. expenditures to build up the communica-
as the Middle East's long-term capital The offshore banking center is, of course, tions and transportation facilities and to
market. The United Arab Emirates had one of the most important elements in the create the machinery for the supervision of
made a bid to become an offshore center, diversification plans of the Bahraini au- the banks should be properly considered
but it proved abortive owing to political, thorities, and its impact on the economy as attributable to the center in whole or in
economic, and banking difficulties. has already been substantial. The Bahrain part. Although relevant statistics are not

Reflecting the above advantages, the off- Monetary Agency estimates that the coun- available, these costs appear to be much
shore banks have done well in Bahrain. It try's gross foreign exchange receipts from less than the corresponding gains.
has been reported that on the average they the center are equal to US$50 million, or to
have realized profits of US$1 million an- 13 per cent of non-oil exports and 4 per Regional impact
nually on a balance sheet of US$450 million cent of non-oil imports. These receipts
and expenditures of US$1 million per an- consist of salaries of the local staff, rent The offshore banking units have helped
num. Their operations are said to have be- to improve banking and exchange market
corne profitable after a stay of only 12 conditions in their region, but, on the other
months or even less. Encouraged by this hand, they have also been accused of caus-
experience, the banks have hired more staff A. S. Geraks ing friction between Bahrain and neighbor-
and are otherwise expanding their activi- ing countries. About 55 per cent of the off-
ties. shore banks' business represents deposits

Impact on Bahrain mainly from banks in Gulf states and loans
to governments and transnational compa-

Bahrain is a small country with a popu- a national of Greece, joined nies in the wider Middle Eastern area; as a
lation of 340,000 (including immigrant the Fund in 1963 and is result there has been a sizable recycling of
workers) and a gross national product presently an Advisor with funds from the surplus Arab. nations to
(GNP) of US$1.5 billion, of which net oil the Middle Eastern those incurring BOP deficits. The banks
exports account for about 70 per cent. It T Department. Prior to 1963 give short-term credits for imports and ex-
was first in its geographical area to produce P he served with the ports, issue letters of credit, and arrange
oil, but it is also likely to be among the first j Research Department of the Bank of Greece and for performance and other bonds needed
whose production will run out, indeed in 6 taught in U.S. universities. He is the author of in connection with bids or contracts in
the not too distant future. That is why the several articles in economic journals. Middle East countries, particularly Saudi
Bahrainis attach considerable importance 0 Arabia and Kuwait. In the field of medium-
to diversifying their economy. Among other 0. Ronceavalles term and long-term finance, they have
things, they have taken the necessary steps participated in bond issues-some denom-
to modernize agricultural production, have inated in Gulf currencies, including Bah-
built some large industrial plants, and are raini dinars. It should be mentioned in this
now trying to develop related light indus- connection that the authorities of Bahrain
tries. However, given the paucity of its a Philippine national, wanted to see their currency used in the
natural resources, Bahrain's future does is an economist in the bond markets, partly for reasons of pres-
not seem to lie in the commodity sectors. Treasurer's Department of tige. They hoped that the dinar would, in

For this reason, the country has set for the Fund. He holds degrees fact, prove attractive in the role of such an
itself the goal of becoming one of the major from Pomona College and international unit of account as a compro-
service centers in the Middle East. It is Broum University mise between a strong currency with a low
therefore striving to maintain its position (U.S.A.) and joined the Fund in 1974. interest rate and a weak one bearing a high
as a gold market and transportation hub of rate of interest.
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One of the most noteworthy achieve- Forward facilities are still not available depends. There is also a cost from the
ments of the offshore banks is that they es- on any significant scale in the Gulf coun- standpoint of the offshore banking center.
tablished money and interbank markets in tries around Bahrain. There, interested The countries which felt that their interests
Bahrain, linking their counterparts parties cover themselves by using the fa- were being hurt have at times obstructed
throughout the Gulf area. This made it miliar combinations of spot exchange and the flow of their currencies to the offshore
possible for, say, a Saudi Arabian bank to money market transactions. For example, banks. This has contributed to sharp fluc-
deposit funds in Bahrain, if interest rates a Swiss contractor due to receive Saudi tuations in the short-term rates for depos-
were higher there, or borrow if they were Arabian riyals one year from today will its, especially the overnight rates. The re-
lower. Interest rate differentials have borrow riyals, buy Swiss francs spot, and strictive measures of Bahrain's neighbors
therefore diminished in the region. Fur- use the scheduled riyal receipts to repay have usually been implemented indirectly
thermore, owing to the increased banking his loan. Hedgers are thus given a choice. by commercial banks rather than by the
competition introduced by the offshore When interest rates on, say, Saudi Arabian monetary authorities. An exception oc-
banking units, spreads between deposit riyals are lower in Saudi Arabia than in curred some time ago when Kuwait modi-
rates (bid and offer) have narrowed con- Bahrain, it pays to borrow riyals in the for- fied its definition of bank liquid assets so
siderably and are presently in line with mer country rather than sell riyals in Bah- as to exclude from that concept deposits in
margins in international markets. There rain's forward market. Kuwaiti dinars with the offshore banks.
has similarly been a decrease in the spreads From a very modest beginning, the for- Thus, Kuwaiti banks not satisfying their li-
between deposit and lending rates. ward market in Bahrain has grown by leaps quidity ratio were forced to repatriate dinar

In addition to money market operations, and bounds; at the end of December 1978 deposits from Bahrain.
the offshore banks have been active in spot the outstanding forward purchases (or
exchange transactions and are increasingly sales) of the offshore banks amounted to Policy ssues
satisfying the commercial demands of the the equivalent of US$3.8 billion. The for-
Gulf area, especially for non-dollar curren- ward market has, in addition, been able to The above analysis shows that Bahrain's
cies paid for by the holders in dollars pur- improve the facilities it offers which are offshore banking center has done quite well
chased from central banks. As noted ear- now competitive with those in Western in several ways. In less than five years, it
lier, there is also some trading in Asian countries. Thus, in Bahrain one can sell or has attracted the elite of the multinational
currencies. A unique feature of Bahrain's purchase Saudi Arabian riyals forward for banks, has grown at an exceptional rate,
foreign exchange market, indicative per- periods of up to five years, Kuwaiti dinars and has provided extensive financial serv-
haps of a large volume of transactions, is for three years, U.A.E. dirhams for 18 ices. For the Eurocurrency market as a
that trading is now possible every day of months, and other Gulf currencies for 12 whole, it has supplied a missing geograph-
the week, including Saturdays and Sun- months. ical link in a time zone and location bor-
days. According to an estimate published dering on the surplus oil producing coun-
in Euromoney (April 1979, pp. 14-15), the Unfavorable aspect tries. The Gulf region has benefited from
daily turnover in Bahrain's foreign ex- the increased competition among banks,
change market is US$2 billion, about as A negative effect of the activities of Bah- which has led to improved conditions in
much as in Singapore and Tokyo. The same rain's offshore banks is that vested inter- the area's money, capital, and foreign ex-
source estimated the turnover in London ests have been antagonized in a number of change markets. Bahrain itself has prof-
as US$50 billion, in New York as US$40 the neighboring countries. The existing ited, since it has gained a new source of
billion, and in Frankfurt as US$10 billion friction has been widely reported and is income of significant proportions, given

The offshore banking center is further admitted, though understandably down- the dimensions of its economy.
credited with the creation of a much-needed played, by the Bahraini authorities. Several A note of caution should be sounded
forward market for Middle Eastern curren- reasons have been given for these difficul- here. Other countries wondering whether
cies, particularly Saudi Arabian riyals and ties. According to one explanation, the it would be worthwhile to try to become
Kuwaiti dinars. The supply of exchange in Saudi Arabians, who are opposed to the offshore banking centers should bear in
this market has come largely from Ger- internationalization of their currency, are mind that Bahrain's commendable perfor-
man, Japanese, and Swiss contractors paid unhappy to see in Bahrain a large pool of mance was initially due to a unique set of
in local currency as required by existing riyals outside their borders and beyond circumstances. First, a number of fortui-
Saudi Arabian and Kuwaiti regulations. In their control. Second, fears have been ex- tous events created an ideal opportunity
addition, since October 1977-given the pressed that the lending operations of the for Bahrain. These included the substantial
policy of the Saudi Arabian authorities to offshore banking units undermine eco- increase in the demand for banking serv-
maintain their exchange rate close to their nomic stability in the Gulf states. Third, it ices associated with the accumulation of oil
declared parity in terms of the special has been asserted that speculation by off- wealth after 1973, as well as the lack of
drawing right (SDR) and, therefore, to shore banks has intensified exchange rate competition from any other financial capi-
move it frequently vis-A-vis the U.S. dol- fluctuations and, in particular, that it was tal in the region. Second, Bahrain had the
lar-there have been substantial sales and responsible for the U.A.E. dirham crisis in leadership and expertise in the banking
purchases of Saudi Arabian riyals against early 1977. Last, it is argued that the off- field to capitalize on these developments.
dollars by both contractors and specula- shore banking units borrow funds at low Under this leadership the Bahrain Mone-
tors. As is normally the case in exchange rates from the surrounding countries and tary Agency not only took the imaginative
markets, forward rates reflect interest rate use these funds, together with aggressive step of going ahead but subsequently also
differentials. For example, if in the offshore competitive techniques, to take business ran the center effectively, paying due at-
market the three-month deposit rate for away from the local banks. tention to the attitudes of the foreign bank-
Eurodollars is 10 per cent per annum and This friction creates problems for Bah- ers and local sensitivities.
for Saudi Arabian riyals is 5 per cent, there rain, complicating its relations with neigh- At the present time, despite the tempo-
would be a premium of 5 per cent per an- boring states, in particular with Saudi Ara- rary slowdown in the growth of the off-
num on the three-month forward riyal. bia, on which the Bahraini economy heavily shore banks, the situation continues to be
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favorable and the outlook is for consider-
able further expansion. Bahrain has al-
ready developed the necessary administra-
tive machinery; its position has become
entrenched because it has achieved econ-
omies of scale. As a result, the establish-
ment of competitive centers nearby will be
very difficult, if not impossible. Moreover,
the country is likely to benefit from rises in
oil prices.

In discussing the advantages and disad-
vantages of an-offshore center, some ob-
servers have expressed fears that the for-
eign banks might extend loans on too large
a scale and thus generate inflationary pres-
sures in the countries where they are lo-
cated or in neighboring ones. There is no
evidence that the Bahraini banks' opera-
tions actually did so. One guarantee against
destabilizing activities is the quality of the
offshore banks, which, as already noted,
belong to the group of major international
banking institutions. Another safeguard is
that, once in Bahrain, the banks (as well as
their branches elsewhere) have strong in- Rc 1 C Ae fisal
centives to conform to the wishes of the
authorities and to the moral suasion exer-
cised by the Bahrain Monetary Agency. for fo and energy
Nevertheless, reflecting official uneasiness
regarding the possibility of excessive lend-
ing inside the country, various limitations
have been imposed on transactions of the
offshore banks with residents. In the opin- Tropical root crops are a staple food for many of the very poor in
ion of the writers, the case for such limi- the developing world. They are also a relatively unfamiliar and
tations appears weak, given that Bahrain underutilized source of both animal feed and energy. This article
does not maintain restrictions on capital reviews the contribution these crops could make to rural
movements so that Bahrainis can borrow development.
freely from any bank abroad. On the other
hand, the restrictions which seek to pre-
vent the offshore banking units from doing T. J. Goering
retail business with private customers in
Bahrain appear justified. The domestic Tropical root crops-cassava, potatoes, sumed by the producers. Although these
economy is adequately serviced by the 19 sweet potatoes, yams, and aroids-are a crops do not by themselves provide ade-
existing commercial banks, which include staple food of about one third of the pop- quate nutrients, since most are high in
some of the biggest multinationals. ulation of tropical countries-generally the starch and low in protein, they can fre-

The performance of Bahrain's offshore rural poor. An estimated 170 million tons quently be combined with other local foods
banks has been marred only by the friction of these crops, equivalent in calorie content to provide nutritionally balanced diets. A
which has emerged because they have in- to 50 million tons of grain, are produced particular advantage of cassava is that it
troduced aggressive competitive practices annually. Typically, calories from root crops can be grown successfully in a wide range
in certain other Gulf states, particularly in cost less than half as much as calories from of agricultural and climatic conditions. It is
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. Yet this should traditional grains and pulses. Cassava ac- able to withstand drought and to thrive in
not be a very serious difficulty. The off- counts for nearly two thirds of production relatively primitive farming systems, fre-
shore banking units are said to have cap- of all root crops and is a major source of quently under conditions of poor crop
tured about 5 per cent of the business of calories for some 300 million people in the management and with few purchased in-
banks in the neighboring countries. For a developing world. Occupying some 20 puts.
problem of such small dimensions, reme- million hectares of cropland globally, this Despite the importance of these crops to
dial measures could be easily devised, es- group of crops is worth more to the farm- the rural poor, they have not received much
pecially if it is agreed, as it should be, that ers producing them than either cocoa, rub- attention until recently, either from the ag-
Bahrain's offshore center is performing a ber, tea, or coarse grains. ricultural research community or from de-
useful task for all the parties concerned. Root crops are widely cultivated in velopment planners. Over the past few
Among other things, moral suasion by the Southeast Asia (especially in Indonesia and years, however, there has been a sharp in-
Bahrain Monetary Agency should be able Thailand), in South Asia (mainly in India), crease in research work on root crops at
to play an effective part in restraining the and in Western Africa and Latin America national and international research cen-
activities of the offshore banks in the sur- (particularly in Brazil and Colombia). About ters, such as the International Center for
rounding areas. E0 95 per cent of production is directly con- Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) in Cali, Col-
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ombia and the International Institute for sources of calcium and, in the case of sweet counter the nutritional deficiencies of these
Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan, Nigeria. potatoes, an exceptional source of vita- particular groups would be to concentrate
This research concentrates mainly on how min A. This lack of protein in most root on improving existing diets by supple-
to increase production and on how to ex- crops is a concern. However, there may be menting them with other protein-rich in-
pand the potential of such crops as sources a greater role for root crops in the allevia- digenous foods. Thus, the addition of a
of food, animal feed, or energy. Good tion of nutritional deficiencies than is com- handful of groundnuts to the daily diet of
progress is being made. At CIAT, for ex- monly believed. Nutritionists have fre- children over six months of age in nutri-
ample, cassava yields have been tripled by quently observed that food consumption tionally-deficient areas of Africa could solve
using better varieties and improved, low- by most adults in many developing coun- a large portion of their nutritional prob-
cost agricultural practices. tries tends to be roughly balanced in nutri- lems.

One opportunity for the expanded use of tional terms. (If calorie intake is adequate, Experience in some countries has also
root crops, as efficient converters of solar so is the intake of most other nutrients.) If shown that root crops can be used to im-
energy into carbohydrates, lies in meeting this is so-and case studies in Kerala (In- prove nutrition when they are combined
the consumption needs of low-income dia), Northeast Brazil, and northwest with other crops in the production of com-
people. However, the evidence shows that Zambia, where root crops are important in posite flours. In parts of Africa, for in-
human consumption of these crops is un- the diet, suggest that it is-then the most stance, it has been suggested that a mix-
likely to expand more quickly than popu- useful way to improve nutrition may be to ture of 70 per cent cassava flour and 30
lation, mostly because as their incomes rise, increase the quantity of root crops available per cent groundnut flour would contain
people generally prefer less bulky, less for consumption and promote the use of more protein, calorie density, and niacin
perishable, and more nutritious food, such other, nutritionally complementary local than the maize flour frequently used as the
as wheat, rice, or maize. Thus, the sub- foods. This would seem to be more effi- food staple. The use of these composite
stantial increase in yields that now appears cient and more likely to be acceptable than flours may help to reduce foreign exchange
possible will bring down the costs of pro- changing the composition of the diet radi- expenditure on wheat imports, by substi-
ducing these crops and make them poten- cally, particularly if the latter required tuting flour components derived from local
tially attractive for other purposes. There greater use of nonlocal foods. Small-farm sources. This also may have the effect of
is, for instance, a growing market for root cropping systems which include, for ex- stimulating local agricultural production,
crops, especially for cassava, as feed for ample, root crops and groundnuts or beans processing, and employment. Careful ex-
meat and poultry production-some five would be valuable parts of a food and nu- amination of typical diets for particular so-
million tons of cassava were imported for trition program in these circumstances. cioeconomic groups or geographic regions
feed by the European Community (EC) in But some dietary problems are likely to is needed before unequivocal recommen-
1978. These crops may also provide an at- remain. The nutritional deficiencies of the dations can be made about how the root
tractive source of energy. Countries such young and of pregnant and lactating crops can be produced and utilized so as to
as Brazil, for example, have begun to use women who depend on root crops for their contribute to nutritional improvement.
cassava in the production of ethyl alcohol food tend to be widespread and, in many Further research is also needed to deter-
as a substitute for gasoline. The possibili- cases, serious. It is demonstrably true that mine the extent to which heavy intake of
ties for using these crops also increase as if a child eats mainly cassava or other high- cassava may restrict the intake of iodine by
fossil fuel costs rise and as population calorie, low-protein root crops, he is al- the human body, a possibility supported
pressures push agricultural frontiers to most certain to suffer from protein defi- by some studies done in West Africa.
lands that have increasingly limited po- ciency. (Despite this, experience in some Use as feed and starchtential to sustain production of traditional developing countries suggests that even
food crops. Expansion of root crop produc- where root crops provide an important part Thus far, the export of cassava pellets to
tion depends crucially on combining the of the diet, child mortality-one measure the EC for use in the manufacture of live-
results of research aimed at increasing crop of nutritional adequacy-may still be low if stock feed is the most dynamic element in
yields with greater efforts, at both national other protein-rich foods are also con- the expanding global use of root crop
and international levels, to utilize these sumed.) An appropriate course of action to products. The shipment of five million tons
crops in a wide range of development proj-
ects.

Root crops as food Table 1
Tropical root crops as a source of calories In selected countries, 1974

Consumption data on root crops tend to
be unreliable, but it cannot be disputed D pof total
bea ureiable buto t c saann b ipurtedt Country (Mid-1977, in mrillions) calorie consumrption' from R~Cs' calories from TRCs
that tropical root crops are an important
and efficient source of calories in many of Zaire 24.7 1,925 1,150 60
the poorest countries. The Food and Agri- Ghana 9.9 2,319 1,053 45
culture Organization (FAO) estimates that Ivory Coast 6.7 2,721 1,068 39

in recent years root crops have provided a Mozambique 9.2 1,774 676 38

substantial proportion of total calorie in- TNgeria 5.0 1,098 645 35

take in several African countries, supply- Paraguay 2.6 2,748 518 19
ing as much as 60 per cent in Zaire (see Ta- Bolivia 5.6 1,804 332 18
ble 1). Moreover, these crops are basic cal- Indonesia 132.1 2,052 262 13
orie sources in poor regions of other Brazil 107.0 2,638 229 9
countries such as Brazil and Indonesia.

Root crops generally compare poorly with SrUN F nd Agriculture organization.

grains in terms of protein, carbohydrates,
iron, and thiamine, but they are good
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in 1978 reflects an annual growth rate in Thus, in general, cassava products can cause of higher freight costs, erratic sup-
recent years of nearly 20 per cent. Exports be substituted for alternative sources of plies, and the increased availability of lo-
are dominated by Thailand and, to a much nutrients to feed different species of live- cally produced corn starch that can be
smaller extent, Indonesia. Because Thai- stock in both tropical and temperate coun- modified to meet particular needs. This de-
land has extensive lands well suited to cas- tries, although research work is not suffi- cline seems likely to continue. Prospects of
sava production and because the Thai ciently advanced to permit precise starch imports into Japan may be some-
Government assists farmers by providing specification of rations under particular cir- what brighter, because of Japan's proxim-
a good physical infrastructure, cassava has cumstances. Continued research is re- ity to the major source of supply, Thailand,
become one of the country's most impor- quired if these possibilities are to be brought which accounts for about one half of the
tant export commodities. into practical commercial use. world's cassava and sago starch exports

and has large excess production capacity.
In contrast to the export market, local

Table 2 starch industries which supply domestic
Production of root crops In developing countries, 1978 needs could be expanded in some coun-

(in millions of metric tons) tries which produce root crops. The range
of starch production technologies here is

Cassava Potato Yam potato root cI, Total wide, and there seem to be some econom-
ies of scale in starch manufacture. Where

Africa 44.0 2.7 20.7 4.7 5.7 77.8 small-farm production and the creation of
Latin America 31.8 11.1 0.5 2.8 0.7 46.9 rural nonfarm employment are important
Near East2 3.1 10.3 0. .9 0.7 57.0 development objectives, deliberate gov-

Asia, centrally planned 9.3 14.5 - 85.8 1.8 111.5 enent policy to support investment and
Others 0.2 - 0.2 0.6 0.4 1.4 research in these processing technologies

Total 123.5 43.8 21.5 102.0 9.4 300.2 is likely to be required to improve the qual-
(Per cent of total) 41 15 7 34 3 100 ity and efficiency (and thus the viability) of

small-scale starch plants in rural areas.
Source: UN Food and Agriculture Organization.

'atsca tsareins nitic ,, Other Industrial processing
'Includes Egypt, Libya, and the Sudan.

One of the possibilities for making use of
root crops in industry is as a base for fer-

The size of exports of root crops to the Industrial starches derived from root mentation processes involved in the man-
EC has been determined by several factors, crops differ only slightly from those de- ufacture of high-value products, such as
particularly by their quality and price com- rived from grains; their share of the market single-cell protein (SCP) and ethyl alcohol.
petitiveness compared with alternatives. is therefore determined largely by their Research on these processes has expanded
As a general rule, cassava prices must be at price. Starch imports in the two largest in recent years in response to sharply higher
least 20 per cent less than cereal and soy- markets, Japan and the United States, have relative prices for petroleum-the usual
bean meal prices if cassava is to represent been in the range of 100,000 tons annually base for the manufacture of these prod-
an economic substitute in the preparation in each in recent years, with cassava starch ucts. Production of glucose sugar from cas-
of livestock feeds. But assuming that cas- accounting for three quarters of this sava or other root crops is as technically
sava will continue to be cheaper than its amount. (Other starch imports include po- feasible as the more common practice of
alternatives as a source of feed, its share of tato, arrowroot, and sago.) using corn or wheat starch. The major con-
the EC market will be heavily influenced Prospects for international trade in cas- sideration is the relative price of starch
by political factors. Growing pressures by sava starch, however, appear to be limited. from these various sources. A doubling or
some EC members to grant increased pro- Imports of cassava starch into the United tripling of cassava yields would make the
tection to community grain producers has States have declined in recent years be- use of cassava starch economically attrac-
already led to some limitations on cassava tive.
imports. An interesting question for food plan-

The use of root crops as animal feed in T. J. Goering ners is the potential role of root crops in
developing countries appears to have con- meeting future protein requirements of
siderable potential. The carbohydrates in humans through traditional sources, such
cassava roots, for example, are highly di- as meat, or through nontraditional protein.
gestible and could provide a valuable com- Production of single-cell protein, now used
plementary source of energy to the typical largely for animal feed, exceeds one million
tropical forages, which tend to be fibrous, a U.S. citizen, joined the tons annually. Single-cell protein is gener-
bulky, and not very palatable. If tropical World Bank staff in 1974 ally produced from a petroleum base, but
forages are supplemented with cassava and is Senior ricultural the technology used is equally suited to a

products, therefore, the resulting feed Agriculture and Rural base of organic materials such as root crops,
generally has a marked positive impact on Development Department. provided they are sufficiently cheap and
livestock performance. Recent work in He has taught at the University of California at supplies are adequate. Typically, raw ma-
Venezuela has also demonstrated that good Berkeley (U.S.A.) and has served as staff economist terials costs make up at least 60 per cent of
quality protein is obtainable at reasonable with the U.S. President's Council of Economic total production costs and are therefore
cost from cassava leaves, and can be used Advisers. Mr. Goering has also worked as critical in determining the economic viabil-
to feed livestock. Cassava leaves have been Agricultural Policy Adviser in central planning ity of the process. And because production
utilized too, in Thailand, for export as offices in Malaysia and Ethiopia. costs per unit of output decline sharply as
commercial feed supplements. plant size increases, a basic question is
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whether efficient, smaller-scale SCP plants and utilization, the type of cropping sys- area, or emphasizing large-scale produc-
are technically and economically feasible. tem utilized in rural development pro- tion, which will maximize returns and
Research at CIAT, with support from Can- grams, and the scale and type of technol- economies of scale. At one extreme, small-
ada's International Development Research ogy used in processing root crops. holders can supply fresh roots to small-
Center, is underway to provide answers to In many small farms, cropping systems scale processing facilities, as is done in the
these questions. should be designed to provide both ade- cassava/chip industry in Thailand and the

Several root crops, and cassava in partic- quate incomes and a nutritionally balanced cassava flour/starch industry in Northeast
ular, have been used at various times and diet for the family. This is frequently diffi- Brazil. At the other extreme of the techno-
places for more than 50 years in the pro- cult to achieve. Many small-scale farmers, logical spectrum are plantation production
duction of ethyl alcohol. Each ton of fresh having experienced the vagaries of the systems producing fresh roots for large-
roots can produce up to 160 liters of alco- markets for their cash crops, often prefer scale, capital-intensive facilities designed
hol. The product can substitute for up to 20 the security of producing most of their own to produce industrial starch or alcohol. The
per cent of gasoline by volume without food, even if it means sacrificing some in- choice of technology for processing is per-
needing a change in the carburetion sys- come. The first priority in the design of a haps the most important factor in deter-
tems of most engines. Much of the re- cropping system for low-income families mining the distribution of benefits from
search on the alcohol production process in may well be to provide a variety of crops to development programs based on root
recent years has been underwritten by the ensure the family's food security, then al- crops, since the type of technology chosen
Brazilian Government as part of its Na- locate the balance of the holding to cash is an important determinant of the systems
tional Alcohol Program, which aims to crops. The portion of the typical small- that will be used to produce the raw mate-
produce alcohol for blending with gasoline holding allocated to basic food production rial. Large-scale processing generally leads
or for use in all-alcohol powered engines. is likely to be small if root crops are in- to pressures for large-scale production sys-
Although most of the installed production cluded in the cropping program. With, for tems and to reduced opportunities for
capacity in Brazil's alcohol industry is based example, annual cassava yields of 10-20 small-holder participation.
on the use of sugar cane, greater use of tons per hectare and maize yields of 1-2 The export market for root crops de-
cassava is expected in the future because of tons per hectare, approximately one half a pends on their cost competitiveness. There
its wider adaptability to soil and climatic hectare divided between these two crops, is a need for dependable supplies of pro-
conditions. Japan has long derived much intercropped with beans, would provide cessed cassava, generally in the form of
of its industrial alcohol from the sweet po- for the basic calorie and protein needs of a pellets, that are large enough to enable ex-
tato. typical smallholder family. The low-risk porters to benefit from the important econ-

Policy Issues nature of cassava production makes this omies of scale which exist in shipping (by
cy crop an ideal "safety net" to ensure some sea) and handling. Therefore, individual

Root crops have a potential role in a con- food supplies in risky agricultural and cli- country export programs should probably
siderable range of agricultural and rural matic situations. These "nutritional di- be based on annual root production of at
development projects. Opportunities for mensions" of any proposed cropping pro- least 250,000 tons, equivalent, at 20 tons of
commercial development are exemplified grams require the explicit attentiori of fresh roots per hectare, to 12,500 hectares
by the growing volume of cassava exports project analysts. Precise cropping possibil- of crop. This would require about two pel-
from Thailand that will be used as animal ities can only be determined according to letizing factories, each with an annual pel-
feed. A strategy which uses these crops to the characteristics of specific locations. let production capacity of 60,000 tons. To-
improve the conditions of the rural poor Because the direct consumption of root tal establishment costs for a factory of this
should reflect several factors: the need for crops by producers is likely to expand only size using imported machinery are in the
low development costs per beneficiary, the slightly more rapidly than their increase in range of US$750,000, although locally fab-
relative abundance of labor during much of numbers, improved technologies will be ricated machinery is available in some
the year, the limited access of the poor to needed to increase other forms of utiliza- countries and might result in considerable
good land, and their negligible cash re- tion. This requires technologies to make cost savings. In a number of countries
serves. A sound strategy should also ad- these crops more widely available for ur- where root crops are staple food items,
dress the frequent calorie shortages of this ban consumption as well as to make indus- higher yields, more production and lower
group, and should recognize that many of trial processing of these crops more effi- prices would be required to compete in the
the future poor must seek livelihoods on cient. Since root crops are bulky, their international market with cassava supplies
lands of limited natural fertility in a socio- marketing and transport costs are now rel- from traditional exporters.
political environment where support serv- atively high compared with other food Existing production technology, effec-
ices for agriculture are frequently deficient. groups. However, these costs can be re- tively applied, already provides a sound

If the welfare of low-income people is to duced through drying processes and im- basis on which to build rural development
be improved, relatively simple, low-risk proved market infrastructure and trans- projects which incorporate the use of root
technologies are needed to provide greater port. Improved storage technologies crops. But realization of the full potential
returns from the limited resources under already exist that can slow post-harvest of these crops as sources of food nutrients
their control. Root crops, by virtue of their deterioration of the fresh product. Further and industrial raw materials rests upon the
importance to smallholders throughout the research on the use of root crops in com- achievement of reduced unit costs of the
world, are well suited both to improving posite or fortified flours is a necessary part energy produced from them and improved
agricultural growth and to increasing the of this overall effort to reduce the cost of returns per unit of land and labor. These
income opportunities of the poor. But if calories and to increase the availability of goals can only be realized when farm yields
these benefits are to be fully realized, de- food nutrients to low-income consumers. more closely approach those promised in
liberate efforts must be made by govern- Using root crops for some nonfood pur- experimental work. The need for contin-
ments and donor agencies to influence poses may require a choice at the national ued research into increasing production
several factors-including the emphasis on level between promoting small-scale tech- and the uses of these crops and for effec-
research concerning root crop production nology, which will directly benefit the local tive agricultural extension services is clear.

ED
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Use of migrants' remi
in labor-exporting co

Migrant workers' remittances, which have grown dramatically in the For many developing countries, foreign
last decade, offer many developing countries a means to add to remittances constitute a substantial pro-
their aggregate savings and investment. The author shows how portion, and one of the fastest growing

labor exporting countries need to dovetail policies to attract components, of foreign exchange earnings

remittances from migrant workers with a comprehensive and (see Tables 1 and 2). But the magnitude of

coherent set of policies to ensure that these revenues make the faed in rhes e i es r if an the iguer-
optimal contribution to their growth and development. cover only cash remittances through offi-

cial channels. Several labor exporting
Anand G. Chandavarkar countries (like India, Pakistan, and So-

malia) permit merchandise remittances, in-
The implications of the large and growing and investment. The article does not, how- cluding not only consumer durables but
numbers of skilled and unskilled labor mi- ever, attempt an evaluation of the costs also capital goods such as commercial ve-
grating from the less developed countries and benefits of international migration for hicles, tractors, and so on. Although there
to the industrial countries in Europe and the countries of origin and the host coun- are no separate data on merchandise re-
North America and the oil producing tries. mittances, they are estimated to be fairly
countries in the Middle East have to date
been studied largely in terms of their ma-
croeconomic effects on growth, employ- Table 1
ment, and balance of payments (BOP) of Remittances to selected countries by migrant workers
the labor exporting and importing coun- (in millions of U.S. dollars)
tries. For the labor exporting countries, the
question is not only how best to maximize country 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

remittances but also, given their transitory
character, how best to use these remit- Afghanistan ... ... ... ... 200

tances so that they make an appropriate Bangladesh ... 18 43 53 75
contribution to the growth of their econ- india 235 297 535 713 1,000
omies. Jordan 45 75 167 411 425

Labor exporting countries have generally Korea 154 154 158 195 172
exhibited resourcefulness in designing pol- Pakistan' 151 230 353 590 1,110
icies to attract flows of remittances from Philippines ... 104 128 112 130
their migrant workers, but they have given Sri Lanka ... ... 3 7 12
little attention to the utilization of these re- Sudan ... ... ... 12 40
mittances, a crucial factor in determining Yemen Arab

their impact upon a country's growth and Republic 129 156 307 796 1,000

development. This article will look at the Yemen, People's
policies which labor exporting countries Dem. Rep. of 33 41 56 115 179
have employed to attract remittances and Source: Andreas S. Gerakls and S. Thayanithy, "Wave of Middle East Migration Raises Questions of Policy in Many
will then give particular attention to the Cout IMF Survey, September 4, 1978.

type and scope of measures needed to en- 'Fiscal year beginning July 1.

sure their optimal use in domestic savings
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substantial (about 17 per cent of total mi- of savings abroad for emergency expendi- is to wholly exempt migrants from such re-

grants' remittances to Pakistan). Second, ture; the length of stay abroad; the ease of quirements, as Egypt does. Another alter-

in many countries cash remittances below access to remittance facilities at the place of native is to permit returning emigrants, as

specified limits (for example, 10,000 rupees work; and even the educational level of in India, to use their foreign currency bal-

and below in India) need not be reported. migrants. For instance, Pakistani mi- ances for imports of equipment for new

For these and other reasons there are una- grants' remittances appear to be inversely industrial units or even for specified non-

voidable errors and omissions in the BOP related to their level of education-the more essential imports.

data on private remittances. educated an emigrant is, the less he tends In addition to liberal transfer facilities, at

The easing of the traditional foreign ex- to remit home (Perwaiz, 1979). In the case either end, a material consideration in sus-

change constraint on growth and develop- of Turkish workers abroad, it was esti- taining the flow of remittances is the con-

ment constitutes the primary economic ra- mated that mean savings amounted to fidence felt in the safety and liquidity of fi-
tionale for the special incentives given by about 36 per cent, mean remittances to nancial assets in the labor exporting

some countries to migrants' remittances, about 11 per cent of mean income abroad, countries. The importance of this factor is

such as the privilege of importing con- and that nonbasic expenditure totaled about exemplified by the experience of the Peo-

sumer goods. On the other hand, labor ex- 10 per cent of earnings abroad (Paine, 1974). ple's Democratic Republic of Yemen,

porting countries may have to be equally The portion of remittances made for family where, contrary to the pattern elsewhere in

vigilant to ensure that excessive incentives maintenance generally tends to be rela- the region, remittances declined following

for migrants do not create the nucleus of a tively stable, and consequently less re- nationalization measures. This decline was,

new, privileged class in these already highly sponsive to incentives. It tends to decline however, reversed after government as-
surances and after meetings of high offi-
cials and Yemeni communities abroad

Table 2 (Gerakis and Thayanithy, 1978).
Workers' remittances and their share In relation to total export of goods In selected Given a congenial legal and political mi-

labor exporting countries lieu, clearly the most important macro-
economic requisite for inducing remit-

1973 1974 1975 1976channels is a realistic
As per cent As per cent As per cent As per ceon

country Remittances' of exports Remittances' of exports Remittances' of exports Remittances' of exports unitary (single) rate of exchange for the

Algeria 371 20 390 9 466 11 245 5 currency of the labor exporting country.

Greece 730 59 651 37 754 39 778 35 Remittances are notably sensitive to any

Morocco 249 27 356 21 533 35 518 43 indications of currency overvaluation and

Syrian Arab are prone to slow down in such cases,

Republic 51 14 62 8 55 6 512 5 leading to widespread resort to unofficial

Tunisia 98 24 118 13 1462 17 135 17 channels to transfer funds. Such multiple

Turkey 1,183 90 1,425 93 1,312 94 982 50 currency practices are indeed contrary to

Yugoslavia 1,390 49 1,621 43 1,695 42 1,728 35 the obligations of member countries of the
International Monetary Fund and are, at

Source: This table has been adapted from Table 4 in Z. Ecevit and K C. Zechariah, "International Labor Migration," Finance IneatolMntryF dadaet
& Development, December 1978, p. 36. The original table is based on IMF consolidated balance of payments statements and best, purely temporary expedients. In any
World Bar* reports. eeti sdfiutt oio pca

In current prices, in millions of U.S. dollars. event it is difficult to monitor such special
SEstimated. rates, which offer scope for leakages

I through declaration of other categories of

stratified societies and generate resent- sharply when migrants bring their imme- receipts as remittances, and so on. Some

ment in the economically active nonmi- diate families over to live with them. countries, like Sudan and Turkey, which

grant population. Some countries have The fact that host countries usually have have had special rates for workers' remit-

even raised the possibility of taxing the in- liberal policies for transfers abroad allows tances, recently abolished them; others,

come of migrants. Affirmative action in labor exporting countries to maximize re- such as Algeria and Morocco, still retain

support of relatively affluent groups does, mittances from their respective nationals. them.

after all, require very special justification, The question arises whether to make the Concomitantly, with realistic rates of ex-

and there is, therefore, a delicate trade-off repatriation of remittances compulsory, or change, convenient facilities for holding

involved in this policy area between eco- whether to offer incentives. Some govern- remittarices in approved foreign currency

nomic efficiency, equity, and expediency. mients have required some nonresident na- accounts with banks in the countries of or-

But subject to this caveat, it is useful to ex- tionals to repatriate a specified proportion igin are another useful incentive that has

amine the scope and limitations of meas- of their earnings. The Philippines, for ex- been widely adopted for attracting mi-

ures to maximize remittances and to allo- ample, requires construction workers and grants' funds. For instance, in November

cate them to the most productive uses seamen to remit 70 per cent of their earn- 1975 India introduced a Foreign Currency

within the labor exporting countries. The ings and other workers to send back 30 per (nonresident) Accounts Scheme, which al-

typical policy package, while comprising cent. In other cases, returning workers are lows both nonresident Indians, as well as

several common basic elements, has to be required to surrender part or all of their persons of Indian origin resident abroad,

tailored to the specific requirements of each foreign exchange earnings. In general, to maintain pound sterling and U.S. dollar

labor exporting country as well as to the however, labor exporting countries have accounts in India in tax-free interest-bear-

institutional framework of the host coun- largely relied on incentives rather than on ing term deposits for periods ranging from

try. controls to encourage remittances. 91 days to 61 months. These accounts, in-

The remittances of migrants are subject To some extent incentives to repatriate cluding accrued interest, are repatriable in

to a variety of socioeconomic factors: the are also affected by the requirement in some the same designated foreign currency. Ac-

usually higher costs of settlement and liv- countries that foreign assets be paid in by count-holders are, in addition, eligible for

ing abroad; the need to keep a "nest egg" returning migrants. One option, of course, priority allotment of specified items, such
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as motor scooters and tractors. These ac- rated; thus, for example, the very success Interestingly, in Portugal, while remit-
counts may also be used for investment in of private road haulage led to restrictions tances have stimulated the banking habit
shares in the Unit Trust of India, and in on it in order to protect socialized trans- under the impetus of fierce competition
specified industrial undertakings-with the portation. While the investment of mi- between banking networks, there is no
option to repatriate a specified percentage grants' remittances in small farms, espe- evidence of investment in industry, trade,
of investment. Such accounts do pose cially in the plains, helped to improve their or services. However, these savings ac-
problems particularly since the rates of in- productivity, it also resulted in uneco- counts with the banks are soon withdrawn
terest have to be reasonably competitive nomic overmechanization of farms, which
with overseas rates on comparable assets. are subject to a ceiling of ten hectares. It
Such schemes have nonetheless evoked a has therefore been argued that "only a Table 3
satisfactory response. change of the present policy which dis- Turkey: use of migrants' savIngs, 1970

On the whole, the macroeconomic policy couraged emigrant workers from investing
framework in the labor exporting countries their savings in economic activities" out- Housing 49
seems adequate to induce large flows of side the range of permitted uses can widen Small factories and shops 23
private remittances as an alternative to their the scope for productive investment Family businesses 6
being spent or saved abroad. Appropriate (Bau&i , 1972). Land 9
macroeconomic policies and measures are, In Turkey, official attempts to channel Car or bus 5
however, necessary but not sufficient con- migrants' savings into investment in agri- Farm machinery 2
ditions for an optimal policy framework for culture through special loans (for example, Education 5
remittances. Their ultimate net impact on through the Halk Bank) and concessions Shares 1
the economies of the labor exporting coun- for imported machinery are said to have 100
tries depends on their utilization. been hampered by, among other things,

It is difficult to determine how revenues the lack of managentent experience among "urc: Interiewsy N. A ted by Bernard Kay-

from remittances are used, largely because returned migrants, as well as their reluc- Woriers, OECD, Paris, 1972, p. 43.

of the paucity of systematic empirical evi- tance to put savings into cooperatives or II
dence. Clearly, positive and coherent poli- community projects (Paine, 1974). Fi- to finance consumer purchases. As one
cies need to be formulated to ensure the nanced by workers abroad, the Turkish survey showed, about 38 per cent of mi-
optimal use, sectoral and regional, of cash Village Cooperatives Scheme was launched grants' remittances was spent on land and
remittances. It is this area that presents a in 1963; it failed, however, largely because housing; 32 per cent on consumer items,
choice between consumption, saving, and "it was not effectively integrated into. a na- including appliances; and 24 per cent on
investment; in the case of merchandise re- tionwide system of regional planning" education (Kayser, 1972).
mittances their use in consumption (con- (OECD, 1978). Nevertheless, Turkey, Historically, the Yemen Arab Republic
sumer goods) or in investment (commer- which was the first labor exporting country has one of the longest traditions of migra-
cial vehicles, tractors, and so on) is largely to try using migrants' remittances for pro- tion among developing countries. Likewise
predetermined. The subsequent discus- ductive investment, seems to have been migrants' remittances account for a much
sion, therefore, focuses on the desirable relatively more successful in channeling larger share of foreign exchange earnings
and feasible utilization of cash remittances. migrants' savings into investment than and of the national economy than in other

other labor exporting countries (see Table labor exporting countries. Because of lim-
Uses of remittances: the evidence 3). According to one estimate, emigrant ited rural investment outlets, the bulk of

The available empirical evidence on the workers form nearly half the number of remitted capital seems to have been in-
utilization of remittances in some major la- stockholders in over 200 ventures set up vested in urban real estate in the cities of
bor exporting countries, like India, Paki- with the help of state economic enter- Taiz and Sanaa, and in commercial agen-
stan, Portugal, Turkey, the Yemen Arab prises, trade unions, the Halk Bank, and cies, known as wakils, especially estab-
Republic, and Yugoslavia, is admittedly Desiyab (Industrial and Workers' Invest- lished to assist migrants, and in retail mar-
fragmentary. The data, nonetheless, are ment Bank). keting, and road transport. But even these
supportive of the assessment that while investments are mostly on an individual or
some of the remittances have been in- family basis. Joint stock enterprises are vir-
vested, the bulk have contributed little if tually unknown and large-scale private in-
anything to the long-term development Anand G. Chandavarkar vestment is apparently difficult to under-
potential of the respective countries. Some take. The reliance on remittance incomes in
of the more salient features of the ways re- the rural areas and on cheap imported grain
mittances are used in the aforementioned has actually resulted in a decline of agri-
countries are reviewed below and may be cultural production. "Thus, Yemen has
regarded as typical of other labor exporting . . . drifted ... from the economic indepen-
countries as well. from India, is Advisor in dence she once enjoyed and is now com-Ygoslia's experience, as whe .nly so- the Treasurer's

Yugoslavia's experience, as the only so- Department of the Fund. mitted to exchanging her manpower for
cialist country which permits its nationals E He was educated at the consumer goods and foods in an economic
to work abroad, typifies some of the prob- University of Bombay climate of rampant inflation" (see Swan-
lems of directly investing private remit- a (India) and the London son, 1979).
tances where the scope for private invest- School of Economics (U.K.). He also served as One of the very few systematic pub-
ment (mostly in areas such as housing, Economic Advisor, Bank of Libya and as Director in lished studies on the utilization of overseas
trucks and taxis, tourist hotels and cater- the Economic Department in the Reserve Bank of remittances in South Asia was undertaken
ing, and small-scale farming), is very lim- India. He is the author of numerous articles in in India by the Commerce Research Bureau
ited because of official policy. The limited economic and financial journals. (Commerce, 1978). It is based on a sample
investment outlets were very quickly satu- survey of 402 emigrant households in the
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Malabar subregion of Kerala, which is be- Also, considering the generally low-import through the creation of contractual savings
lieved to be the largest single recipient of content and high-labor content of housing, schemes like provident fund schemes and
overseas remittances among Indian states. the domestic multiplier effects of housing annuities for the rural and self-employed
This survey revealed that about 60 per cent expenditure on growth and employment sectors and through the linkages of savings
of the emigrants were in debt and unem- may be substantial in most less developed to credit facilities in rural post office and
ployed at the time of migration. Once the countries. savings banks. All such measures, how-
debt commitments, including fees and lev- But the more pertinent policy issue is the ever, are contingent, among others, on an

ies paid to migration agents and sponsors, disposal of the surplus after liquidating adequate spread of banking facilities in ru-
were liquidated and the requirements of past indebtedness and meeting essential ral areas, concomitantly with the develop-
current consumption met, the assets most consumption requirements. Remittances, ment of an appropriate intermediate finan-
preferred by emigrant households were undoubtedly, represent a considerable po- cial technology in the labor exporting
land, buildings, and jewelry. Conse- tential source for saving and investment, countries. To be successful, institutional

quently, land prices in the region doubled since they are a very high multiple of the banking will have to adapt lending proce-
or even tripled. On the other hand, invest- per capita income and average wealth of dures to the viability of projects rather than
ment in shares and securities was reported emigrant households. For instance, in 1977 to the availability of collateral. Likewise,
to be almost nil. Although the survey the average Portuguese emigrant remitted conscious measures, such as advantageous

showed that most remittances had not been home US$2,700 (Portugal's per capita in- interest rates in rural areas (as in India and
used "for productive purposes," it also come was US$1,890); the average Yugoslav Bangladesh), are necessary to redress the
noted that a poor region takes time to step emigrant sent home US$3,400 (Yugo- traditional urban bias of the financial sys-
up its marginal propensity to save. Even slavia's per capita income was US$1,960); tem in developing countries, which other-
so, it is significant that a backward district and the average Indian emigrant remitted wise leads to the habitual leakage of rural

(Malappuram) recorded a fourfold increase US$1,500 (India's per capita income was savings into urban credit.
in bank deposits in the six years ended US$150). Consequently, the available evi- To conclude, labor exporting countries
June 1976. Such experiences aptly exem- dence on uses of remittances in labor ex- need tosupplement their macroeconomic
plify the role of remittances in promoting porting countries is perhaps disquieting policies to maximize migrants' remittances
the banking habit and thereby enlarging not so much because such data indicate by policies to ensure their optimal use in
the sphere of institutional finance. that consumption absorbs the bulk of re- enlarging their income and employment

A study of migrants' remittances into mittances but because they reflect the lack potential. 11
Pakistan-based on a five-year survey of of a coherent policy to mobilize the savings
the local press and interviews with emi- from remittances into productive invest-
grants, overseas employment promoters, ment.
and migration experts-found that the It is, therefore, essential to envisage and Related reading lit
Pakistani emigrant typically consumed implement an integrated policy package T.
about 40 per cent of his income abroad covering the entire "migratory chain," that goslavia and the Problems of Returnig Emi-
leaving the balance for savings abroad or is, the process of migration, its overall so- g r Martins Nijhoff, The Ha-
remittances home (Perwaiz, 1979). Most of cioeconomic effects, and the optimal allo- gue, 1972.
the cash remittances, however, were re- cation of remittances in decentralized em- Commerce Research Bureau, 'Inward Re-
ported to have been "frittered away in per- ployment-generating projects. The latter mittances into Kerala," Commerce, Bom-
sonal consumption, social ceremonies, real can be predicated only on the basis of at bay, December 9, 1978.
estate and price escalating trading" and least some indicative regional and sectoral Zafer Ecevit and K. C. Zachariah, "Inter-
likewise the merchandise remittances com- planning with appropriate institutions and national Labor Migration," Finance &
prised mostly "status-oriented consumer incentives. D Decengber 1978.

ds. Andreas S. Gerakis and S. Thayanithy,goos." There are a number of possible lines Of "Wave of Middle East Migration Raises

Toward more productive use action within such a framework. First and Questions of Policy in Many Countries,"
foremost, given the lack of financial and IMF Survey, September 4, 1978.

In evaluating the impact of remittances managerial skills and know-how of many Ian M. Hume, "Migrant Workers in Eu-
on domestic savings and investment in la- of the migrant households, the creation of rope," Finance & Development, March
bor exporting countries, it is important to a specialized institution, or of specialized 1973.
guard against the fallacy of treating all units within existing banks, is imperative. Bernard Kayser, Cyclically-Determined

"consumption" as necessarily unproduc- A variety of proposals have been mooted: Homeward Flows of Migrant Workers, Or-

tive. Although family maintenance (in- in India, for example, to start a multipur- ganization for Economic Cooperation and

cluding housing and education) represents pose Kerala International Development Development, CariC, 1972d
Organization for Economic Cooperation and

consumption, this does not make it any the Bank to mobilize savings from remittances, Development (OECD), The Migratory
less desirable than "investment" in low- underwrite the issue of shares, provide Chain, Paris, 1978.
income countries. To the extent that it im- consultancy services for emigrant entre- Suzanne Paine, Exporting Workers: The
proves the health and efficiency of the re- preneurs, and to issue special bonds in the Turkish Case, Cambridge University Press,
cipients, it is productive in the same way Gulf countries for specific projects in Ker- London, 1974.
as investment in physical capital. Since a ala; and in Pakistan to create an Overseas Shahid Perwaiz, "Home Remittances,"
considerable proportion of migrants origi- Investment and Management Corporation, Special Report, Pakistan Economist, Sep-

nate in depressed areas with high unem- Emigrants' Foundation, and an Emi- tember 1-7, 1979.

ployment, low per capita incomes, and grants' Welfare Fund. Similarly, given the Jon C. Swanson, Emigration and Economic

heavy indebtedness, the use of remittances transitoriness of remittances, it is impor- e ess Ar

in essential consumption will be seen to be tant to ensure that they are utilized to in- orado, 1979.
eminently in consonance with the current culcate an enduring savings psychology
"basic needs approach" to development. among the recipients. This can be achieved
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ch an e The accompanying charts represent a selection from material
assembled periodically by the Fund's Research Department torate facilitate analysis of changes in exchange rates for majorl t currencies. The data presented relate to the seven largest

e.si industrial countries, which account for more than half of thein d icato rs world's exports of goods and services. Although no coverage is
given to certain important facets of exchange rate determination,
such as changes in official reserves or forward exchange rates,
the six charts selected here provide useful insights into the
behavior of exchange rates for major currencies during the
past several years.

Developments in the foreign exchange markets for
most of the major currencies over the 18 months
ending ii March 1980 were quite different from those
of the preceding two years. Chart 1 shows how the
change in the tone of exchange markets, while closely
related to developments involving the U.S. dollar, also
involved important shifts in relationships among other
major currencies. Each index plotted in the chart Fed. Rep. of German
provides a composite measurement of the valueRe.f
of the specified currency in terms of the other
major currencies.

The U.S. dollar, which depreciated by roughly
15 per cent in effective terms from September 1977
to October 1978, recouped about half of that decline Japan
over the ensuing 1B months. Broadly parallel depre-
ciations of the Canadian dollar and the Italian lira
were also arrested in late 1978, although neither United States
of these two currencies has appreciated as much as
the U.S. dollar since that time. A much more marked
break with earlier trends is evident for the Japanese Canada
yen, for which three fourths of an appreciation of
some 40 percentage points from late 1976 to October
1978 was reversed over the ensuing year and a half,
despite large-scale intervention by the Bank of Japan France
in support of the yen. One of the significant factors
in the depreciation of the yen-the latest round of
oil price increases-had the opposite effect on the
pound sterling. That currency, after a fairly steady Italy
development during 1977 and 1978, appreciated
strongly during 1979 and early 1980, despite a very United Kingdom
high domestic inflation rate in the United Kingdom.
Only in the cases of the French franc and the
deutsche mark can it be said that earlier trends-
roughly flat for the French franc and moderately
rising for the deutsche mark-were sustained over
the later period as welt
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Shifts in the pattern of external current account current account balance, and the result was a pattern
balances among the major industrial countries are of marked imbalances by early 1978. In the latter
shown in Chart 2. Broadly speaking, balances of part of 1978 and 1979, however, partly because of--
countries in that group, except the United States, the reersion of the U.S. current account toward
shifted toward reduced deficits or increased surpluses balance and partly because of the increase in oil
from 1976 to mid-1978. These shifts had as their import bills, the external accounts of most major
principal counterpart a large deterioration in the U.S. industrial countries shifted toward balance or, in the

cases of the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, and
the United Kingdom, into significant deficits. The only
exception to this pattern was Canada, where the
current account balance has remained steadily in
deficit by amounts equivalent to roughly 2 per cent
of gross national product (GNP).

The improvement in the pattern of current account
Canada nued n 979,

is partly attributable to the exchange rate changes-
notably the depreciation of the dlfar and the
appreciation of the yen evident- in Chart 1-set in
motion by the earlier deterioration in the pattern of

United States current account balance. At least equally important
however, were concurrent changes among the various
countries in relative rates of expansion of domestic
demand in real terms, Whereas the growth of real
domestic demand in the United States had been some
4 percentage points higher than the average for other
major industrial countries during 1977, the opposite

Japan was true during 1979. This succession of contrasts in
the respective growth rates of domestic demand was
a major factor behind both the initial widening of
imbalances in the current accounts of these countries

France and the subsequent improvement in the pattern
of balances.

Other, more specific, factors also played a role.
Fior Japan, the degree of both the initial increase
in the surplus and the later swing into substantial
deficit was due partly to the initially perverse "J-curve"

Fed. Rep. of Germ~any effects of exchange rate changes. For the United
Kingdom, on the other hand, the current account

Italy balance moved into deficit from 1978 to 1979, despite
a substantial improvement in the balance on oil
transactions, depressed economic conditions, and the
appreciation of the pound sterling. This appreciation,

United Kingdom which was linked primarily to the prospects for North
Sea oil and to the restrictive financial policies of
the authorities, has led to a significant deterioration
in the balance on non-oil transactions.
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Exchange rate developments are significantly influenced

by capital account transactions; these, in turn, are critically
affected by interest rates. The gradual escalation of interest
rates from the low levels of 1977 or early 1978 to
the new peaks reached in virtually every country in
March of this year is evident in the data in Chart 3.
Also evident is the impact of the measures announced
by the U.S. monetary authorities in late October 1978, -
early October 1979, and mid-March 1980.

Exchange rate relationships are affected most directly, '*... Canada
at least in the short run, by the relative yields obtainable - ..

on various types of money-market paper in each country
Careful comparison of Charts 1 and 3 points up the 4 a

following key relationships: (1) the turnaround in the
U.S. dollar in November 1978, as well as its strengthening
in late 1979 and early 1980, coincided with sharp advances
in yields on U.S. dollar-denominated assets; (2) conversely,
the weakness of the yen and the capital outflows
experienced by Japan during 1979 and early 1980 went
hand in hand with an unusually wide yield spread against
yen-denominated assets; and (3) the appreciation of the Ud K

pound sterling since the beginning of 1978, while a
composite reflection of many factors, has coincided with
a widening interest-rate spread, which averaged 4 to 5 .
percentage points against other major industrial countries P1
during 1979, in favor of sterling-denominated assets.

Fed. Rep. of Germany

Canada

United States \

Differentials in rates of inflation exert a significant impact
on exchange rates, particularly over the medium or longer
term. Because exchange rates tend over time to gravitate

Italy toward a set of rate relationships that would equalize
Iy prices for tradable goods and services, it is not a

coincidence that the country (the Federal Republic of
Germany) that has had the lowest rate of inflation as
measured by the consumer price indices (shown in
Chart 4) has also had the most steadily appreciating

\- .exchange rate. Nevertheless, as the recent data for

Japan and the United Kingdom show, deviations from
France purchasing power parity can sometimes prove substantial.

- (See also Chart 6.)
.ver -There tends to be a rough correspondence between

the inflation differentials evident in Chart 4 and the
Fed. Rep of Gemany corresponding interest differentials implicit in Chart 3.

This correspondence-which is most easily discerned for
the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, and the
United States-is rooted in the tendency of competitive
market interest rates to gravitate toward levels (inclusive
of "inflation premia') that equate the "real returns" on
corresponding types'of investments in different countries
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In the past several years there has been an increasing public
interest in rates of monetary expansion as independent
determinants of exchange rates. However, the effects of
differential rates of monetary expansion (or contraction) are
evident not directly in spot exchange rate changes but
through a complex chain of intermediate transmission
mechanisms, which involve such factors as changes in the
income velocity of money, interest rate differentials, and
price expectations./\ Japan a et

There are a few instances, such as the recent Japanese Jpn
experience, in which relative rates of monetary expansion \
appear to have been closely folowed by major changes ta

aUnied Statesdjoin

n effective exchange rates, Even in these instances,
however, other factors have influenced changes in United States

exchange rates A notable feature of Chart 5 is the .....
number of countries reporting an acceleration of growthI
in narrowly-defined stocks of money (M-1) in 1978 and
subsequent deceleration during 1979. The general shift ?
toward slower monetary expansion during 1979 was
indicative of a widespread emphasis on monetary policy et l Italy
as the key tool used in the major wndustrial countriesh
to combat inflation.

r ive AFrance

anUn id Krogdft
France

usefl Inassesmens o theimpat ofa Germhangy

United States 
ae..o .

t aJapan

SThe indices plotted in Chart 6 are indices of relative
costs and prices adjusted for exchange rate changes;

Canada 1 they can be regarded as indices of "real exchange rates."
Fed. Rep. of Germany These series relate only to the manufacturing sector,

where competition among industrial countries is most
direct and pervasive. A rist the n of these indices
denotes a loss of competitiveness; a decrease denotes

V- an improvement.

France srn Indices of the type shown in Chart 6 are particularly
useful in assessments of the impact of past exchange

erate changes and domestic price changes on a country's
competitive position vis&-vis its trading partners. Key
points to note are (1) changes in real exchange ratesItaly ........... over the 1970s have often been large, in some cases-

United Kingdom notably the United States-they have been quite persistent;
(2) large recent changes in real exchange rates for the
United Kingdom and Japan reflect changes in nominal

W-i effective exchange rates that exacerbate the effect of
inflation on the competitive positions of these two countries

I 1 0 .. I .. I(Charts 1 and 3); and (3) at the end of 1970s the
competitive position of the United States and Canada
was stronger, and that of the United Kingdom and, to
a lesser extent, the Federal Republic of Germany was
weaker than at any time during the decade.
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truths" about Japanese society. As one ex-
ample, the author contends that the "lifetime
employment" system exists in Japan more

Ills as an ideal than in practice and is relevant
______________________________________ only to a small segment of the labor force.

He claims that it is not offered by smaller
companies-the predominant employers-

Sueo Sekiguchi conscious tailoring of Japanese institutions and does not apply to temporary workers or

Japanese Direct Foreign Invest- to the demands of a dynamic and interde- to women. Further, the current demographic

ment pendent world economy. changes in Japan-an aging of the popula-
Japanese Direct Foreign Investment pro- tion-are diluting the system still further.

Allanheld, Osmun and company, Montclair, N.J., U.S.A., vides a useful review of the recent rapid ex- This view leads to interesting speculations
1979, 153 pp., US$20. pansion of Japanese investment abroad, on the evolving nature of authority in Japa-
Rodney Clark and a brief treatment of direct investment by nese companies and on the company-com-

The Japanese Company Western nations in Japan. The book con- munity relationship in Japan-speculations
tains much data on investment derived from which suggest some evolution to more

pp., U 7P5ress. New Haven, Conn, U.S.A., 1979, Japanese sources. The author notes the Western forms in Japanese institutions.
concentration of Japanese overseas invest- In Japan as Number One Professor Vogel

Ezra F. vogel ment during the 1960s on the development deals with more general issues and focuses
Japan as Number One: of natural resources, and more recently, the his examination of Japanese institutions on
Lessons for America growing importance of investment in manu- elements of their organization and operation

Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., facturing industries. The contrast between which may be worth emulating, particularly
1979, 272 pp., US$12.50. the motivation and style of Japanese direct by U.S. institutions. His point of departure is

investment and that of the United States and that Japan's well-known economic success
Over the last decade, the manifold expan- Western European countries is empha- is complementary to its success in many
sion of Japanese exports, overseas invest- sized. Aside from large government-encour- other areas-a low crime rate, long life ex-
ment, banking and financial services, and aged investments for exploiting natural re- pectancy, high participation rates in educa-
the like has led to an increasing awareness sources, for example, small and medium- tion, the success of its students in interna-
of the critical, not to say dominant, role sized firms have dominated much of Ja- tional competitions, and so on. This book
played by Japan in international economic pan's overseas investment-particularly in may be read on two levels: as an analysis of
activities. The evident economic success manufacturing industries. At the same time, the elements and forms of Japanese insti-
enjoyed by the Japanese has generated a primarily as a means of establishing new tutions that have contributed to Japan's suc-
spate of books aimed at an audience which markets, the large trading companies- cesses and as an identification of areas of
is generally unfamiliar with many aspects of unique to Japan-have participated heavily Japanese experience to help countries like
Japanese society, culture, and business in direct investment. the United States that are seeking to learn
practices, but who more and more fre- Unfortunately, this book is weakened by a from that success.
quently must deal with individuals and insti- sometimes superficial treatment of critical On the first level, the book is tremen-
tutions in Japan. These three books are di- issues. The brief attempt to provide a theo- dously interesting, and valuable to anyone
rected primarily at this audience. retical basis for the motivation of Japanese dealing with Japanese institutions or study-

The first book, Japanese Direct Foreign direct investment, for instance, is resolved ing Japanese society. The author introduces
Investment, while dealing primarily with the primarily by assertion, with little supporting a wealth of relevant examples. The discus-
pattern of Japanese investment overseas, evidence offered. The conclusions about the sion of the meritocratic system in govem-
seeks to explain the economic and/or orga- impact of investment on employment and in- ment service, for example, describes how
nizational motivation for this investment and come are likewise insufficiently supported the elite of the bureaucracy are identified
to identify problems which arise with host by data. Finally, the author repeatedly dis- and groomed for ultimate control of the min-
governments, foreign employees, and local cusses the need for Japanese investors to istries and how the power of this elite,
residents as a result of different cultural and internationalize their management staff and through its continuity, in many ways ex-
managerial styles of the Japanese investor. to be sensitive to potential social frictions ceeds that of its political superiors.
The second book, The Japanese Company, caused by the creation of Japanese "en- On the second level, however, there can
is based on the personal experience of the claves" in host countries. However, this is- be no simple extraction of lessons for the
author working within a Japanese company. sue requires detailed study of particular ex- United States. Japan is not a model to be
Besides describing the adjustments re- periences, rather than simply repeated blindly imitated as the subtitle might sug-
quired of a non-Japanese to understand the warnings of what has become a familiar gest. Though the author clearly warns of
management and operations of a Japanese problem. this, he may understate the highly publicized
enterprise, the author examines many as- The Japanese Company, like the first problems of individuals and their families
pects of the Japanese labor market, includ- book, is rather specific in its subject matter. engendered by the pressures of the merito-
ing the "lifetime employment" system. Though the author's attempt to generalize cratic system and by the educational system

The third book, the best written of the from his own experience is not always per- in Japan. However, the book is to be highly
three, attempts to view the success of Japan suasive, the book may be interesting to the recommended to anyone seeking a broad
as an experience from which Western na- general reader as a history of the corpora- review of institutional and social character-
tions-and, in particular, the United States- tion in Japan and as a review of a personal istics which have helped in Japan's success
can learn. Its theme is a simple one: Japan's experience of working in a cultural and man- and must be understood in business, diplo-
success in many areas is by no means an agerial environment that is very different matic, and other dealings with the Japa-
accident or a passive result of cultural heri- from that of the West. There is useful ques- nese.
tage. Rather it derives, in large part, from a tioning in this book of certain "received John Boorman
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John W. Mellor (Editor) written papers and comments that provide a to expand and develop in new lines of busi-India: A Rising Middle Power useful survey of India's current political ness. The aim of the seminar, which brought
Westview Press, Boulder, Col., U.S.A., 1979, xv + economy. U.S. business school techniques to bear on
374 pp., US$20.00. Myron Weiner's essay on India's political the problem, was to provide for a discussion
wayne G. Broehl, Jr. evolution is one of the most interesting for a of these entrepreneurial characteristics for
The Village Entrepreneur: development economist. He analyzes the the benefit of the participants.Chne Vlagentrepnreur: D op- relations between the center and states, the This book is poorly structured, jumpingChange Agents in India's Rural Develo dominance of national politics by the Con- somewhat erratically between the particularmont gress Party until the end of the emergency, and the general, and there is much jargon.
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., the way the power base of the Congress The statistical techniques employed to test1978, vi + 228 pp., us$1850. gradually eroded, and the constraints such hypotheses are not discussed fully; in atIndia has been going through a period of po- factors put on economic policy. It is useful to least one case, the argument behind its sta-litical crisis and change since the early point out, for example, that the Indian Gov- tistical sophistication appears to be tauto-
1970s. Nevertheless, due both to some far- ernment, like any other, is not a free agent logical. The claim that the week-long semi-sighted policies and to fortuitous circum- and that it has adopted economic policies, nar significantly changed attitudes andstances, the economy recovered quite rap- such as the nationalization of the banks in behavior is not convincingly demonstrated.
idly from the oil crisis in 1973 and now has the late 1960s or the increased emphasis on Despite these faults, it remains clear thata capability for accelerated growth. Thus, in limiting the expansion of the large houses both the subject matter and the approach
these two important respects, India is ripe soon after, partly to preempt moves of polit- are important. Because some of the mostfor change. ical opposition. important innovators and wealth-creators are

Each of these books has something dif- By contrast, The Village Entrepreneur is a to be found among entrepreneurs, a micro-
ferent to say about the problems of social or piece of original research. It is largely con- level study of what constitutes entrepreneu-
economic change. India: A Rising Middle cerned with two topics: a survey of fertilizer rial characteristics in rural India is a step to-Power is a collection of scholarly essays on distributors in the state of Tamil Nadu in the ward understanding how to alleviate ruralvarious economic and political issues origi- South and a seminar on "entrepreneurship" poverty there. Entrepreneursare catalystsfor
nally commissioned for a conference orga- held for some of them. The survey results the development of new attitudes in their so-nized by the United States Agency for Inter- suggest entrepreneurs fall into two distinct cieties; for better or worse, this is the stuff of
national Development (USAID), which took groups: a modern, risk-taking, profit-maxi- social change and economic development.
place in 1977. The papers cover a wide mizing group and a more traditional risk- Both of these books shed light on therange of political and economic develop- averse, sales-maximizing group. The former present situation in India, and each for dif-ments apart from aid-foreign trade, re- are generally more "entrepreneurial" in the ferent reasons underlines the fact that thesearch and development in India, regional sense that they use as much information as problems are internal, that the main forcespower in South Asia, and the issue of non- they can from a variety of sources to con- at play are internal, and that the solution,proliferation of nuclear technology. By and duct their business. They are planners, are whatever form it takes, will also have to belarge, this is a group of authoritative, well- optimistic, have leadership ability, and tend largely internal. Charles Taylor

Sir Jeremy Mase and otheh Edward P. Dentson Plure Monte
The Financing of Long-Term Accounting for Slower Economic Clockwork Debt
Development Growth: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Company, Lexington, Mass.,
The Insiute of oree, London, England, 1979, xi + as pp., The United States In the 1970s U.S.A., 1979, xlv + 124 pp., US$15.95.
E7.50 (plus 50 p postage). The Brooinges insttton, washngton, D.C., U.S.A., 1979 xiv + La Dette des Pays enThe 32nd International Banking Summer School 212 pp., US$1.95 (toth), US$7.95 (papercik). Developpementorganized by the U.K. Institute of Bankers t This volume, the third in the author's pioneering Notes et Etudes Documentaires, La Documantaion Franahse,St. John's College, Cambridge, was devoted to studies on the sources of economic growth, is a 1979-the financing of long-term development. The Voly major contribution to economic literature, distin- A worthy addition to the growing literature on theume includes eight keynote papers prepared by guished by the quantitative techniques of growth debt problems of developing countries with theleading international bankers and e nomists and accounting he has developed and applied to ex- theme that LDCs cannot manage their debt un-a brief synopsis of each of ten group discussions. periences in the United States, Western Europe, less their exports expand, and the volume of

and Japan. The study focuses on the sudden re- world trade cannot expand unless the LDCs canHome Motamen tardation of growth in the United States which be- handle their debt burdens. The discussion thus
Expenditure of Oil Revenue: came apparent in 1974 and which could not be focuses on the borrowing capacity of the LDOs.attributed to the transient or the inevitable factors Available in English and French.Au Optimal Cotrol Approach with that had accounted for a decline in the rate of pro-Application to the Iranian Economy ductivity increase in the late 1960s. Of advanced
St Matin's Press, New York, N.Y., U.S.A., 1980, xil + 189 pp., technical and academic interest.US$27.50. Frank A. Southard, Jr.
Iran presents a typical case of an oil based econ- w. Keddesn (Editor) The Evolution of the International
omy. Motamen's model is an attempt to identify Experience and Issues In Rural Monetary Fund
the appropriate investments of revenue from a Development E in International Finance, No. 135. Internutional Finance
nonrenewable resource. It provides a guideline section. Department of Economics, Princton Unierty, Prince.
for making rational expenditures and favoring the Royalopicl Intute nsterd, te Netherland, 197 ,56 pp. ton, N.J., U.S.A., 1979, 50 pp., US$1.50.
accumulation of non-oil capital. It also indicates This slim volume is based on papers presented at This essay, prepared by the former Deputy Man-the maximum level of such capital that could be a seminar sponsored by the World Bank and the aging Director of the International Monetary Fund,accumulated before the oil runs out, and in view Royal Tropical Institute in May 1979. it offers a describes its evolution into an international insti-of the limited absorptive capacity of the Iranian succinct review of experience with rural develop- tution at the center of world monetary problems,economy at this time, the time when it would be- ment in the post-1973 period, especially efforts to primarly from an operational and policy point ofcome more profitable to invest abroad. alleviate poverty. Background reading. view.
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